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It is almost a truism that God does not create an

individual with all the good qualities that you

associate with a human being. It is also true that there

is no one in the world who has only bad qualities that

you associate with the human race except perhaps in

the case of villains in Indian movies. Now it appears

that there is one more exception that goes by the name

Donald Trump. In the normal course that should not

matter to us in India, a far-away land. But then, some

actions taken or not taken by an American President

affects us all. The issue of climate change is one such

thing. Even at the cost of sounding a little gross this

much must be stated. In a swimming pool you cannot

have a peeing section and a non peeing section. That

is exactly the situation when it comes to actions taken

by nations in the context of climate change.

The Paris Climate Accord is dead. But long live the

Accord. The United States has formally withdrawn from

the Accord just as promised by President Trump during

his election campaign. Rarely do you find nations

reneging on international commitments even after

regime changes back home. This is a norm that is in

practice among nations, big or small. The US now has

the dubious distinction of joining the miniscule number

of nations that are not part of the Accord, viz.,

Nicaragua and Syria. So much for the role of the nation

celebrated till recently as the leader of the free world.

Incurious, as he is, Trump firmly believes that climate

change is all hogwash. Irrespective of whether global

warming is a scientific reality or not the consequence

of the US pulling out of the Accord proved another

theory of science once again - Newton's law of motion,

viz., every action has an equal and opposite reaction.

It looked as if other nations were ready with their

responses to this step of the US - the Accord will stand

with or without the US. The Climate Accord was one

of the tortuous deals hammered out amongst one of

the largest gatherings of nations ever. But when it was

FROM THE DESK OF THE CHAIRMAN

unceremoniously dumped by the Trump the rest of the

world did not hesitate even for a moment to rally among

themselves to save the Accord including countries like

India and China. After the cold war when the US had

emerged as the de facto leader of the free world, the

rest of the world had tacitly accepted that situation.

Now the situation appears to be changing all too

suddenly. Every country worth its salt is seeing an

opportunity to exercise world dominance. Russia with

its renewed nationalistic fervour is seeing an

opportunity to occupy that position vacated not too long

ago by the erstwhile USSR. China particularly after

the ascension of Xi Jinping to the throne has made no

bones about their intention to challenge the US

whenever and wherever possible. The resurgent

European Union under Germany who has been

slighted by Trump constantly looks all too ready to flex

its muscles as well. It is a journey from bi polar to

unipolar to multi polar. It was hoped that thenew world

order should be more stable with no country dominating

global affairs. At least that does not appear to be

happening. With the disintegration of the erstwhile

world order what one sees is the keenness of the rest

of the world to occupy the space vacated by the US,

even if partly. Today there is no continent of the world

that is not ravaged by war. At no point in time since

World War II has there been so many battles big and

small raging all across the globe. Unfortunately in the

case of climate related issues no country can

unilaterally take a step without affecting others. Therein

lies the irony. If a scientist challenges the evidence of

another scientist it is easy to arrive at a conclusion.

But an ignoramus like Trump challenges a scientist

the latter has no option but to surrender. That is the

tragedy.

After the highly publicised and successful tour of the

US Narendra Modi now finds himself in a spotbetween

the rock and the hard place. This American phrase
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refers to a situation offering two alternatives neither of

which is acceptable. Modi in fact is staring at one such

situation. Contrary to earlier predictions were that when

these two ego centric personalities met even pleasant

conversation would have been difficult. But Modi

appeared to have got hold of Tump in his bear hug, an

achievement no other world leader can lay claim on.

Even before the hangover of the party had ended Modi

is now confronted by another reality. The standoff

between China and India at Doklam in Bhutan has

reached explosive proportions. Make no mistake. This

is no ordinary border skirmish. If this piece of real estate

is vital for China's geographical expansion plans, for

India it is critical to keep its access to the North East

intact and unhindered. That explains the high decibel

rhetoric and highly visible optics from both sides amidst

concerns of a war like situation like the one that

happened in 1962. It all started with a construction of

a road by China in this territory where China, India

and Bhutan come close to handshaking distance.

Fresh from its success in building a whole new island

in the South China Sea and the much touted 'belt and

road' with the assistance of Pakistan the Chinese feel

that they are being waylaid by India in Doklam. Modi's

dilemma is understandable. To take on the task of

fighting the military might of China India needs the

support of its traditional and the newly found allies in

its effort stop the Chinese expansionism. Russia driven

by its own priorities is joining an axis with China against

the West. That leaves Modi with Trump. No one really

knows what the American President stands for

especially when it comes to US' foreign policy. Trump

neither comes across as a credible leader nor does

he look committed to any long lasting relationships.

His policies are transactional in nature while cutting

business deals. Damn the rest. Trump contested the

elections to be the President of the country and no

one including himself has so farfigured out why. Modi

hashis task cut out for him, albeit an unenviable one.

It is not India alone that has a problem with Trump.

The people of America and even his own Republican

Party have some of their own. The legislators are

alarmed at the spectre of more and more skeletons

tumbling out of his cupboards made to order in Russia.

Recently the legislators cutting across party lines

drafted and passed a legislation imposing more

stringent sanctions against Russia for its alleged

interference in the lastUS presidential elections. That

in itself is not news. American legislators normally leave

the last word to the President in all matters of foreign

policy by giving the latter the option of vetoing such

legislation at his will. But not this time and not for this

bill. If the President feels that sanctions have to be

relaxed he has to go back to the Congress and take

their approval. This measure talks a lot about American

legislating strategies and more importantly the

legislators' confidence in the incumbent President. The

Congress has in effect ring fenced their own President.

When Trump signed the Bill into law he in fact

undermined his own prestige as the President of the

country. One of the promises Trump had made during

his campaign was that he would improve relations with

Russia even as he made no secret of his open

admiration for Putin's leadership skills. As luck would

have it today the relationship with Russia is at its nadir

under Trump's watch.

There is no dull moment when it comes to Bihar. Lalu

Prasad's orchestrated buffoonery to Nitish Kumar's

carefully choreographed attempts at projecting the

image of a principled politician from Bihar, you have it

all. When Nitish Kumar stitched up a Mahagadbandhan

one had expected that it would only be a matter of

time before this motley crowd of politicians with

disparate ideologies would unravel. But when it fell

apart it was the leader of the group that dismantled

this unholy alliance. On hindsight this was destined to

happen. An alliance with a tainted party dominated by

a tainted family had already hurt the clean image of

Nitish Kumar. The political alliance was simply an

alliance of convenience at election time. Both the

leaders thought the other wouldn't dare to destabilise

the alliance for their own political survival. But Lalu

miscalculated and was also outwitted by Nitish Kumar

with some help from Delhi. As political coups go this

must be rated as one of the perfectly executed one

with every constitutional agency playing its part to

perfection. In the end Nitish Kumar called Lalu's bluff.

With hostile governments in both Patna and Delhi Lalu

and his family look cornered. In a State where

convicted people like Lalu could rule through a puppet

CM in the form of his wife, what happened now appears

a great triumph for democracy. It may also be hailed

as a giant leap in ushering in clean politics or victory

for democracy or even as a snub for dynastic politics.
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That it may be. But under any other circumstances in

any other State or even nationally this process would

not have passed the litmus test for clean politics. On

the contrary Nitish Kumar would be branded as an

opportunist. To my mind this move by Nitish Kumar

has wider ramifications beyond Bihar. Nitish Kumar

was perceived as a credible alternative to Narendra

Modi at a national level till recently. He chose to blow

that chance for whatever reason. Like in any other field

democracy also thrives only when there is competition.

Someone had even gone to the extent of saying that

Nitish should have taken over as the President of

Congress that would have put paid to dynastic politics

and given an genuine alternative to BJP. That is not to

be.

Finally we are now living in the much anticipated GST

era. After the poorly executed demonetisation

proposals the people of the country were looking

forward with dread the early days of implementation

of GST. A month has passed and the country is now

breathing easy with the realisation that a massive

transformation of this nature was achieved with

minimum disruption. The worst can still happen when

the compliance phase begins. Having given additional

time to file the Returns the government and the

assessees are hoping that this would also be a smooth

affair. By all accounts, at least so far, the country may

have done itself a favour with the new taxation system.

India has new President. Shri Ram Nath Kovind. The

first reaction you get to hear is "Kovind who?" Not

surprising considering the fact that his is a name very

few have heard of. Be that may, if you were to be

familiar with his name it is likely that he would have

been a politician of questionable reputation or a

celebrity with less than impeccable credentials. If that

be so, why complain? On paper the new President

comes across as someone who has not had a

blemished background or a questionable track record.

The fact that you have not heard of him cannot be

held against him. Moreover, despite being a card

carrying member of the ruling party he is seen as

someone largely nonpartisan. That should be a

qualification in itself. And the other qualification is that

he is the second person who ascended to the highest

constitutional post in the country as a result of the

country's affirmative action. His is a rag to riches story

of a different kind that is normally found in the celluloid

scripts. Let us wish him luck.

Thank you.

Venkat R. Venkitachalam
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GOODS & SERVICE TAX

NOTIFICATIONS

CENTRAL TAX
• Provisions of following Sections will be effective

from 22nd June, 2017:

* Short title, extent and commencement

* Definition

* Officers under this Act

* Appointment of officers

* Powers of officers

* Composition levy

* Persons liable for registration

* Persons not liable for registration

* Compulsory registration in certain cases

* Procedure for registration

* Deemed registration

* Special provisions relating to casual taxable

person and non-resident taxable person

* Amendment of Registration

* Cancellation of registration

* Revocation of cancellation of registration

* Migration of existing taxpayers

* Common Portal

* Power of Government to make rules

[Notification No. 01/2017-Central Tax, dated

19-06-2017]

• Territorial jurisdiction of central tax officers has

been notified. Pin code wise jurisdiction has been

notified under the notification. [Notification No.

02/2017-Central Tax, dated 19-06-2017]

• Rules regarding Composition levy and registration

have been notified. [Notification No. 03/2017-

Central Tax, dated 19-06-2017 & Notification

No. 07/2017-Central Tax, dated 27-06-2017]

• www.gst.gov.in (website managed by the Goods

and Services Tax Network) is notified as the

Common Goods and Services Tax Electronic

Portal for facilitating registration, payment of tax,

furnishing of returns, computation and settlement

of integrated tax and electronic way bill.

[Notification No. 04/2017-Central Tax, dated

19-06-2017]

• Persons providing taxable services or goods only

which are covered under reverse charge will be

exempt from obtaining registration. [Notification

No. 05/2017-Central Tax, dated 19-06-2017]

• Aadhaar based Electronic Verification Code

(EVC) or Bank account based One Time

Password (OTP) will be accepted as mode of

verification for the purpose of submission of

documents electronically. Also, the verification

needs to be completed within 2 days of furnishing

of documents. This notification has been further

amended to specify that, From 22nd June 2017

onwards Electronic verification code generated

through net banking login on the common portal

& Electronic verification code generated on the

common portal are used for verification apart from

Aadhar based EVC. [Notification No. 06/2017-

Central Tax, dated 19-06-2017 & Notification

No. 11/2017-Central Tax, dated 28-06-2017]

• Turnover limit has been defined. An eligible

registered person, whose aggregate turnover in

the preceding financial year did not exceed Rs

75 lakh rupees, may opt for composition scheme.

There will be limit of Rs. 50 Lacs in case of eligible

person registered in:

I. Arunachal Pradesh,

II. Assam,

III. Manipur,

IV. Meghalaya,

V. Mizoram,

VI. Nagaland,

VII. Sikkim,

VIII. Tripura,

IX. Himachal Pradesh
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The amount of tax payable by him shall be as

below:

• In case of a manufacture : 1% of turnover in State

• In case of Hotel, Restaurant,

eating joint etc. : 2.5% of turnover in State

• In case of other supplies : 0.5% of turnover in State

It has been also mentioned that the composition

scheme will not be available for below businesses,

Ice cream and other edible ice, whether or not

containing cocoa.

Pan Masala

All goods, i.e. Tobacco and manufactured

tobacco substitutes

[Notification No. 08/2017-Central Tax, dated

27-06-2017]

• Following Sections of the CGST Act, 2017 will be

effective from 01.07.2017

Sections 6 to 9,

Sections 11 to 21

Sections, 31 to 41

Section 42 except the proviso to sub-section

(9) of section 42

Section 43 except the proviso to sub-section

(9) of section 43

Section 44 to 50

Sections 53 to 138

Sections 140 to 145

Sections 147 to 163

Sections 165 to 174

[Notification No. 09/2017-Central Tax, dated

28-06-2017]

• Following Rules notified which will be effective

from 01.07.2017

· Valuation

· Input Tax Credit

· Tax Invoice, Credit and Debit Notes

· Accounts and Records

· Returns

· Payment of Tax

· Refund

· Assessment and Audit

· Advance Ruling

· Appeals and Revision

· Transitional Provisions

· Anti-Profiteering

· E-way Rules

[Notification No. 10/2017-Central Tax, dated

28-06-2017, Notification No. 15/2017-Central

Tax, dated 01-07-2017]

• Number of Digits of HSN Code required on Tax

invoice has been defined based on Annual

Turnover in the preceding Financial Year as

below:-

1. Up to rupees one crore fifty lakhs - Not

required

2. more than rupees one crore fifty lakhs and

up to rupees five crores - 2 Digits

3. more than rupees five crores - 4 Digits

[Notification No. 12/2017-Central Tax, dated

28-06-2017]

• Rate of interest per annum for CGST has been

notified as under below,

Sr. Particulars Rate of Statutory

 No. Interest Provision

1 Interest of failure to pay Tax 18% Section 20 of IGST Act, 2017 &

Section 50(1) of CGST Act, 2017

2 Interest undue/excess availment of credit & 24% Section 20 of IGST Act, 2017 &

undue/excess reduction of output tax liability Section 50(3) of CGST Act, 2017

3 Interest rate for refund withheld by depart- 6% Section 20 of IGST Act, 2017 &

ment which subsequently is approved Section 54(12) of CGST Act, 2017

4 Interest on refund delayed by 6% Section 20 of IGST Act, 2017 &

department beyond 60 days Section 56 of CGST Act, 2017

5 Interest on refund sanctioned by order 9% Section 20 of IGST Act, 2017 &

passed by appellate authority/tribunal or court Section 56 of CGST Act, 2017

[Notification No.13/2017-Central Tax, dated 28-06-2017]
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• The officers in the Directorate General of Goods

and Services Tax Intelligence, Directorate

General of Goods and Services Tax and

Directorate General of Audit have been appointed

under GST. Further the powers of each of the

officers have been notified. [Notification No.

14/2017-Central Tax, dated 01-07-2017]

• Conditions and safeguards for furnishing a Letter

of Undertaking in place of a bond for export

without payment of integrated tax has been

notified as under,

LUT can be furnished by:

a) a status holder as specified in paragraph 5

of the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-2020; or

b) who has received the due foreign inward

remittances amounting to a minimum of 10%

of the export turnover, which should not be

less than one crore rupees, in the preceding

financial year,

Further he has not been prosecuted for any

offence under the Central Goods and Services

Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017) or under any of the

existing laws in case where the amount of tax

evaded exceeds two hundred and fifty lakh

rupees. [Notification No. 16/2017-Central Tax,

dated 07-07-2017]

Please read detailed article on Export Procedure

in this bulletin.

• Exchange Rate for export of goods & services

a) For Export of Goods, the foreign currency

amount to be converted into INR on the basis

of prevailing custom exchange rate at the

time of supply.

b) For Export of Services, the foreign currency

amount to be converted into INR on the basis

of exchange rate adopted by the taxable

person as per the generally accepted

accounting principles.

Necessary amendment has been made in CGST

Rules, 2017.

[Notification No. 17/2017-Central Tax, dated

27-07-2017]

• Declaration in Invoice for Supplies to SEZ:

Supply to SEZ should have any one of the below

mentioned declaration in the invoice.

a. SUPPLY TO SEZ UNIT OR SEZ

DEVELOPER FOR AUTHORISED

OPERATIONS ON PAYMENT OF

INTEGRATED TAX

b. SUPPLY TO SEZ UNIT OR SEZ

DEVELOPER FOR AUTHORISED

OPERATIONS UNDER BOND OR LETTER

OF UNDERTAKING

Necessary amendment has been made in CGST

Rules, 2017. [Notification No. 17/2017-Central

Tax, dated 27-07-2017]

GSTR-3 also be filed for July and August 2017:

GSTR-3 also needs to be filed in addition to

GSTR-3B for the month of July and August 2017.

Necessary amendment has been made in CGST

Rules, 2017. [Notification No. 17/2017-Central

Tax, dated 27-07-2017]

• Due dates for filing the GSTR to be submitted for

the month of July 17 & August 17 are extended

as below. Press release for the same was already

issued, however is has been notified vide

notification.

Month Due date Extended Time

Period

July 17

GSTR-1 1st to 10th 1st to 5th

August, 2017 September, 2017

GSTR-2 10t to 15th 6th to 10th

August, 2017 September, 2017

GSTR-3 15th to 20th 11th to 15th

August, 2017 September, 2017

Aug. 17

GSTR-1 1st to 10th 16thto 20th

September, 2017 September, 2017

GSTR-2 10th to 15th 21st to 25th

September, 2017 September, 2017

GSTR-3 15th to 20th 26th to 30th

September, 2017 September, 2017.

[Notification No.18/2017 Central Tax dated 08-

08-2017, Notification No.19/2017 Central Tax

dated 08-08-2017, and Notification No.20/2017

Central Tax dated 08-08-2018]

• As the due dates for GSTR-1 & GSTR-2 are

extended for the month July 17 & August 17.
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GSTR-3B is required to be filed as per provisions

of Rule 61(5) of the CGST Rules, 2017. Due dates

for returns are as below,

Month Due date

July 17 20th August, 2017

August 17 20th September, 2017

[Notification No.21/2017 Central Tax dated 8th

August 2017]

CENTRAL TAX (RATE) /

INTEGRATED TAX (RATE) /

UNION TERRITORY TAX (RATE)

Notifications:
• CGST Tax rate schedule for goods has been

notified. The goods have been bifurcated under

5 different schedules as under,

i. 2.5 per cent. in respect of goods specified in

Schedule I,

ii. 6 per cent. in respect of goods specified in

Schedule II,

iii. 9 per cent. in respect of goods specified in

Schedule III,

iv. 14 per cent. in respect of goods specified in

Schedule IV,

v. 1.5 per cent. in respect of goods specified in

Schedule V, and

vi. 0.125 per cent. in respect of goods specified

in Schedule VI

Kindly refer the notification for detailed tax rates.

Similar notification has been issued under the

UTGST Act, 2017 [Notification No.1/2017-

Central Tax (Rate) dated 28.06.2017 &

Notification No. and 01/2017-Union Territory

Tax (Rate),dated 28-06-2017]

Similar notification has been issued under IGST

Act for specifying the IGST Rate on the same

goods,

i. 5 per cent. in respect of goods specified in

Schedule I,

ii. 12 per cent. in respect of goods specified in

Schedule II,

iii. 18 per cent. in respect of goods specified in

Schedule III,

iv. 18 per cent. in respect of goods specified in

Schedule IV,

v. 3 per cent. in respect of goods specified in

Schedule V, and

vi. 0.5 per cent. in respect of goods specified in

Schedule VI

Kindly refer the notification for detailed tax rates.

[Notification No. 01/2017-Integrated Tax (Rate),

dated 28-06-2017]

• CGST exemption list for supply of the specified

goods has been notified. Kindly refer the

notification for detailed exemptions. [Notification

No.2/2017-Central Tax (Rate) dated 28.06.2017]

Similar notification has been issued under IGST

Act for specifying exemption from payment of

IGST & UTGST. [Notification No. 02/2017-

Integrated Tax (Rate), dated 28-06-2017 &

Notification No. 02/2017-Union Territory Tax

(Rate),dated 28-06-2017]

• Concessional rate of GST @ 5% will be levied on

the specified goods required in connection with

subject to limitation and conditions specified:

1) Petroleum operations undertaken under

petroleum exploration licenses or mining

leases, granted by the Government of India

or any State Government to the Oil and

Natural Gas Corporation or Oil India Limited

on nomination basis, or

2) Petroleum operations undertaken under

specified contracts, or

3) Petroleum operations undertaken under

specified contracts under the New

Exploration Licensing Policy, or

4) Petroleum operations undertaken under

specified contracts under the Marginal Field

Policy (MFP), or

5) Coal bed methane operations undertaken

under specified contracts under the Coal Bed

Methane Policy

Similar exemption has been granted for IGST and

UTGST on the above supplies under IGST Act

and UTGST Act respectively.

[Notification No. 03/2017-Central Tax (Rate),

dated 28-06-2017, Notification No. 03/2017-

Integrated Tax (Rate), dated 28-06-2017 and

Notification No. 03/2017-Union Territory Tax

(Rate),  dated 28-06-2017]
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Similar notification has been issued under the

IGST Act, 2017 and UTGST Act, 2017.

[Notification No. 04/2017-Central Tax (Rate),

dated 28-06-2017, Notification No. 04/2017-

Integrated Tax (Rate), dated 28-06-2017 and

Notification No. 04/2017-Union Territory Tax

(Rate) dated 28-06-2017]

• No refund of unutilised input tax credit shall be

allowed, where the credit has accumulated on

account of rate of tax on inputs being higher than

the rate of tax on the output supplies of such

goods (other than nil rated or fully exempt

supplies) in case of goods specified in below

table:

• Supply of following specified goods will be subjected to reverse charge.

Sr. Tariff item, sub- Description of Supplier of goods Recipient of supply

No. heading, heading supply of Goods

or Chapter

1 801 Cashew nuts, not Agriculturist Any registered person

shelled or peeled

2 1404 90 10 Bidi wrapper Agriculturist Any registered person

leaves (tendu)

3 2401 Tobacco leaves Agriculturist Any registered person

4 5004 to 5006 Silk yarn Any person who manufactures Any registered person

silk yarn from raw silk or silk worm

cocoons for supply of silk yarn

5 - Supply of lottery State Government, Union Territory Lottery distributor or

or any local authority selling agent.

Tariff item, heading, Description of Goods

sub-heading or Chapter

5007 Woven fabrics of silk or of silk waste

5111 to 5113 Woven fabrics of wool or of animal hair

5208 to 5212 Woven fabrics of cotton

5309 to 5311 Woven fabrics of other vegetable textile fibres, paper yarn

5407, 5408 Woven fabrics of manmade textile materials

5512 to 5516 Woven fabrics of manmade staple fibres

60 Knitted or crocheted fabrics [All goods]

8601 Rail locomotives powered from an external source of electricity or by electric

accumulators

8602 Other rail locomotives; locomotive tenders; such as Diesel -electric locomotives,

Steam locomotives and tenders thereof

8603 Self-propelled railway or tramway coaches, vans and trucks, other than those of heading

8604

8604 Railway or tramway maintenance or service vehicles, whether or not self-propelled (for

example, workshops, cranes, ballast tampers, trackliners, testing coaches and track

inspection vehicles)

8605 Railway or tramway passenger coaches, not self-propelled; luggage vans, post office

coaches and other special purpose railway or

tramway coaches, not self-propelled (excluding those of heading 8604)

8606 Railway or tramway goods vans and wagons, not self -propelled
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Similar notification has been issued under IGST

Act, 2017 and under UTGST Act, 2017.

[Notification No.5/2017-Central Tax (Rate),

dated 28-06-2017, Notification No. 05/2017-

Integrated Tax (Rate), dated 28-06-2017

&Notification No. 05/2017-Union Territory Tax

(Rate), dated 28-06-2017]

• Canteen Stores Department shall be entitled for

refund of 50% of the CGST or UTGST paid by it

on inward supplies of goods received by it for the

purposes of subsequent supply of such goods to

the Unit Run Canteens of the CSD or to the

authorized customers of the CSD. Similar

notification has been issued granting refund of

50% of IGST. There seems to some error either

in % in IGST notification or CGST notification as

by keeping same percentage the end result of

amount of refund will vary. [Notification No. 06/

2017-Central Tax (Rate), dated 28-06-2017, 06/

2017-Integrated Tax (Rate),dt. 28-06-2017 & 06/

2017-Union Territory Tax (Rate),dt. 28-06-2017]

• All supplies of goods by CSD to Unit Run Canteen,

the authorized customers & Unit Run Canteens

to the authorized customers have been exempt

from payment of UTGST & IGST. [Notification

No. 07/2017-Central Tax (Rate) dated

28-06-2017, 07/2017-Integrated Tax (Rate), dt.

28-06-2017 07/2017-Union Territory Tax

(Rate),dt. 28-06-2017]

• Intra-state supplies of goods or services or both

received by a registered person from unregistered

person/ persons having aggregate value of such

supplies below Rs. 5000/- in a day shall be exempt

from payment of CGST & UTGST. [Notification

No. 08/2017-Central Tax (Rate), dated

28-06-2017 & 08/2017-Union Territory Tax

(Rate),dt. 28-06-2017]

• Person only registered as TDS Deductor has been

exempted from deducting TDS from the supplies

received from un-registered dealer under GST.

[Notification No. 09/2017-Central Tax (Rate),

dated 28-06-2017 and 09/2017-Union Territory

Tax (Rate),dt. 28-06-2017]

• Exemption from payment of CGST & UTGST

under reverse charge has been given to the

second had dealer who is buying the goods from

un-registered persons. [Notification No.

10/2017-Central Tax (Rate), dated 28-06-2017

and 10/2017-Union Territory Tax (Rate),

dt. 28-06-2017]

• CGST Tax rate, UTGST Tax Rate and IGST tax

rate schedule for services has been notified.

[Notification No. 11/2017-Central Tax (Rate),

dated 28-06-2017, 08/2017-Integrated Tax

(Rate), dt. 28-06-2017 & 11/2017-Union

Territory Tax (Rate),dt. 28-06-2017]

• CGST, UTGST & IGST exemption for specified

services has been notified. [Notification No. 12/

2017-Central Tax (Rate), dated 28-06-2017,

09/2017-Integrated Tax (Rate), dt. 28-06-2017

& 12/2017-Union Territory Tax (Rate), dt.

28-06-2017]

• Below services will be subjected to reverse

charge.

8607 Parts of railway or tramway locomotives or rolling - stock; such as Bogies, bissel-bogies,

axles and wheels, and parts thereof

8608 Railway or tramway track fixtures and fittings; mechanical (including electro-mechanical)

signalling, safety or traffic control equipment for railways, tramways, roads, inland

waterways, parking facilities, port installations or airfields; parts of the foregoing

Sl.
No.

Supplier of
serviceCategory of Supply of Services Recipient of Service

1 Goods

Transport

Agency

(GTA)

Supply of Services by a goods transport

agency (GTA) in respect of transportation

of goods by road to-

(a) any factory registered under or governed

by the Factories Act, 1948(63 of 1948);or

(b) any society registered under the

a) Any factory registered under or governed by

the Factories Act, 1948(63 of 1948); or

(b) any society registered under the Societies

Registration Act, 1860 (21 of 1860) or under

any other law for the time being in force in any

part of India; or
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Sl.
No.

Supplier of
serviceCategory of Supply of Services Recipient of Service

--Societies Registration Act, 1860 (21 of

1860) or under any other law for the time

being in force in any part of India; or

(c) any co-operative society established by

or under any law; or

(d) any person registered under the Central

Goods and Services Tax Act or the

Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act or

the State Goods and Services Tax Act or

the Union Territory Goods and Services Tax

Act; or

(e) any body corporate established, by or

under any law; or

(f) any partnership firm whether registered

or not under any law including association

of persons; or

(g) any casual taxable person.

(c) any co-operative society established by or

under any law; or

(d) any person registered under the Central

Goods and Services Tax Act or the Integrated

Goods and Services Tax Act or the State Goods

and Services Tax Act or the Union Territory

Goods and Services Tax Act; or

(e) any body corporate established, by or under

any law; or

(f) any partnership firm whether registered or

not under any law including association of

persons; or

(g) any casual taxable person; located in the

taxable territory

2 An individual

a d v o c a t e

including a

s e n i o r

advocate or

firm of

advocates.

Services supplied by an individual advocate

including a senior advocate by way of

representational services before any court,

tribunal or authority, directly or indirectly, to

any business entity located in the taxable

territory, including where contract for

provision of such service has been entered

through another advocate or a firm of

advocates, or by a firm of advocates, by way

of legal services, to a business entity.

Any business entity located in the taxable

territory.

3 An arbitral

tribunal.
Services supplied by an arbitral tribunal to

a business entity.

Any business entity located in the taxable

territory.

4 Any personServices provided by way of sponsorship

to anybody corporate or partnership firm.

Any body corporate or partnership firm located

in the taxable territory.

5 Central

Government,

State

Government,

Union territory

or local

authority

Services supplied by the Central

Government, State Government, Union

territory or local authority to a business entity

excluding, -

(1) renting of immovable property, and

(2) services specified below-

(i) services by the Department of Posts by

way of speed post, express parcel post, life

insurance, and agency services provided to

a person other than Central Government,

State Government or Union territory or local

authority;

(ii) services in relation to an aircraft or a

vessel, inside or outside the precincts of a

port or an airport;

(iii) transport of goods or passengers.

Any business entity located in the taxable

territory
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Sl.
No.

Supplier of
serviceCategory of Supply of Services Recipient of Service

6 A director of a

company or a

b o d y

corporate

Services supplied by a director of a

company or a body corporate to the said

company or the body corporate

The company or a body corporate located in

the taxable territory.

7 An insurance

agent

Services supplied by an insurance agent to

any person carrying on insurance business.

Any person carrying on insurance business,

located in the taxable territory.

8 A recovery

agent
Services supplied by a recovery agent to a

banking company or a financial institution

or a non-banking financial company

A banking company or a financial institution or

a non-banking financial company, located in the

taxable territory.

9 Author or

m u s i c

c o m p o s e r ,

photographer,

artist, or the

like

Supply of services by an author, music

composer, photographer, artist or the like

by way of transfer or permitting the use or

enjoyment of a copyright covered under

clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 13

of the Copyright Act, 1957 relating to original

literary, dramatic, musical or artistic works

to a publisher, music company, producer or

the like.

Publisher, music company, producer or the like,

located in the taxable territory.

[Notification No. 13/2017-Central Tax (Rate), dated 28-06-2017, 10/2017-Integrated Tax (Rate), dt. 28-

06-2017 & 13/2017-Union Territory Tax (Rate),dt. 28-06-2017]

• It has been notified that the Services by way of

any activity in relation to a function entrusted to a

Panchayats under article 243G of the Constitution

undertaken by the Central Government or State

Government or any local authority shall not be

treated as a supply of goods OR a supply of

services. [Notification No. 14/2017-Central Tax

(Rate), dated 28-06-2017, 14/2017-Union

Territory Tax (Rate), dt. 28-06-2017 & 11/2017-

Integrated Tax (Rate), dt. 28-06-2017]

• No refund of utilised input tax credit will be allowed

in case service provider who are in to the business

of construction of a complex, building, civil

structure or a part thereof, including a complex or

building intended for sale to a buyer, wholly or

partly, except where the entire consideration has

been received after issuance of completion

certificate, where required, by the competent

authority or after its first occupation, whichever is

earlier. [Notification No.15/2017-Central Tax

(Rate), dated 28-06-2017, 15/2017-Union

Territory Tax (Rate), dt. 28-06-2017 & 12/2017-

Integrated Tax (Rate), dt. 28-06-2017]

• Refund of GST will be allowed in case of

purchases made by,

i. United Nations or a specified international

organisation; and

ii. Foreign diplomatic mission or consular post

in India, or diplomatic agents or career

consular officers posted therein,

This refund should be subject to the conditions

specified in the notification. [Notification No. 16/

2017-Central Tax (Rate), dated 28-06-2017, 16/
2017-Union Territory Tax (Rate), dt. 28-06-2017
& 13/2017-Integrated Tax (Rate), dt. 28-06-

2017]

• In case of following services, the GST will be paid

by the E-commerce operator,

i. Services by way of transport of passengers

by Radio Taxi, Maxi Cab Motor cab and

Motor cycle

ii. Services of accommodation in Hotel, Guest

House etc.

[Notification No. 17/2017-Central Tax (Rate),
dt. 28-06-2017, 17/2017-Union Territory Tax

(Rate), dt. 28-06-2017 & 14/2017-Integrated Tax
(Rate), dt. 28-06-2017]
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• The rate of Central Tax, Union Territory Tax, on

specified fertilisers has been reduced from 6% to

2.5% and Integrated Tax rate on specified

fertilisers has been reduced from 12% to 5%.

[Notification No. 18/2017-Central Tax (Rate),

dt. 30-06-2017, 18/2017-Union Territory Tax

(Rate,  dt. 30-06-2017 & 16/2017-Integrated Tax

(Rate), dt. 30-06-2017]

• IGST on import of services will be exempted on

service imported by SEZ Developer and the Unit

for authorised operations. [Notification No.

18/2017-Integrated Tax (Rate), dt. 05-07-2017]

INTEGRATED TAX
• Provisions of following Sections will be effective

from 22nd June, 2017:

* Short title, extent and commencement

* Definition

* Appointment of officers

* Special provision for payment of tax by a

supplier of online information and database

access or retrieval services

* Application of provisions of Central Goods

and Services Tax Act

* Power to make rules

[Notification No. 01/2017-Integrated Tax, dated

19-06-2017]

• The GST registration in case of online information

and database access or retrieval services

provided or agreed to be provided by a person

located in non-taxable territory will be provided

by Principal Commissioner of Central Tax,

Bengaluru West and all the officers subordinate

to him. [Notification No. 02/2017-Integrated Tax,

dated 19-06-2017]

• Provisions of following Sections will be effective

from 22nd June, 2017:

* Authorisation of officers of State tax or Union

territory tax as proper officer in certain

circumstances

* Levy and collection

* Power to grant exemption from tax

* inter-State supply

* Intra-State supply

* Supplies in territorial waters

* Place of supply of goods other than supply

of goods imported into, or exported from

India.

* Place of supply of goods imported into, or

exported from India

* Place of supply of services where location

of supplier and recipient is in India

* Place of supply of services where location

of supplier or location of recipient is outside

India

* Zero rated supply.

* Apportionment of tax and settlement of

funds.

* Transfer of input tax credit

* Tax wrongfully collected and paid to Central

Government or State Government.

* Import of services made on or after the

appointed day

* Power to make regulations

* Laying of rules, regulations and notifications

* Removal of difficulties

[Notification No. 03/2017-Integrated Tax, dated

28-06-2017]

• IGST Rules, 2017 have been notified. The IGST

Rules states that The CGST Rules as notified as

amended time to time will also be used where

ever applicable. [Notification No. 04/2017-

Integrated Tax, dated 28-06-2017]

• Requirement of HSN for the purpose IGST Act

has been notified. The requirement is same as

mentioned in the CGST Notification covered in

this issue. [Notification No. 05/2017-Integrated

Tax, dated 28-06-2017]

• Rate of interest for the purpose of IGST Act has

been notified. The rate of interest is same as rate

of interest as per CGST Act. Kindly refer the CGST

Act notification for this purpose. [Notification No.

06/2017-Integrated Tax, dated 28-06-2017]

UNION TERRITORY TAX
• Provisions of following Sections of the UTGST

Act,2017 will be effective from 22nd June, 2017:

* Short title, extent and commencement.
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* Definitions.

* Officers under this Act.

* Authorization of officers.

* Powers of officers.

* Migration of existing tax payers.

* Application of provisions of Central Goods

and Services Tax Act.

* Power to make rules.

[Notification No.1/2017 UTGST dated 21st

June, 2017]

• Turnover limit has been defined. An eligible

registered person, whose aggregate turnover in

the preceding financial year did not exceed Rs

75 lakh rupees, may opt for composition scheme.

It has been also mentioned that the composition

scheme will not be available for below businesses,

Ice cream and other edible ice, whether or not

containing cocoa.

Pan Masala

All goods, i.e. Tobacco and manufactured

tobacco substitutes

[Notification No. 02/2017-Union Territory Tax,

dt. 27-06-2017]

• Provisions of following Sections of the UTGST

Act,2017 will be effective from 1st July, 2017:

* Authorization of officers of central tax as

proper officer in certain circumstances.

* Levy and collection

* Power to grant exemption from tax

* Payment of tax.

* Transfer of input tax credit.

* Officers required to assist proper officers.

* Tax wrongfully collected and paid to Central

Government or Union territory Government.

* Recovery of tax

* Definitions (Advance Ruling)

* Constitution of Authority for Advance Ruling.

* Constitution of Appellate Authority for

Advance Ruling.

* Transitional arrangements for input tax

credit.

* Transitional provisions relating to job work.

* Miscellaneous transitional provisions.

* General power to make regulations.

* Laying of rules, regulations and notifications.

* Power to issue instructions or directions.

* Removal of difficulties

[Notification No.3/2017 UTGST dated 28th

June, 2017]

COMPENSESATION CESS

• All provisions of Goods and Services Tax

(Compensation to States) Act, 2017 has been

notified and come into force w.e.f. 1st July 2017.

[Notification No. 1/2017-Goods & Service Tax

Compensation, dated 28-06-2017]

COMPENSESATION CESS RATES:

• Rates of compensation cess on supply of goods

& services have been specified as per below

schedule:

Sr. Chapter / Description of Goods Rate of Goods and

No. Heading / Service

Sub-heading / Tax compensation Cess

Tariff item

1 2106 90 20 Pan-masala 60%

2 2202 10 10 Aerated waters 12%

3 2202 10 20 Lemonade 12%

4 2202 10 90 Others 12%

5 2401 Unmanufactured tobacco (without lime tube) -

bearing a brand name 71%

6 2401 Unmanufactured tobacco (with lime tube) -

bearing a brand name 65%
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7 2401 30 00 Tobacco refuse, bearing a brand name 61%

8 2402 10 10 Cigar and cheroots 21% or Rs. 4170 per

thousand,whichever is

higher

9 2402 10 20 Cigarillos 21% or Rs. 4170 per

thousand, whichever is

higher

10 2402 20 10 Cigarettes containing tobacco other than filter 5% + Rs.2076 per thousand

cigarettes, of length not exceeding 65 millimetres

11 2402 20 20 Cigarettes containing tobacco other than filter 5% + Rs.3668 per thousand

cigarettes, of length exceeding 65 millimetres but

not exceeding 75 millimetres

12 2402 20 30 Filter cigarettes of length (including the length of the 5% + Rs.2076 per thousand

filter, the length of filter being 11 millimetres or its

actual length, whichever is more) not exceeding 65

millimetres

13 2402 20 40 Filter cigarettes of length (including the length of the 5% + Rs.2747 per thousand

filter, the length of filter being 11 millimeters or its

actual length, whichever is more) exceeding 65

millimeters but not exceeding 70 millimeters

14 2402 20 50 Filter cigarettes of length (including the length of the 5% + Rs.3668 per thousand

filter, the length of filter being 11 millimeters or its

actual length, whichever is more) exceeding 70

millimeters but not exceeding 75 millimeters

15 2402 20 90 Other cigarettes containing tobacco 36% + Rs.4170 per

thousand

16 2402 90 10 Cigarettes of tobacco substitutes Rs.4006 per thousand

17 2402 90 20 Cigarillos of tobacco substitutes 12.5% or Rs. 4,006 per

thousand whichever is

higher

18 2402 90 90 Other 12.5% or Rs. 4,006 per

thousand whichever is

higher

19 2403 11 10 Hookah' or 'gudaku' tobacco bearing a brand name 72%

20 2403 11 10 Tobacco used for smoking 'hookah' or 'chilam' 17%

commonly known as 'hookah' tobacco or 'gudaku'

not bearing a brand name

21 2403 11 90 Other water pipe smoking tobacco not bearing 11%

a brand name.

22 2403 19 10 Smoking mixtures for pipes and cigarettes 290%

23 2403 19 90 Other smoking tobacco bearing a brand name 49%

24 2403 19 90 Other smoking tobacco not bearing a brand name 11%

25 2403 91 00 "Homogenised" or "reconstituted" tobacco, bearing 72%

a brand name
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26 2403 99 10 Chewing tobacco (without lime tube) 160%

27 2403 99 10 Chewing tobacco (with lime tube) 142%

28 2403 99 10 Filter khaini 160%

29 2403 99 20 Preparations containing chewing tobacco 72%

30 2403 99 30 Jarda scented tobacco 160%

31 2403 99 40 Snuff 72%

32 2403 99 50 Preparations containing snuff 72%

33 2403 99 60 Tobacco extracts and essence bearing a brand name 72%

34 2403 99 60 Tobacco extracts and essence not bearing a brand name 65%

35 2403 99 70 Cut tobacco 20%

36 2403 99 90 Pan masala containing tobacco 'Gutkha' 204%

37 2403 99 90 All goods, other than pan masala containing tobacco

'gutkha', bearing a brand name 96%

38 2403 99 90 All goods, other than pan masala containing tobacco

'gutkha', not bearing a brand name 89%

39 2701 Coal; briquettes, ovoids and similar solid fuels

manufactured from coal. Rs.400 per tonne

40 2702 Lignite, whether or not agglomerated, excluding jet Rs.400 per tonne

41 2703 Peat (including peat litter), whether or not agglomerated Rs.400 per tonne

42 8702 10 Motor vehicles for the transport of ten or more persons,

including the driver 15%

43 8703 Motor vehicles cleared as ambulances duly fitted with

all the fitments, furniture and accessories necessary

for an ambulance from the factory manufacturing such

motor vehicles NIL

44 8703 10 10, Electrically operated vehicles, including three wheeled

8703 80 electric motor vehicles. NIL

45 8703 Three wheeled vehicles NIL

46 8703 Cars for physically handicapped persons, subject to

the following conditions a) an officer not below the

rank of Deputy Secretary to the Government of India

in the Department of Heavy Industries certifies that

the said goods are capable of being used by the

physically handicapped persons; and b) the buyer of

the car gives an affidavit that he shall not dispose of

the car for a period of five years after its purchase NIL

47 8703 40, Following Vehicles, with both spark-ignition internal NIL

8703 50, combustion reciprocating piston engine and electric

motor as motors for propulsion; a) Motor vehicles

cleared as ambulances duly fitted with all the fitments,

furniture and accessories necessary for an ambulance

from the factory manufacturing such motor vehicles

b) Three wheeled vehicles
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c) Motor vehicles of engine capacity not exceeding

1200cc and of length not exceeding 4000 mm.

Explanation.- For the purposes of this entry, the

specification of the motor vehicle shall be determined

as per the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (59 of 1988) and

the rules made there under.

48 8703 60, Following Vehicles, with both compression -ignition NIL

8703 70 internal combustion piston engine (diesel-or semi

diesel ) and electric motor as motors for propulsion;

a) Motor vehicles cleared as ambulances duly fitted

with all the fitments, furniture and accessories

necessary for an ambulance from the factory

manufacturing such motor vehicles b) Three wheeled

vehicles c) Motor vehicles of engine capacity not

exceeding 1500 cc and of length not exceeding

4000 mm. Explanation.- For the purposes of this entry,

the specification of the motor vehicle shall be

determined as per the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988

(59 of 1988) and the rules made there under.

49 8703 Hydrogen vehicles based on fuel cell tech and of NIL

length not exceeding 4000 mm. Explanation.- For the

purposes of this entry, the specification of the motor

vehicle shall be determined as per the Motor Vehicles

Act, 1988 (59 of 1988) and the rules made there under.

50 8703 21 or Petrol, Liquefied petroleum gases (LPG) or 1%

8703 22 compressed natural gas (CNG) driven motor vehicles

of engine capacity not exceeding 1200cc and of

length not exceeding 4000 mm.

Explanation.- For the purposes of this entry, the

specification of the motor vehicle shall be determined

as per the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (59 of 1988) and

the rules made there under.

51 8703 31 Diesel driven motor vehicles of engine capacity 3%

not exceeding 1500 cc and of length not exceeding

4000 mm. Explanation.- For the purposes of this entry,

the specification of the motor vehicle shall be

determined as per the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988

(59 of 1988) and the rules made there under.

52 8703 All goods other than those mentioned at S. Nos. 15%

43 to 51 above

53 8711 Motorcycles of engine capacity exceeding 350 cc. 3%

54 8802 Other aircraft (for example, helicopters, aeroplanes), 3%

for personal use

55 8903 Yacht and other vessels for pleasure or sports 3%

56 Any chapter All goods other than those mentioned at S. Nos. NIL

1 to 55 above

[Notification No. 01/2017-Compensation Cess (Rate), dated 28-06-2017 & Notification No.03/2017-Compensation

Cess (Rate), dated 18-07-2017]
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CIRCULARS:

CENTRAL TAX:
• Assigning proper officers with their functions for provisions relating to registrations and composition levy

under the Central Goods and Service Tax Act, 2017 or the rules made thereunder as below:

Brief of the Clause / Sub- Rule Section / Rule Assistant Superintendent

or Deputy of

Commissioners Central Tax

of Central Tax

Composition levy Sub -Section (5) Yes

of Section 10

Special provisions relating to casual taxable person Proviso to Sub - Yes

and non-resident taxable person. Section (1) of

Section 27

Revocation of cancellation of registration. Section 30 Yes

Validity of composition levy Rule 6 Yes

Revocation of cancellation of registration Rule 23 Yes

Physical verification of business premises in certain Rule 25 Yes

cases

Procedure for registration Sub - section (8) Yes

of Section 25

Amendment of registration Section 28 Yes

Cancellation of registration. Section 29 Yes

Verification of the application and approval Rule 9 Yes

Issue of registration certificate Rule 10 Yes

Grant of registration to persons required to deduct tax Rule 12 Yes

at source or to collect tax at source

• Rates of compensation cess on supply of goods services have been specified as same rate of cess as is

applicable on supply of such goods:

Sl.No. Description of Services Chapter, Section, Rate

Heading or Group (in per-cent.)

1 Transfer of the right to use any Chapter 99 Same rate of cess as applicable on supply

goods for any purpose (whether or of similar goods involving transfer of title

not for a specified period) for cash,  in goods

deferred payment or other valuable

consideration

2 Transfer of right in goods or of Chapter 99 Same rate of cess as applicable on supply

undivided share in goods without  of similar goods involving transfer of title

the transfer of title thereof in goods

3 Any other supply of services Chapter 99 Nil

[Notification No. 02/2017-Compensation Cess (Rate), dated 28-06-2017]

• The Second hand goods dealer is exempted from payment of Compensation Cess on purchase of goods

from un-registered person. [Notification No. 04/2017-Compensation Cess (Rate), dated 20-07-2017]
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Suo moto registration Rule 16 Yes

Assignment of Unique Identity Number to certain Rule 17 Yes

special entities

Amendment of registration Rule 19 Yes

Cancellation of registration Rule 22 Yes

Migration of persons registered under the existing law. Rule 24 Yes

Brief of the Clause / Sub- Rule Section / Rule Assistant Superintendent

or Deputy of

Commissioners Central Tax

of Central Tax

[Circular 01/01/2017-CGST dated 26-06-2017]

• Clarification w.r.t. exports procedures provided as

under:

a) It has been clarified that the exporter needs

to be follow the procedure mentioned Rule

96A of the Central Ta

b) As the FORM RFD-11 has not be activated

on common portal, it has been directed to

fall

c) Further, the Bond / LUT can be executed with

the Assistant / Deputy Commissioner of GST

instead of Commissioner of the Customs

Further it has been clarified that LUT can be

furnished by:

(a) a status holder as specified in paragraph 5

of the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-2020; or

(b) who has received the due foreign inward

remittances amounting to a minimum of 10%

of the export turnover, which should not be

less than one crore rupees, in the preceding

financial year,

Further he has not been prosecuted for any

offence under the Central Goods and Services

Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017) or under any of the

existing laws in case where the amount of tax

evaded exceeds two hundred and fifty lakh

rupees.

Others who not covered above, needs to furnish

Bond instead of Letter of undertaking.

[Circular 02/02/2017-CGST dated 26-06-2017

& Circular No.4/4/2017-CGST dated 07-07-

2017]

• Assigning proper officers with their functions for

provisions other than registrations and

composition levy under the Central Goods and

Service Tax Act, 2017 as below:

Brief of the Clause / Sub- Rule Section / Rule Principal Additional Deputy or Superi- Inspec-

Commissioner/ or Joint Assistant ntendent tor of

Commissioner Commissio- Commissio- of Central

of Central Tax ner of ner  of Central Tax

Central Tax Central Tax Tax

Where any goods are seized under Sub- section

sub-section (2) and no notice in (7) of

respect thereof is given within six Section 67 Yes

months of the seizure of the goods,

the goods shall be returned to the

person from whose possession they

were seized:

Provided that where the proper

officer considers it expedient in the

interest of revenue, he may, for

reasons to be recorded in writing,
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Brief of the Clause / Sub- Rule Section / Rule Principal Additional Deputy or Superi- Inspec-

Commissioner/ or Joint Assistant ntendent tor of

Commissioner Commissio- Commissio- of Central

of Central Tax ner of ner  of Central Tax

Central Tax Central Tax Tax

require the said taxable person to Proviso to Yes

make such payment within such Section 78

period less than a period of three

months as may be specified by him.

Power of inspection, search and Sub- sections Yes

seizure.  (1), (2), (5)

and (9) of

Section 67

Access to business premises Sub-section Yes

(1) and (2) of

Section 71

Transfer of property to be void in Proviso to Yes

certain cases. Provided that, such  section 81

charge or transfer shall not be void if

it is made for adequate consideration,

in good faith and without notice of

the pendency of such proceedings

under this Act or without notice of

such tax or other sum payable by

the said person, or with the previous

permission of the proper officer

Detention, seizure and release of Proviso to Yes

goods and conveyances in transit. sub-section (6)

Provided that where the detained or of Section 129

seized goods are perishable or

hazardous in nature or are likely to

depreciate in value with passage of

time, the said period of seven days

may be reduced by the proper officer.

Inspection, search and seizure Sub-rules (1), Yes

(2),(3) and (4)

of Rule 139

Bond and security for release of Sub-rule (2) Yes

seized goods of Rule 140

Refund of tax. Sub-sections Yes

(5), (6), (7)

and (10) of

Section 54

Provisional assessment Sub-sections Yes

(1), (2) and (3)

of Section 60

Assessment of unregistered persons. Section 63 Yes

Summary assessment in certain Sub-section(1) Yes

special cases of Section 64

Audit by tax authorities. Sub-section (6) Yes

of Section 65
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Brief of the Clause / Sub- Rule Section / Rule Principal Additional Deputy or Superi- Inspec-

Commissioner/ or Joint Assistant ntendent tor of

Commissioner Commissio- Commissio- of Central

of Central Tax ner of ner  of Central Tax

Central Tax Central Tax Tax

Determination of tax not paid or Sub-sections Yes

short paid or erroneously refunded (1), (2), (3),

or input tax credit wrongly availed or (5), (6), (7),

utilized by reason of fraud or any (9), (10) of

wilful misstatement or suppression Section 74

of facts.

Tax collected but not paid to Sub-sections Yes

Government. (2), (3), (6)

and (8) of

Section 76

Recovery of tax Sub-section(1) Yes

of Section 79

Penalty for failure to furnish Section 123 Yes

information return.

Power to impose penalty in certain Section 127 Yes

cases

Detention, seizure and release of Sub-section(3) Yes

goods and conveyances in transit. of Section 129

Confiscation of goods or conveya- Sub-sections Yes

nces and levy of penalty. (6) and (7) of

Section 130

Miscellaneous transitional provisions Sub- section(1) Yes

of Section 142

Details of inward supplies of persons Sub-rule (2) Yes

having Unique Identity Number of Rule 82

Electronic Credit Ledger Sub-rule (4) Yes

of Rule 86

Explanation.- For the purposes of Explanation Yes

this rule, it is hereby clarified that to Rule 86

a refund shall be deemed to be

rejected, if the appeal is finally

rejected or if the claimant gives an

undertaking to the proper officer

that he shall not file an appeal.

Electronic Cash Ledger Sub-rule (11) Yes

of Rule 87

Explanation 2.- For the purposes of Explanation Yes

this rule, it is hereby clarified that 2 to Rule 87

a refund shall be deemed to be

rejected, if the appeal is finally

rejected or if the claimant gives an

undertaking to the proper officer that

he shall not file an appeal.

Acknowledgement. Sub-rules(2) Yes

and (3)

of Rule 90
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Brief of the Clause / Sub- Rule Section / Rule Principal Additional Deputy or Superi- Inspec-

Commissioner/ or Joint Assistant ntendent tor of

Commissioner Commissio- Commissio- of Central

of Central Tax ner of ner  of Central Tax

Central Tax Central Tax Tax

Grant of provisional refund Sub-rules (2) Yes
and (3) of
Rule 91

Order sanctioning refund Sub-rules(1), Yes
(2), (3), (4) and
(5) of Rule 92

Explanation.- For the purposes of Explanation Yes
this rule, a refund shall be deemed to Rule 93
to be rejected, if the appeal is finally
rejected or if the claimant gives an
undertaking in writing to the proper
officer that he shall not file an appeal.

Order sanctioning interest on Rule 94 Yes
delayed refunds

Refund of integrated tax paid on Sub-rule (6) Yes
goods exported out of India of Rule 96

Consumer Welfare Fund Sub-rule (2) Yes
of Rule 97

Provisional Assessment Sub-rule (2), Yes
(3), (4), (5) and
(7) of Rule 98

Assessment in certain cases Sub-rule (2) Yes
of Rule 100

Audit Sub-rules (2), Yes
(3), (4) and (5)

of Rule 101

Recovery by deduction from any Rule 143 Yes
money owed

Recovery by sale of goods under Sub-rules (1), Yes
the control of proper officer (3), (4), (5),

(6) and (7) of
Rule 144

Recovery from a third person Sub-rules (1) Yes
and (2) of
Rule 145

Recovery through execution of a Rule 146 Yes
decree, etc.

Recovery by sale of movable or Sub-rules (1), Yes
immovable property (2), (3), (5),

(6), (7), (8),
(10),(11), (12),
(14) and (15)
of Rule 147

Attachment of debts and shares, etc Sub-rules(1), Yes
(2) and (3)
of Rule 151

Attachment of property in custody Rule 152 Yes
of courts or Public Officer

Attachment of interest in partnership Rule 153 Yes
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Brief of the Clause / Sub- Rule Section / Rule Principal Additional Deputy or Superi- Inspec-

Commissioner/ or Joint Assistant ntendent tor of

Commissioner Commissio- Commissio- of Central

of Central Tax ner of ner  of Central Tax

Central Tax Central Tax Tax

Recovery through land revenue Rule 155 Yes

authority

Recovery through court Rule 156 Yes

Accounts and other records. Sub-section(6) Yes

of Section 35

Scrutiny & returns Sub-sections Yes

(1) and (3) of

Section 61

Assessment of non-filers of returns.  Sub-section(1) Yes

of Section 62

Audit by tax authorities Sub-section(7)

of Section 65 Yes

Special Audit Sub-section(6) Yes

of Section 66

Power of inspection, search and Sub-section Yes

seizure  (11) of

Section 67

Power to summon persons to give Sub-section(1)

evidence and produce documents. of Section 70 Yes

Determination of tax not paid or Sub-sections Yes

short paid or erroneously refunded (1), (2), (3),

or input tax credit wrongly availed (5), (6), (7),

or utilized for any reason other than (9), (10) of

fraud or any wilful misstatement or Section 73

suppression of facts.

Maintenance of accounts by Sub-rule (6) Yes

registered persons of Rule 56

Scrutiny of returns Sub-rules (1), Yes

(2) and (3)

of Rule 99

Power to summon persons to give Sub-rule (1) Yes

evidence and produce documents. of Rule 132

Notice and order for demand of Sub-rule (1), Yes

amounts payable under the Act (2), (3) and (7)

of Rule 142

Assistance by police Rule 150 Yes

Inspection of goods in movement. Sub-section(3) Yes

of Section 8

Maintenance of accounts by Sub- rule (17)

registered persons  of Rule 56 Yes

Records to be maintained by owner Sub- rule (5) Yes

or operator of godown or warehouse of Rule 58

and transporters

[Circular No. 03/03/2017-CGST dated 05-07-2017]
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INTEGRATED TAX
• It has been clarified that "the inter-state movement

of goods like movement of various modes of

conveyance, between distinct persons as

specified in section 25(4) of the Central Goods

and Services Tax Act, 2017, for the purpose of

(a) carrying goods or passengers or both, or (b)

for repairs and maintenance (except where the

movement is for further supply of same

conveyance) between distinct persons, neither a

supply of services nor supply of goods, and

hence, not liable to IGST by the modes as

specified at (i) to (viii) as below:

i. Trains,

ii. Buses,

iii. Trucks,

iv. Tankers,

v. Trailers,

vi. Vessels,

vii. Containers,

viii. Aircrafts

However, applicable CGST/SGST/IGST, as the

case may be, shall be leviable on repairs and

maintenance done for such conveyance.

[Circular No. 01/01/2017-IGST dated 07-07-

2017]

COMPENSATION CESS:
• It has been clarified that,

a) Exporter will be eligible for refund of

Compensation Cess paid on goods exported

b) No Compensation Cess will be charged on

goods exported by an exporter under bond

and he will be eligible for refund of input tax

credit of Compensation Cess relating to

goods exported.

[Circular No. 8/16/2017-Compensation Cess

dated 26-07-2017]

GST ORDERS:
• Time limit for filing intimation for composition levy

in FORM GST CMP-01 has been extendedup to

16th Aug 2017. [Circular Order No. 01/2017-GST

dated 21-07-2017]

CUSTOMS:

Notifications:

Tariff:

• Following categories of exports will not be counted

for the eligibility of duty free scrips under the

Target Plus Scheme during the period 1st April,

2005 to 19th February, 2006.

* export of imported goods covered under para

2.35 of the Foreign Trade Policy or exports

made through transshipment;

* export turnover of units operating under SEZ/

EOU/EHTP/STP/BTP Schemes or products

manufactured by them and exported through

Domestic Tariff Area units;

* deemed exports (even when payments are

received in Free Foreign Exchange and

payment is made from Exchange Earners'

Foreign Currency account);

* service exports;

* rough, uncut and semi polished diamonds

and other precious stones;

* export of gold, silver, platinum and other

precious metals in any form, including plain

and studded jewellery;

* Export performance made by one exporter

on behalf of another exporter.

Similarly following categories of exports made with

effect from 20th February, 2006 shall not be

counted for calculation of export performance or

for computation of entitlement under the scheme:

* export of imported goods covered under para

2.35 of the Foreign Trade Policy or exports

made through transshipment;

* export turnover of units operating under SEZ/

EOU/EHTP/STP/BTP Schemes or supplies

made to such units or products manufactured

by them and exported through Domestic

Tariff Area units;

* deemed exports (even when payments are

received in Free Foreign Exchange and

payment is made from Exchange Earners'

Foreign Currency account);

* service exports;
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Sr. Name of the Plant or Sponsoring Authority

No. Project

"3FF All Metro Rail or Monorail

projects under, -

(i) Kolkata Metro Rail Project Managing Director or Director (Rolling Stock and Technical) of Kolkata

Metro Rail Corporation Ltd (KMRCL), HRBC Complex, KMRCL

Bhawan, 2nd & 3rd Floor, MunsiPremchandSarani, Kolkata-7000021.

(ii) Delhi Metro Rail Project- Managing Director or Director (Electrical) or Director (Finance) Delhi

Delhi & NCR Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) Metro Bhawan, Fire Brigade Lane,

(National Capital Region) Barakhamba Road, New Delhi-110001.

(iii) Bangalore Metro Rail Project Managing Director or Director (Rolling Stock, Signalling and Electrical)

of Bangalore Metro Rail Corporation Limited (BMRCL), 3rd Floor,

BMTC Complex, K.H. Road, Shantinagar, Bangalore- 560 027.

(iv) Chennai Metro Rail Project Managing Director or Director (Systems and Operations) of Chennai

Metro Rail Limited Admin Buiding, CMRL Depot, Poonamallee High

Road, Koyambedu, Chennai- 600107, Tamil Nadu.

(v) Kochi Metro Rail Project Managing Director or Director (Systems) Kochi Metro Rail Ltd. 8th

Floor, Revenue Tower, Park Avenue, Kochi- 682011, Kerala.

(vi) Mumbai Metro Rail Project Managing Director or Director (Systems) Mumbai Metro Rail

* diamonds and other precious, semi-precious

stones;

* exports of gold, silver, platinum and other

precious metals in any form, including plain

and studded jewellery;

* ores and concentrates, of all types and in all

forms;

* cereals, of all types;

* sugar, of all types and in all forms;

* crude or petroleum oil and crude/petroleum

based products covered under ITC HS

Codes 2709 to 2715, of all types and in all

forms;

* export performance made by one exporter

on behalf of another exporter.

Necessary amendments have been stated in

earlier notifications.[Notification No. 22/2017

dated 31st May, 2017].

• Exemptions have been introduced as under:

* New Serial number 333F is inserted to the

Notification No. 12/2012 Cus dated 17/03/

12 w.e.f. 12/06/2017 as under:

Sr. Tariff Standard Condition

No. Heading Description of goods rate No.

333F 7225 The following goods, namely:

(i) hot rolled coils; 5% 5

(ii) cold-rolled Magnesium Oxide (MgO) coated and 5% 5

annealed steel;

(iii) hot rolled annealed and pickled coils; 5% 5

(iv) cold rolled full hard, 5% 5"

for the manufacture of cold rolled grain oriented steel

(CRGO) steel falling under tariff item 7225 11 00

[Notification No. 23/2017 dated 12th June, 2017].

• Sponsoring Authority for Metro Rail or Monorail projects has been specified.
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Corporation Limited, NAMTTRI Building, Plot No. R-13, 'E'- Block,

Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai 400051.

(vii) Lucknow Metro Rail Project Managing Director or Director (Rolling Sock and Systems) Lucknow

Metro Rail Corporation (LMRC), Administrative Building, Near

Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar Samajik Parivartan Sthal,VipinKhand Gomti

Nagar, Lucknow- 226010.

(viii) Ahmedabad Metro Rail Managing Director of Metro- Link express for Gandhi Nagar and

Project Ahmedabad (MEGA) Company Ltd., Block No.1, First Floor, Karmayogi

Bhavan, Behind Nirman Bhawan, Sector 10/A,Gandhi Nagar: 382010.

(ix) Nagpur Metro Rail Project Managing Director of Maharashtra Metro Rail Corporation Ltd., Metro

House, Bungalow No. 28/2, Anand Nagar, C K Naidu Road, Civil Lines,

Nagpur- 440001.

(x) Pune Metro Rail Project Managing Director of Maharashtra Metro Rail Corporation Ltd., Metro

House, Bungalow No. 28/2, Anand Nagar, C K Naidu Road, Civil Lines,

Nagpur- 440001.

(xi) Noida Metro Rail Project Managing Director of Noida Metro Rail Corporation (NMRC), Block-III,

3rd Floor, Ganga Shopping Complex, Sector-29, Noida 201301.

[Notification No. 24/2017 dated 23rd June, 2017].

Sr.Name of the Plant or Sponsoring Authority

No. Project

• All the provision of Taxation Laws (Amendment)

Act, 2017 (18 of 2017), have been notified w.e.f.

1st July 2017. The amendments are in line with

GST. [Notification No. 25/2017 dated 28th June,

2017].

• Various notifications issued under Customs have

been amended to give effect of removing

exemption for payment of IGST on imports.

[Notification No. 26/2017 - Customs Dt. 29th

June 2017]

• No more free Gifts, BCD with Cess and IGST will

have to be paid on any imported goods into India

even though it is having value lower than

Rs .5,000/- or more. Earlier Notification No.

171/1993- Cus has been rescinded. [Notification

No. 27/2017 - Customs Dt. 30th June 2017]

• Now customs duty also will be levied on Freight

and Handling charges included in the value of

goods imported in containers for transshipment

to Inland Container Depot. Earlier Notification No.

151/1982-Cus has been rescinded w.e.f. 1st July

2017. [Notification No. 28/2017 - Customs

Dt.30th June 2017]

• Specimen, models, wall pictures and Diagrams

for instructional purposes has been exempted

from payment of BCD w.e.f. 1st July 2017.

[Notification No. 29/2017 -Customs Dt. 30th

June 2017]

• Notification No. 27/2010 has been superseded

except exemption of BCD on motion pictures,

music, gaming software for use on gaming

consoles printed or recorded on media falling

under headings 3706 or 8523 in excess of the

duties which would be leviable, on-

(i) the cost of the carrier medium; and

(ii) the freight and insurance charges incurred

in respect of the carrier medium.

The exemption is not applicable to motion

pictures, music or gaming software imported in a

pre-packaged form for retail sale. [Notification

No. 30/2017- Customs Dt.30th June 2017].

• Where contents of postal articles, having originally

posted in India and not having left the post office

since their original posting, are imported into India

on return to the post offices as unclaimed, refused

or redirected, the same shall be exempted from

whole of customs duty and IGST only when no

drawback of duty was obtained when the article

was exported from India. This notification shall

come into force with effect from the 1st day of
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July, 2017. [Notification No. 31/2017-Customs

Dt.30th June 2017].

• Exemption has been granted from payment of

duties on Works of art created abroad by Indian

artists and sculptors and books, being antiques

of an age exceeding one hundred years (subject

to some conditions) [Notification No. 32/2017-

Customs Dt.30th June 2017]

• Exemption is granted to challenge cups or

trophies won by any units of Defence Forces in

India subject to conditions as mentioned in such

notification. [Notification No. 33/2017-Customs

Dt.30th June 2017]

• Exemption has been granted from payment of

duties on Tags or labels or printed bags (subject

to some conditions as mentioned). This

notification will come into effect from 1st July 2017.

[Notification No. 34/2017-Customs Dt. 30th

June 2017]

• Exemption has been granted from payment of

BCD and CVD on Aviation Turbine Fuel in the

tanks of the aircrafts of an Indian Airline or of the

Indian Air Force (subject to some conditions as

mentioned in the notification). This notification will

come into effect from 1st July 2017. [Notification

No. 35/2017-Customs Dt. 30th June 2017]

• Exemption has been granted from payment of

BCD, IGST and Goods and services

compensation Cess on some of the articles

imported by Vice President of India or his family.

[Notification No. 36/2017-Customs Dt. 30th

June 2017]

• Exemption from the whole of the customs duty

and whole of integrated tax leviable on import of

goods of the description specified below and

falling within the First Schedule to the Customs

Tariff Act, 1975, (except to the goods Hand held

Metal detector; (ii) Postal Bomb detector; (iii)

Explosive Container; (iv) Portable or Fixed Door

frame Metal detector; (v) Deep search Metal or

Mine detector; (vi) Mine impactor; (vii) Mine

prodder (non-magnetic); and (viii) Under Vehicle

search Mirrors) subject to the conditions specified

in below table:

Sr.No. Description of Goods Conditions Remarks

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 Medals and decorations

(including medal ribbons)

If imported directly by the Government of India in the Ministry

of Defence.

2 Personal effects of the persons

on duty out of India with the

Indian Navy, Army, or Air

Force or Central Para Military

Forces

If imported for delivery to the next of kin of such person if he

dies or is wounded, is missing or is taken prisoner of war.

3 Bona fide gifts from donors

abroad when imported for the

maintenance of war graves by

an institution

If,-

(a) a certificate is produced from the Ministry of Defence

that the said goods are intended solely for the purpose of

maintenance of war graves; and

(b) the head of the importing institution certifies in each case

that the said goods are intended only for the above purpose

and shall not be sold or disposed of.

4 Imported stores purchased out

of bonded stocks lying in a

warehouse

If,-

(a) the imported stores are intended to be supplied free by

the Government for use of the crew of a ship of the Coast

Guard Organisation, in accordance with their conditions of

service;

(b) a shipping bill in the prescribed form has been presented

and the export duties, penalties, rent, interest and other

charges payable, in respect of the imported stores have been

paid;
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Sr.No. Description of Goods Conditions Remarks

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(c) an order for clearance of the imported stores for taking

on board a ship of the Coast Guard Organisation has been

made by the proper officer; and

(d) the procedure as specified by the Commissioner of

Customs in this behalf is followed.

5 Goods imported for trial,

demonstration or training

before any authority under the

Ministry of Defence in the

Government of India

If,-

(a) a certificate from the Under Secretary to the Government

of India in the Ministry of Defence is produced to the Assistant

Commissioner of Customs or Deputy Commissioner of

Customs, in each case, that the goods imported are for the

purpose of trial, demonstration or training, and (b) the

importer undertakes, in each case, to pay the duty leviable

on such goods (except those which are certified by the said

Under Secretary as having been consumed in the process

of trial, demonstration or training) which are not re-exported

by him within a period of two years from the date of

importation or within such extended period that the said

Assistant Commissioner may allow.

6 All goods If,-

(a) the said goods are imported by the National Technical

Research Organisation, (hereinafter referred to as NTRO);

(b) before clearance of the said goods, an officer of NTRO, not

below the rank of Joint Secretary to the Government of India,

certifies that the said goods are required for strategic systems

by NTRO.

Explanation. - For the purposes of (a) and (b) above, nothing

contained in the exemption shall have effect on or after the 1st

day of January, 2019.

7 All goods If,-

(a) the said goods are imported by the Indian Offset Partner

(hereinafter referred to as IOP) of the contractor to the National

Technical Research Organisation, (hereinafter referred to as

NTRO);

(b) before clearance of the said goods, the importer furnishes

a duty exemption certificate from an officer of the NTRO, not

below the rank of Joint Secretary to the Government of India -

(c) indicating the details of the purchase order placed by the

NTRO on the contractor;

(d) indicating the details of the purchase order placed by the

said contractor on the IOP along with the description of the

final products and the description and quantity of goods required

to be imported for manufacture of the said final products; and

(e) certifying that the said goods are intended for use in the

radars acquired by the NTRO from the said contractor.

Explanation. - For the purposes of (a) and (b) above, nothing

contained in the exemption shall have effect on or after the 1st

day of January, 2019."

[Notification No. 37/2017 dated 30th June 2017]
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• Exemption on engines and parts of aircrafts when

re-imported into India from whole of customs duty

and whole of integrated tax leviable thereon which

is more than customs duty payable on repairs

including charges paid for material as well as

labour, insurance and freight, in following cases:

* Engines and certain specified parts which

fail abroad and are re-imported;

* Engines or certain specified parts sent

abroad as a stand-by for replacement of a

defective one and subsequently brought

back to India in the same condition without

being installed on an aircraft;

* Engines and certain specified parts lent by

an Indian company to a foreign company.

[Notification No. 38/2017 dated 30th June

2017]

• Amendments to Notification No 03/57 Customs

dated 08/01/1957 regarding exemption on import

of specified goods by Indian officers of the same

status by the Govt. of the Diplomatic Mission

Concerned has been made as under:

Sr.
No.

New
Notification

No.

Wordings of
previous Notification

Remarks

Old
Notification

No.

Substituted words as per new
Notification

1 39/2017 "section 23 of the Sea

Customs Act,1878 (8 of

1878)"

Amendment03/57 "section 25 of the Customs Act, 1962

(52 of 1962)"

2 39/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3"

Amendment03/57 "the whole of the integrated tax and

goods and services compensation

cess leviable thereon respectively

under sub-section (7) and (9) of

section 3"

3 39/2017 "section 75 of the Sea

Customs Act"

Amendment03/57 "section 79 of the Customs Act, 1962

(52 of 1962)"

[Notification No. 39/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Exemption from whole of customs duty when imports are made from Bhutan and Nepal to the goods of the

description specified below and falling within the First Schedule of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of

1975).

Sr.No. RemarksDescription of Goods

(1) (3)(2)

1 InsertionGoods of Bhutanese or Indian origin imported from Bhutan into India.

2 InsertionSemi-tanned cow hides, low gran image paper, kapok and handloom products, when imported

into India from Bangladesh.

3 InsertionGoat skin, sheep skin horses, goats, sheep, wool, butter, common salt, raw silk, yak tail,

yak hair, china clay, borax, szaibelyite, goat cashmere, Readymade Garments, Shoes,

quilt or blankets, Carpets and Local Herbal Medicines when imported into India from China

through Gunji in Pithoragarh district of Uttaranchal along the Gunji Pulan (Tibet) land route

or through village Namgaya Shipkila in Kinnaur district of Himachal Pradesh along the

Namgaya-Shipkila Shipki JuiJiub a land route or through Sherathang land route between

Sherathang in the East Sikkim district of Sikkim in India and  Renqinggang in the Tibet

Autonomous Region of China through Nathula Pass.

[Notification No. 40/2017 dated 30th June 2017].

• Exemption from the whole of the customs duty and whole of integrated tax leviable on import of goods of

the description specified below and falling within the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of

1975), subject to the conditions specified in below table:
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Sr.No. RemarksDescription of Goods

(1) (4)(2)

1 -Challenge cups and trophies

Conditions

(3)

If,-

(i) awarded to an Indian team in connection with its

participation in a tournament outside India and brought

by it into India for being kept with an Official Sports

Association;

(ii) the Assistant Commissioner of Customs or Deputy

Commissioner of Customs is satisfied that the team

proceeded abroad with the specific purpose of

participating in the tournament; and

(iii) the importer, as well as the Official Sports

Association by whom the goods shall be retained,

gives an undertaking that the said goods shall be

retained by the said Association and shall not be

disposed of in any manner, save that of subsequent

re-export when such re-export is one of the conditions

of participation in the tournament.

2
-

Medals and trophies If, -

(i) awarded to members of Indian teams for their

participation in international tournaments or

competitions outside India; and

(ii) the Assistant Commissioner of Customs or Deputy

Commissioner of Customs is satisfied that the said

goods do; not constitute an article of general utility

3
-

Prizes won by any member of an

Indian team

If,-

(i) the team has participated in any international

tournament or competition in relation to any sport or

game, with the approval of the Government of India

in the Department of Youth Affairs and Sports;

(ii) the importer, at the time of clearance, produces a

certificate from an officer not below the rank of a

Deputy Secretary to the Government of India in the

said Department to the effect that,-

(a) the importer is a member of an Indian team which

participated, with the approval of the Government of

India, in an international tournament or competition in

relation to any sport or game and has won the prize in

such tournament or competition; and

(b) the said prize has been announced, before such

tournament or competition has been held, by its

organisers; and

(iii) the importer gives an undertaking to the Assistant

Commissioner of Customs or Deputy Commissioner

of Customs, at the time and place of importation, that

the prize shall remain in his possession, control and

use and shall not be sold or parted with for a period of

five years from the date of such importation.
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Sr.No. RemarksDescription of Goods

(1) (4)(2)

4 -Trophy when imported into India by

the National Sports Federation

recognised by the Central

Government or any Sports Body

registered under any law for the time

being in force, for being awarded to

the winning team in the international

tournament including bilateral

tournament and World Cup event to

be held in India

Conditions

(3)

If,-

(i) the Assistant Commissioner of Customs or Deputy

Commissioner of Customs, as the case may be, is

satisfied that the said goods do not constitute an article

of general utility;

(ii) the recognised National Sports Federation or the

registered Sports Body organising the international

tournament including bilateral tournament and World

Cup event, gives the following documents to the

Assistant Commissioner of Customs or Deputy

Commissioner of Customs, as the case may be, at

the time of import, namely:-

(a) manufacturer's invoice;

(b) photograph of the Trophy;

(c) a declaration stating the purpose of import by the

recognised National Sports Federation or the

registered Sports Body as well as the International

body, if any, at whose behest such Federation or

Sports Body is conducting the tournament in India;

(d) duration of event;

(iii) such Federation or Sports Body gives an

undertaking that,-

(a) the said Trophy is retained by the Federation or

Sports Body and not disposed of in any manner until

the event is concluded;

(b) if the Trophy is awarded to the Indian team, such

Federation or Sports Body shall retain the Trophy and

shall not be disposed of in any manner whatsoever;

(c) if the Trophy is awarded to a winning team other

than the Indian team, the said Trophy shall be

exported;

(iv) at the time of export, the Assistant Commissioner

of Customs or Deputy Commissioner of Customs, as

the case may be, is satisfied that the international team

which has won the Trophy has participated in the

international tournament including bilateral tournament

and World Cup held in India and that the identity of

the Trophy is established.

[Notification No. 41/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Amendments to Notification Nos. 102/2007 dated the 14th September 2007, 4/99 dated the 8th January

1999, 172/1994 dated the 30th September 1994, as under:
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[Notification No. 42/2017 dated 30th June 2017].

• Amendments to exemption Notification Nos. relating to re-import, bilateral/ multilateral agreements, imports

by defence, security, sportsperson to, as under:

Sr.
No.

New
Notification

No.

Wordings of
previous Notification

Remarks

Old
Notification

No.

Substituted words as per
new Notification

1 42/2017 "sales tax or value

added tax"

Amendment102/2007 "integrated Goods and services tax

or Central Goods and services tax

and State Goods and Services tax or

Central Goods and services tax and

Union Territory Goods and Services

tax"

- Insertionin para 2, in condition (e), after entry

(iii), the following proviso shall be

inserted, namely: -

"Provided that for the goods sold prior

to the 1st July 2017, documents

evidencing payment of appropriate

sales tax or value added tax, as the

case may be, shall be accepted

3 42/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under sub-

section (5) of section 3

of the said Custom Tariff

Act, 1975"

Amendment172/94 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

subsection (7) of section 3"

2 42/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under sub-

section (5) of section 3"

Amendment4/99 "additional duty, integrated tax and

compensation Cess leviable thereon

respectively under sub-sections (5),

(7) and (9) of section 3"

Sr.
No.

New
Notification

No.

Wordings of
previous Notification

Remarks

Old
Notification

No.

Substituted words as per
new Notification

1 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3,"

Amendment84/71 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3"

3 43/2017 "duty of customs" Amendment241/82 "duty of customs leviable thereon

which is specified in the First

Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act,

1975 (51 of 1975), the integrated tax

leviable thereon under sub-section

(7) of section 3 of the said tariff Act"

2 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3"

Amendment46/74 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3"

In (ii),for the for the

words and figures "addi-

tional duty leviable the-

reon under section 3"

"integrated tax under sub-section (7)

of section 3"

Amendment
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Sr.
No.

New
Notification

No.

Wordings of
previous Notification

Remarks

Old
Notification

No.

Substituted words as per
new Notification

4 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3"

Amendment326/83 "integrated tax under sub-section (7)

of section 3"

5 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3"

Amendment183/86 "integrated tax under sub-section (7)

of section 3"

6 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3"

Amendment207/89 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3"

7 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3"

Amendment157/90 "integrated tax and goods and

services compensation cess leviable

thereon respectively under sub-

section (7) and (9) of section 3"

8 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section 3

of the said Customs

Tariff Act"

Amendment104/94 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

subsection (7) of section 3"

9 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3"

Amendment134/94 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3"

10 43/2017 "and from the whole of

the additional duty

leviable thereon under

section 3 of the second

mentioned Act

Omission146/94 -

11 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3"

Amendment148/94 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3,"

12 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section"

Amendment151/94 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3"

in the Table, S. Nos. 4,

5, 6, 11 and the entries

relating thereto

Omission-

13 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section"

Amendment153/94 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3"

14 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3"

Amendment154/94 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3"

"Fuel" Amendment"Fuel other than Aviation Turbine

Fuel"

Table, S. No. 6 and the

entries relating thereto

Omission-
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Sr.
No.

New
Notification

No.

Wordings of
previous Notification

Remarks

Old
Notification

No.

Substituted words as per
new Notification

15 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section 3'

Amendment158/95 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3,"

16 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3"

Amendment38/96 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3"

17 43/2017 "and from the whole of

the additional duty

leviable thereon under

section 3 of the second

mentioned Act,"

Omission39/96 -

18 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3,"

Amendment43/96 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3,"

19 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3,"

Amendment51/96 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3,"

20 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3,"

Amendment22/03 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3,"

21 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3,"

Amendment121/03 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3,"

22 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3,"

Amendment130/10 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3,"

"officer of Central

Excise"

Amendment"officer of Customs"

In the Table, in column

(3), S.No. 4(a) for the

words "factory under

Central Excise control

following the procedure

laid down under rule

173MM of the Central

Excise Rules,1944"

Amendment"premises registered under relevant

Goods and Services Act"

in the Table, in S.No. 1,

in column (2), item

numbers (a), (f), (g) and

the entries relating

thereto

Omission-

in the Table, S. Nos. 1,

2, 4, 6, 8, 44, 45 and the

entries relating thereto

Omission-

in the Table, S. No. 9

and the entries relating

thereto

Omission-
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[Notification No. 43/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Amendments to specific exemption Notifications number given below relating to re-import of personal

private property, articles supplied free under warranty, free gifts, donations by charitable Organisations

etc., as under:

Sr.
No.

New
Notification

No.

Wordings of
previous Notification

Remarks

Old
Notification

No.

Substituted words as per
new Notification

23 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3"

Amendment26/11 "integ

24 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3,"

Amendment10/14 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3,"

in the Table, S. Nos. 1

and 5 and the entries

relating thereto

Omission-

25 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3,"

Amendment08/16 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3,"

25 43/2017 "additional duty leviable

thereon under section

3,"

Amendment17/17 "integrated tax leviable thereon under

sub-section (7) of section 3,"

Sr.
No.

New
Notification

No.

Wordings of previous
Notification

Remarks

Old
Notification

No.

Substituted words as per
new Notification

1 44/17 "so much of the duty of

customs"

Amendment174/66 "from the whole of the duty of

customs leviable thereon as

specified in the First Schedule

to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975

(51 of 1975), and from the

whole of the integrated tax

leviable thereon under sub-

section (7) of section 3 of the

said Customs Tariff Act,"

2 44/17 "and from the whole of the

additional duty leviable

thereon under section 3 of the

said Customs Tariff Act,"

Omission80/70 -

3 "and from the whole of the

additional duty leviable

thereon under section 3 of the

second mentioned Act"

Omission152/94 -

4 "and from the whole of the

additional duty leviable

thereon under section 3 of the

said Customs Tariff Act,"

Omission50/96 -
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[Notification No. 44/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Exemption applicable to re-import of goods exported under duty drawback, rebate of duty or under bond on

or after the 1st July 2017 from whole of customs duty and integrated tax and compensation cess leviable

subject to the conditions listed below:

Sr.
No.

New
Notification

No.

Wordings of previous
Notification

Remarks

Old
Notification

No.

Substituted words as per
new Notification

5 "the whole of the additional

duty of customs leviable

thereon under section 3 of the

said Customs Tariff Act,"

Omission84/97 -

6 "and from the whole of the

additional duty of leviable

thereon under section 3 of the

said Customs Tariff Act"

Omission73/99 -

7 "and additional duty" Omission30/04 -

8 "and from the whole of the

Additional Duty of Customs

leviable thereon under sub-

section (1) of section 3 of the

said Customs Tariff Act,"

Omission01/11 -

Sr. No. Description of goods RemarksConditions

1 Goods exported-

(a) under claim for drawback of any customs

or excise duties levied by the Union

amount of drawback of customs or excise

duties allowed at the time of export;

(c) under claim for refund of integrated tax

paid on export goods

amount of refund of integrated tax, availed at

the time of export;

(d) under bond without payment of

integrated tax

amount of integrated tax not paid;

(b) under claim for drawback of any excise

duty levied by a State

amount of excise duty leviable by State at the
time and place of importation of the goods.
allowed at the time of export;

(e) under duty exemption scheme (DEEC/

Advance Authorization / DFIA) or Export

Promotion Capital Goods Scheme (EPCG)

amount of integrated tax and compensation
cess leviable at the time and place of
importation of goods and subject to the
following conditions applicable for such
goods-

(i) DEEC book has not been finally closed and
export in question is de-logged from DEEC
Book; Advance Authorisation/DFIA has not
been redeemed and the authorisation holder
has not been discharged from the export
obligation by DGFT;

(ii) In case of EPCG scheme the period of full
export performance has not expired and
necessary endorsements regarding reimport
have been made;
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Sr. No. Description of goods RemarksConditions

(iii) The importer had intimated the details of

the consignment re-imported to the Assistant

Commissioner of Customs or Deputy

Commissioner of Customs in charge of the

factory where the goods were manufactured

or the premises from where the goods were

supplied and to the licensing authority

regarding the fact of reimportation and

produces a dated acknowledgement of such

intimation at the time of clearance of goods;

(iv) The manufacturer- exporters may be

permitted clearance of such goods without

payment of Central Excise duty or integrated

tax and compensation cess under transit bond

to be executed with the Customs authorities

at the port of importation, such bond will be

cancelled on the production of certificate

issued by the jurisdictional Customs authority

about receipt of reimported goods into their

factory or the premises from where the goods

were supplied.

2 Goods, other than those falling under Sl. No.

1 exported for repairs abroad

Duty of customs which would be leviable if

the value of re-imported goods after repairs

were made up of the fair cost of repairs carried

out including cost of materials used in repairs

(whether such costs are actually incurred for

not), insurance and freight charges, both

ways.

3 Cut and polished precious and semi-

precious stones exported for treatment

abroad as referred to in Paragraph 4A.20.1

of the Foreign Trade Policy, other than those

falling under Sl. No.1.

Duty of customs which would be leviable if

the value of re-imported precious and

semiprecious stones after treatment were

made up of the fair cost of treatment carried

out including cost of materials used in such

treatment, whether such costs are actually

incurred for not, insurance and freight charges,

both ways.

4 Parts, components of aircraft replaced or

removed during the course of maintenance,

repair or overhaul of the aircraft in a Special

Economic Zone and brought to any other

place in India.

Explanation. - For the purpose of this

notification, "Special Economic Zone" has

the meaning assigned to it in clause (za) of

section 2 of the Special Economic Zones

Act, 2005 (28 of 2005)

Nil

5 Goods other than those falling under Sl. No.

1, 2, 3 and 4

Nil

Details are given in [Notification No. 45/2017 dated 30th June 2017]
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• Notification has been issued w.r.t. exempt the goods falling within any Chapter of the First Schedule to the

Customs Tariff Act, 1975 when reimported into India, from so much of the duty of customs leviable thereon

which is specified in the said First Schedule, and the whole of the additional duty, integrated tax, compensation

cess leviable thereon as is in excess of the amount indicated in the corresponding entry in column (3) of the

below Table;

Sr. No. Description of goods Conditions

(1) (2) (3)

1 Goods exported -

(a) under claim for drawback of any customs

or excise duties levied by the Union

amount of drawback of customs or excise duties allowed at

the time of export;

(b) under claim for drawback of any excise

duty levied by a State

amount of excise duty leviable by State at the time and place

of importation of the goods. allowed at the time of export

2 Goods, other than those falling under Sl. No.

1 exported for repairs abroad

Duty of customs which would be leviable if the value of re-

imported goods after repairs were made up of the fair cost

of repairs carried out including cost of materials used in

repairs (whether such costs are actually incurred for not),

insurance and freight charges, both ways.

(c) under claim for rebate of Central excise

duty

amount of rebate of Central Excise duty, availed at the time

of export

(d) under bond without payment of Central

Excise duty

amount of Central Excise duty not paid

(e) under duty exemption scheme (DEEC/

Advance Authorisation/ DFIA) or Export

Promotion Capital Goods Scheme (EPCG)

amount of excise duty or integrated tax and compensation

cess leviable at the time and place of importation of goods

and subject to the following conditions applicable for such

goods - (i) DEEC book has not been finally closed and export

in question is de-logged from DEEC Book; Advance

Authorisation/DFIA has not been redeemed and the

authorization holder has not been discharged from the export

obligation by DGFT; (ii) In case of EPCG scheme the period

of full export performance has not expired and necessary

endorsements regarding reimport have been made;

(iii) The importer had intimated the details of the consignment

re-imported to the Assistant Commissioner of Customs or

Deputy Commissioner of Customs in charge of the factory

where the goods were manufactured or the premises from

where the goods were supplied and to the licensing authority

regarding the fact of re-importation and produces a dated

acknowledgement of such intimation at the time of clearance

of goods;

(iv) The manufacturer- exporters may be permitted clearance

of such goods without payment of Central Excise duty or

integrated tax and compensation cess under transit bond to

be executed with the Customs authorities at the port of

importation, such bond will be cancelled on the production

of certificate issued by the jurisdictional Customs authority

about receipt of re-imported goods into their factory or the

premises from where the goods were supplied.
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Subject to condition that the goods shall not be deemed to be the same if these are re-imported after being

subjected to re-manufacturing or reprocessing through melting, recycling or recasting abroad; and Subject

to condition that the Assistant Commissioner of Customs/ Deputy Commissioner of Customs is satisfied

that is given under Notification 46/2017 dated 30th June, 2017. [Notification No. 46/2017 dated 30th

June, 2017].

• Notification has been issued w.r.t. exempt the goods falling within the Fourth Schedule to the Central

Excise Act, 1944 when re- imported into India, from so much of the duty of customs leviable thereon which

is specified in the First Schedule of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and the whole of the additional duty

leviable thereon under subsections (1), (3), and (5) of section 3 of the said Customs Tariff Act,

* Subject to condition that the goods shall not be deemed to be the same if these are re-imported after

being subjected to re-manufacturing or reprocessing through melting, recycling or recasting abroad;

and Subject to condition that the Assistant Commissioner of Customs/ Deputy Commissioner of Customs

is satisfied that is given under Notification 47/2017 dated 30th June, 2017;

• The details as is in excess of the amount indicated in the corresponding entry in column (3) of the below

Table of exempt goods along with conditions;

Sr. No. Description of goods Conditions

(1) (2) (3)

Cut and polished precious and semi-

precious stones exported for treatment

abroad as referred to in Paragraph 4A.20.1

of the Foreign Trade Policy, other than those

falling under Sl. No.1.

Duty of customs which would be leviable if the value of re-

imported precious and semi- precious stones after treatment

were made up of the fair cost of treatment carried out

including cost of materials used in such treatment, whether

such costs are actually incurred for not, insurance and freight

charges, both ways.

3

Parts, components of aircraft replaced or

removed during the course of maintenance,

repair or overhaul of the aircraft in a Special

Economic Zone and brought to any other

place in India. Explanation. - For the purpose

of this notification, "Special Economic Zone"

has the meaning assigned to it in clause (za)

of section 2 of the Special Economic Zones

Act, 2005 (28 of 2005)

NIL4

Goods other than those falling under [Sl. No.

1, 2, 3 and 4 ]

NIL5

Sr. No. Description of goods Conditions

(1) (2) (3)

Goods exported -1

(a) under claim for drawback of any customs

or excise duties levied by the Union

amount of drawback of customs or excise duties allowed at

the time of export

(b) under claim for drawback of any excise

duty levied by a State

amount of excise duty leviable by State at the time and place

of importation of the goods allowed at the time of export

(c) under claim for rebate of Central excise

duty

amount of rebate of Central Excise duty, availed at the time

of export

(d) under bond without payment of Central

Excise duty

amount of Central Excise duty not paid;
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• Notification has been issued w.r.t.exempt the

catering cabin equipment's and food and drink

on re-importation by the aircrafts of the Indian

Airlines Corporation from foreign flights from the

whole of the duty of customs leviable thereon

which is specified in the First Schedule to the

Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and from the whole of

the integrated tax leviable thereon under

subsection (7) of section 3 of the said Customs

Tariff Act, subject to following conditions;

* The goods were not taken on board at any

foreign port or place; and

* The Indian Airlines Corporation executes an

undertaking with the Chief Customs Officer

concerned to abide by the conditions as may

be laid down by such Customs Officer for

segregating the goods from other goods

uplifted abroad, payment of duty on the latter

category of goods, and maintenance and

scrutiny of records in this behalf.

[Notification No. 48/2017 dated 30th June,

2017].

• Notification has been issued w.r.t. to exempt SAD

on goods in Fourth schedule to Central Excise

Act,1944 i.e. exempt the goods falling under the

Fourth Schedule to the Central Excise Act, 1944,

when imported into India for subsequent sale and

a bill of entry has been filled under sub-section

(3) of section 46 of the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of

1962) on or before to the 30th day of June, 2017,

from the whole of the additional duty of customs

leviable thereon under sub-section (5) of section

Sr. No. Description of goods Conditions

(1) (2) (3)

(e) under duty exemption scheme (DEEC/

Advance Authorisation/ DFIA) or Export

Promotion Capital Goods Scheme (EPCG)

amount of excise duty leviable at the time and place of

importation of goods and subject to the following conditions

applicable for such goods -

(i) DEEC book has not been finally closed and export in

question is delogged from DEEC Book; Advance

Authorisation/DFIA has not been redeemed and the

authorization holder has not been discharged from the export

obligation by DGFT;

(ii) in case of EPCG scheme the period of full export

performance has not expired and necessary endorsements

regarding reimport have been made;

(iii) the importer had intimated the details of the consignment

re-imported to the Assistant Commissioner of Customs or

Deputy Commissioner of Customs in charge of the factory

where the goods were manufactured or the premises from

where the goods were supplied and to the licensing authority

regarding the fact of re-importation and produces a dated

acknowledgement of such intimation at the time of clearance

of goods;

(iv) The manufacturer- exporters may be permitted clearance

of such goods without payment of Central Excise duty or

integrated tax and compensation cess under transit bond to
be executed with the Customs authorities at the port of

importation, such bond will be cancelled on the production

of certificate issued by the jurisdictional Customs authority

about receipt of re-imported goods into their factory or the

premises from where the goods were supplied.

Goods other than those falling under Sl.No.1 NIL2

Details are given in [Notification No. 47/2017 dated 30th June, 2017].
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3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 The exemption

contained in this notification shall be given effect

if the following conditions are fulfilled, namely;

* The importer of the said goods shall pay all

duties, including the said additional duty of

customs leviable thereon, as applicable, at

the time of importation of the goods;

* The importer, while issuing the invoice for

sale of the said goods, shall specifically

indicate in the invoice that in respect of the

goods covered therein, no credit of the

additional duty of customs levied under sub-

section (5) of section 3 of the said Customs

Tariff Act, shall be admissible;

* The importer shall file a claim for refund of

the said additional duty of customs paid on

the imported goods with the jurisdictional

customs officer;

* The importer shall pay on sale of the said

goods, appropriate sales tax or value added

tax, as the case may be;

• The importer shall, inter alia, provide copies of

the following documents along with the refund

claim such as:

* Documents evidencing payment of the said

additional duty;

* Invoices of sale of the imported goods in

respect of which refund of the said additional

duty is claimed

* Documents evidencing payment of

appropriate sales tax or value added tax, as

the case may be, by the importer, on sale of

such imported goods

[Notification No. 49/2017 dated 30th June,

2017].

• This notification supersedes the notification No.

12/2012 -Customs and provides list of goods

falling within the Chapter, heading, sub-heading

or tariff item of the First Schedule to the Customs

Tariff Act when imported into India and which are

exempt from:

a. Customs duty leviable under First Schedule

in excess of standard rate specified in Table.

b. Integrated tax leviable under sub-section (7)

of section 3 of Customs Tariff Act, read with

section 5 of the Integrated Goods and

Services Tax Act, 2017 (13 of 2017) in

excess of standard rate specified in Table.

This is subject to any of the conditions, specified

in the Annexure which is at the end of the

notification. Refer notification for Table and

Annexure.

[Notification No. 50/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Notification has been issued to notify that w.e.f

1st July 2017, the following goods when imported

into India, shall be exempted from so much of the

additional duty of Customs leviable thereon under

sub-section (5) of section 3 of the said Customs

Tariff Act:

Sr. Chapter of the Description of
No. First Schedule Goods

1 27 Petroleum Crude, petrol,

diesel, petroleum gases

and fuels

2 27 Compressed Natural Gas for

use in the transport sector

[Notification No. 51/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• This notification provides list of goods falling within

the Chapter, heading, sub-heading or tariff item

of the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act

(51 of 1975) when imported into India and which

are exempt from:

a. Customs duty leviable under First Schedule

in excess of standard rate specified in Table.

b. Additional duty leviable thereon under sub-

section (1) of section 3 of the said Customs

Tariff Act in excess of standard rate specified

in Table.

This is subject to any of the conditions, specified

in the Annexure which is at the end of the

notification. Refer notification for Table and

Annexure. [Notification No. 52/2017 dated 30th

June 2017]

• 4% additional duty of Customs will be levied on

the below mentioned goods,
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Sr. Chapter or Description of Goods

No heading or sub-

heading or tariff

item of the First

Schedule

1 27090000 Petroleum Crude

2 2710 Motor Spirit commonly

known as petrol

3 2710 High Speed Diesel Oil

(HSD)

4 27101920 Aviation Turbine Fuel

5 27111100 Liquefied natural gas and

27112100 Natural Gas

[Notification No. 53/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Exemption has been granted on payment of

Education Cess on IGST and Compensation Cess

payable on imports. [Notification No. 54/2017

dated 30th June 2017]

• Exemption has been granted on payment of

Secondary and Higher Education Cess on IGST

and Compensation Cess payable on imports.

[Notification No. 55/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• The tariff rate for Printing Machines and its parts

falling under 8443 and Push Button Telephones

and its parts falling under 8517 has been changed

to 10%. However, exemption for these goods has

been given in the notification 50/2017-Cus and

also exempted from payment of custom duties

subject to following IGCRD Rules.

[Notification No. 56/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Various Parts of cellular mobile phones, printers

and telephone sets etccan be imported under

concessional rate of custom duties subjected to

following procedure of IGCRD Rules.

[Notification No. 57/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Following goods are exempted from customs duty

vide amendment to Notification No. 24/2005-

Customs, dated the 1st March, 2005:

NIL

Sr. No. Heading, sub-heading or tariff item Description

2. 8443 31 00 All goods

2A 84433210 All goods

2B 84433220 All goods

2C 84433230 All goods

2D 84433240 All goods

2E 84433250 All goods

2F 84433260 All goods

4 8443 99 (except 8443 99 51,

8443 99 52, 8443 99 53) Parts and accessories of the following goods (except

Ink cartridges, with print head assembly; Ink cartridges,

without print head assembly; Ink spray nozzle) namely:

(a)All goods falling under tariff items 8443 31 00; 8443

32 10, 8443 32 20, 8443 32 30, 8443 32 40, 8443 32

50, 8443 32 60;

(b)Electrostatic photocopying apparatus, operating by

reproducing the original image directly onto the copy

(direct process);and

Photocopying apparatus, other than electrostatic,

incorporating an opticalsystem.

"13A 8517 11 10 All goods

13B 8517 11 90 All goods

13C 8517 18 10 All goods
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Sr. No. Heading, sub-heading or tariff item Description

13D 8517 18 90 All goods

13E 8517 62 10 All goods

13F 8517 62 20 All goods

13G 8517 62 30 All goods

13H 8517 62 40 All goods

13I 8517 62 50 All goods

13J 8517 62 60 All goods

13K 8517 62 70 All goods

13L 8517 69 10 All goods

13M 8517 69 20 All goods

13N 8517 69 30 All goods

13O 8517 69 40 All goods

13P 8517 69 50 All goods

13Q 8517 69 60 All goods

13R 8517 69 70 All goods

13S 8517 70 10 All goods";

Serial number 40 and the entries relating thereto shall be omitted. [Notification No. 58/2017 dated 30th

June 2017]

• Amendments in EOU exemption notification

No.52/2003-Cus dated 31.03.2003 in view of

GST:

• Levy of GST is as per Section 3(7) of the Customs

Tariff Act, EOUs are not exempted from payment

of IGST. Accordingly, the notification is amended

to provide exemption w.r.t. Basic customs duty,

CVD and SAD wherever applicable.

• Procedure of Procurement Certificate is

dispensed with, for duty free imports the

procedure to be followed is in line with Import of

Goods at Concessional Rate of Duty) Rules,

2017. Application to be done in duplicate for a

period not exceeding 1 year

• Exemption will not be applicable to following which

are cleared in DTA on payment of GST:

Finished goods manufactured [other than

falling under Fourth Schedule of Central

Excise Act, 1944]

Services

By-products

Rejects

Waste and scrap arising in the course of

production, manufacture, processing or

packaging of such goods

Items held in stock at time of exit from EOU

• Exemption to continue w.r.t. waste and scrap

within SION / approved SION.

• Explanation is inserted w.r.t. DTA clearances, to

provide that if the payment of duties is made

before clearance of the specified goods in DTA,

it will be treated as if no exemption is availed.

Accordingly, computation of duties w.r.t. input

content in goods sold in DTA attracting GST

needs to be done before clearance and duties

paid accordingly.

[Notification No. 59/2017-Cus dated 30th June

2017]

• Exemption to cut and polished diamond when re-

imported:

Exemption on cut and polished diamond when

re-imported into India after certification/grading by

the laboratories / agencies as notified in the

Foreign Trade Policy in this regard is extended to
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include duty specified in first schedule and

integrated tax leviable thereon. [Notification no.

60/2017 - Customs, dated 30th June, 2017]

• Exemption to cut and polished diamond when

imported:

Exemption on cut and polished diamond when

imported (for grading or certification and re-export

out of India) by the laboratories and agencies

(hereinafter referred to as the said laboratories

and agencies) notified in the Foreign Trade Policy

is extended to include duty specified in first

schedule and integrated tax leviable thereon.

[Notification no. 61/2017 - Customs, dated 30th

June, 2017]

• Withdrawal of exemption from payment of

additional duties of custom as per notification no.

318/1976-Central Government has rescinded

notification no. 318/1976 - Customs dated 2nd

August, 1976 (specifying exemption from

payment of whole of additional duties of customs

when goods (other than tobacco products falling

under heading 98.4 and colour televisions) are

imported into India.

[Notification no. 62/2017 - Customs dated 1st

July, 2017]

• Changes in description of goods against sr. no.

146C of notification no. 12/2012 - customs to read

as :

Sr. No. Chapter heading Description of goods

(1) (2) (3)

27160000 Electrical energy supplied to DTA by power plants of 1000MW or above, and

granted formal approval for setting up in SEZ prior to 19th July, 2012.

146C

(i)

27160000 Electrical energy supplied to DTA from power plants of less than 1000MW, and

granted formal approval for setting up in SEZ prior to 19th July, 2012-

(a) Imported coal as fuel

(b) domestic coal as fuel

(c) mix of domestic gas/RLNG as fuel

(d) RLNG as fuel

146C

(ii)

Exemption is provided for goods specified in

column (3) of table of the said notification for

goods when imported

(i) from duty of customs leviable under first

schedule as in excess of standard rate specified

in column (4) of the Table and

(ii) from additional duty leviable under Section 3(1)

of Customs Tariff Act, 1975 as is in excess of duty

specified in column (5) of the Table subject to

conditions specified in column (6), if any.

[Notification no. 63/2017- Customs dated 5th

July, 2017]

• Exemption from payment of integrated tax leviable

on all goods imported by a unit or developer in

the special economic zone for authorized

operations.

[Notification no. 64/2017- Customs dated 5th

July, 2017]

• Amendment to Notification No. 25/2005 Cus,

dated 01/03/2017, notification has been issued

w.r.t Exempt certain goods from the whole of the

duty of customs leviable, following Sr. No. 4 shall

be substituted;

Sr. No. Chapter heading Old Description of goods

850440 Static converters for automatic data

processing machines and units thereof,

and telecommunication apparatus.

4

Amended Description of goods

Static converters for automatic data

processing machines and units thereof,

and telecommunication apparatus, other

than static converters for cellular mobile

phones"

[Notification No. 67/2017 dated 14th July, 2017].
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Non-Tariff:

• India-Malaysia Comprehensive Economic

Cooperation Agreement (Bilateral Safeguard

Measures) Rules, 2017 have been notified, which

will be in force w.e.f. 21st June, 2017.

[Notification No. 55/2017-Cus (NT), dated 21st

June, 2017].

• Kannur in the State of Kerala is notified to be a

Customs Airport for the purpose of unloading of

imported goods and loading of export goods or

any class of such goods and accordingly Sr.No.9

of Notification61/94(NT)-CUSTOMS, dated the

21st November, 1994 is amended.

[Notification No. 56/2017-Cus (NT), dated 23rd

June, 2017]

• Amendments in definition of drawback in

Re-export of Imported Goods (Drawback of

Customs Duties) Rules:

Drawback is re-defined to include refund of duty

or tax or cess as referred to in the Customs Tariff

Act, 1975.

Amendment in authority for manner and time of

claiming drawback on goods exported other than

by post as per Re-export of Imported Goods

(Drawback of Customs Duties) Rules:For proviso

to Rule 5 (1) of Re-export of Imported Goods

(Drawback of Customs Duties) Rules, 1995

authority related to manner and time of claiming

drawback on goods exported other than by post

shall not be valid to Principal Commissioner or

Commissioner of Customs and Central Excise.

[Notification 57/2017-Customs dated 29th

June, 2017]

• Insertion of definition of tax invoice in Customs,

Central Excise Duties and Service Tax Drawback

Rules as under:

"Tax invoice" means the tax invoice referred to in

section 31 of the Central Goods and Services Tax

Act, 2017. (Rule 2 (f) of the Customs, Central

Excise Duties and Service Tax Drawback

(Amendment) Rules, 2017)

Drawback on export of goods to include provisions

of Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 and

the Rules made thereunder and Integrated Goods

and Services Tax Act, 2017:

Drawback on export of goods shall include

provisions of Central Goods and Services Tax Act,

2017 and the Rules made thereunder and

Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017.

Substitution of Rule 6 related to cases where

amount or rate of drawback has not been

determined also Substitution of Rule 7 related to

cases where amount or rate of drawback is low:

As per Rule 9(d) Customs, Central Excise Duties

and Service Tax Drawback Rules, the Power to

require submission of information and documents

for obtaining any other information shall be

considered by the Principal Commissioner of

Customs or Commissioner of Customs.

As per Rule 10 of Customs, Central Excise Duties

and Service Tax Drawback Rules, Authorised

officers related to access to manufactory shall be

Assistant Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner

of Customs.

The claim of drawback shall be accompanied by

tax invoice instead of "ARE-1"

Supplementary claim shall be filed by an exporter

where finds that the amount of drawback paid to

him is less than what he is entitled to on the basis

of the amount or rate of drawback determined by

the Central Government or Principal

Commissioner of Customs or Commissioner of

Customs, as the case may be, he may prefer a

supplementary claim in the form at Annexure III

within a period of three months as prescribed.

[Notification no. 58/2017-Customs dated 29th

June, 2017]

• Changes in rate as specified in column (6) and

(7) of the notification to read as:
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Tariff Item Description of goods Drawback when
cenvat facility has
not been availed

(1)

Drawback when
cenvat facility has

been availed

Unit

Drawback
rate

Drawback
cap per

unit (Rs.)

Drawback
rate

Drawback
cap per

unit (Rs.)

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

0304 02 Fish fillets and other fish meat (whether Kg 3.4% 10.5

or not minced), fresh, chilled or frozen in

frozen form

0306 01 Shrimp/prawn in frozen form other than Kg 4% 32 2.7% 21.6

Accelerated Freeze Dried (AFD)

0306 02 Accelerated Freeze Dried (AFD) Kg 3.6% 98 2.1% 57.2

shrimp / prawn

0306 03 Lobster / Crab Kg 2.7% 27 2.4% 24.0

0306 04 Pasteurised tinned chilled crab meat Kg 4% 69 2.7% 46.6

0306 05 Others in chilled or frozen form Kg 2.7% 14 2.1% 10.9

1504 01 Fish oil Kg 2.7% 2.7 2.1% 2.1

1604 01 Surimi fish paste Kg 4% 12.3 3.4% 10.5

2301 01 Fish meal Kg 2.7% 2.7 2.1% 2.1

4112 99 Others 1.2% 1.2%

5209 01 Grey Kg 4.3% 21 1.3% 7

5407 01 Woven fabrics containing 85% or more by Kg 7.5% 66 1.5% 13.2

weight of Synthetic Filament Yarn(Grey)

5407 02 Woven fabrics containing 85% or more by Kg 8.2% 72 1.8% 15.8

weight of Synthetic Filament Yarn (Dyed)

5407 03 Woven fabrics containing 85% or more Kg 7.7% 57 1.5% 11

by weight of Man-made Filament Yarn

and Man-made Staple Fibre (Grey)

5407 04 Woven fabrics containing 85% or more Kg 8.4% 60 1.8% 12.9

by weight of Man-made Filament Yarn

and Man-made Staple Fibre (Dyed)

5509 05 Other yarn, mixed mainly or solely with Kg 8.4% 72 1.5% 12.9

Wool or fine animal hair (Grey)

5509 06 Other yarn, mixed mainly or solely with Kg 9.3% 79 2% 17

Wool or fine animal hair (Dyed)

5608 02 Made up fishing nets of other man-made kg 11% 64 2.8% 16

textile material

6103 04 Others (including capri/three-fourth pants

and ensembles)

6104 04 Others (including capri/three-fourth pants

and ensembles)

6115 01 Leggings

6115 01 01 Of cotton Piece 7.7% 47 2% 12.2

6115 01 02 Of blend containing cotton and man

made fibre Piece 9.5% 55 2.5% 14.5

6115 01 03 Of man made fibres Piece 9.9% 57 2.5% 14.4
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Tariff Item Description of goods Drawback when
cenvat facility has
not been availed

(1)

Drawback when
cenvat facility has

been availed

Unit

Drawback
rate

Drawback
cap per

unit (Rs.)

Drawback
rate

Drawback
cap per

unit (Rs.)

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

6115 01 04 Of silk (other than containing noil silk) Piece 7.6% 80 4.8% 50.5

6115 01 05 Of wool Piece 8.7% 80 3.5% 32.2

6115 01 06 Of blend containing wool and man made Piece 8.7% 80 3% 27.6

fibre

6115 01 07 Of cotton containing 1% or more by Piece 8% 50 2% 12.5

weight of spandex/ lycra/ elastane

6115 01 99 Of others Piece 7.6% 44 2% 11.6

6115 02 Others

6115 02 01 Of cotton Kg 7.6% 140 2% 36.8

6115 02 02 Of blend containing cotton and man Kg 9.5% 160 2.5% 42.1

made fibre

6115 02 03 Of man made fibre Kg 9.8% 180 2.5% 45.9

6115 02 04 Of silk (other than containing noil silk) Kg 7.6% 510 4.8% 322.1

6115 02 05 Of wool Kg 8.7% 180 3.5% 72.4

6115 02 06 Of blend containing wool and man Kg 8.7% 180 3% 62.1

made fibre

6115 02 07 Of cotton containing 1% or more by Kg 8% 160 2% 40

weight of spandex/ lycra/ elastane

6115 02 99 Of Others Kg 7.6% 130 2% 34.2

7501 Nickel mattes, nickel oxide sinters and 1.50% 0.15%

other intermediate products of nickel

metallurgy

7502 Unwrought nickel 1.50% 0.15%

7504 Nickel waste and scrap 1.50% 0.15%

7505 Nickel powders and flakes 1.50% 0.15%

7506 Nickel bars, rods, profiles and wire 1.50% 0.15%

7507 Nickel plates, sheets, strip and foil 1.50% 0.15%

7508 Nickel tubes, pipes and tube or pipe 1.50% 0.15%

fittings (for example, couplings, elbows,

sleeves)

9404 03 Other pillow/ cshions/ quilts/ pouffles Kg 8.6% 100 2.2% 25

filled with poly-fil

9506 11 Made-up sports nets of other man 11% 64 2.8% 16

made textile material

• Following changes in table in chapter 61:

6115 01 Leggings

6115 01 01 Of Cotton Piece 3.2% 28.2 0.9% 7.7

6115 01 02 Of blend containing cotton and man Piece 4.2% 34.0 1.2% 9.7

made fibre
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6115 01 03 Of man made fibre Piece 4.3% 34.7 1.2% 9.7

6115 01 04 Of silk (other than containing noil silk) Piece 1.3% 19.2 0.4% 5.9

6115 01 05 Of wool Piece 3.9% 50.2 1.1% 14.2

6115 01 06 Of blend containing wool and man Piece 3.9% 50.2 1.1% 14.2

made fibre

6115 01 07 Of cotton containing 1% or more by Piece 3.3% 28.9 0.9% 7.9

weight of spandex/ lycra/ elastane

6115 01 99 Of others Piece 3.3% 26.7 0.9% 7.3

6115 02 Others

6115 02 01 Of cotton Kg 3.5% 90.3 0.9% 23.2

6115 02 02 Of blend containing cotton and man Kg 4.2% 99.0 1.2% 28.3

made fibre

6115 02 03 Of man made fibre Kg 4.2% 108.0 1.2% 30.9

6115 02 04 Of silk (other than containing noil silk) Kg 1.3% 122.1 0.4% 37.6

6115 02 05 Of wool Kg 3.5% 101.4 0.9% 26.1

6115 02 06 Of blend containing wool and man Kg 3.6% 104.3 1.0% 29.0

made fibre

6115 02 07 Of cotton containing 1% or more by Kg 3.5% 98.0 0.9% 25.2

weight of spandex/ lycra/ elastane

6115 02 99 Of others Kg 3.5% 83.8 0.9% 21.6

[Notification no. 59/2017 - Customs (N.T.) dated 29th June, 2017]

Tariff Item Description of goods Drawback when
cenvat facility has
not been availed

(1)

Drawback when
cenvat facility has

been availed

Unit

Drawback
rate

Drawback
cap per

unit (Rs.)

Drawback
rate

Drawback
cap per

unit (Rs.)

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

• Shipping Bill and Bill of Export (Forms)

Regulations, 1991 have been superseded by

Shipping Bill and Bill of Export (Forms)

Regulations, 2017. IGST payment related details

have been incorporated in the format.

[Notification No. 60/2017-Cus (NT), dated 29th

June, 2017]

• Shipping Bill (Electronic Declaration) Regulations,

2011 have been amended by Shipping Bill

(Electronic Declaration) Regulations, 2017 as

below.

* Shipping bill to include electronic record

* "electronic record" shall have the meaning

assigned to it in the Information Technology

Act, 2000 (21 of 2000)

* The word "Annexure" (which were formats

of Shipping bill) has been omitted as same

are notified on https://www.icegate.gov.in/

 [Notification No. 61/2017-Cus (NT), dated 29th

June, 2017]

• Appointment of Common Adjudicating

Authority Show Cause Notice No. and date of

HHCL Infosystems Limited has been replaced

"C.No.VIII/CCP/ICD/ENQ/HCL/112/09/Pt.XII"

dated 04.01.2011

[Notification No. 63/2017-Cus (NT), dated 30th

June, 2017].

• Village Bhambholi, Taluka Khed, District Pune and

Valayankulam Village, Madurai are been notified

as Inland Container Depots for Unloading of

imported goods and loading of export goods.

[Notification No.64/2017-Cus (NT), dated 30th

June, 2017]
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• Bill of Entry (Forms) Regulations, 1976 have been

amended by Bill of Entry (Forms) (Amendment)

Regulations, 2017. IGST payment related details

have been incorporated in the format.

[Notification No. 65/2017-Cus (NT), dated 30th

June, 2017]

• Courier Imports and Exports (Clearance)

Regulations, 1998 have been amended by

Courier Imports and Exports (Clearance)

(Amendment) Regulations, 2017. IGST payment

related details have been incorporated in the

format. [Notification No. 66/2017-Cus (NT),

dated 30th June, 2017]

• Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic

Declaration and Processing) Regulations, 2010

have been amended by Courier Imports and

Exports (Electronic Declaration and Processing)

(Amendment) Regulations, 2017. IGST payment

related details have been incorporated in the

format. [Notification No. 67/2017-Cus (NT),

dated 30th June, 2017]

• Customs (Import of Goods at Concessional Rate

of Duty for Manufacture of Excisable Goods)

Rules, 2016 have been superseded by the

Customs (Import of Goods at Concessional Rate

of Duty) Rules, 2017. [Notification No. 68/2017-

Cus (NT), dated 30th June, 2017]

• Tariff Value of following Imported goods have

been further amended as given below:

Sl.No. Description of goods
Tariff value US $

(Per Metric Tonne)
Chapter/heading/sub-
heading/tariff item

1 1511 10 00 Crude Palm Oil 693

2 1511 90 10 RBD Palm Oil 709

3 1511 90 90 Others - Palm Oil 701

4 1511 10 00 Crude Palmolein 717

5 1511 90 20 RBD Palmolein 720

6 1511 90 90 Others - Palmolein 719

7 1507 10 00 Crude Soya bean Oil 812

8 7404 00 22 Brass Scrap (all grades) 3340

9 1207 91 00 Poppy seeds 2510

(1) (3) (4)(2)

[Notification No. 71/2017-Cus (NT), dated 14th July, 2017]

Sl.
No.

Description of goods
Tariff value

(US $)
Chapter/heading/sub-
heading/tariff item

1 71 or 98 Gold, in any form, in respect of which the 396 per 10 grams

benefit of entries at serial number 356 and

358 of the Notification No. 50/2017-Customs

dated 30.06.2017 is availed

2 71 or 98 Silver, in any form, in respect of which the 518 per kilogramny

benefit of entries at serial number 357 and 359

of the Notification No. 50/2017-Customs dated

30.06.2017 is availed

(1) (3) (4)(2)

Sl.
No.

Description of goods
Tariff value (US $)
Per Metric Tonne)

Chapter/heading/sub-
heading/tariff item

1 080280 Areca nuts 3320"

(1) (3) (4)(2)
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Anti-Dumping Duty:

• Continuation of Anti-Dumping duty has been

levied on "Digital Offset Printing Plates'',

originating in, or exported from China. It shall be

in force w.e.f. 03rd December, 2012 unless

revoked earlier, shall remain in force up to and

inclusive of the 3rd June 2018. [Notification No.

24/2017-Cus (ADD), dated 02nd June, 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty has been levied on "Toluene

Di-Isocyanate (TDI)'', (CH-2929) originating in, or

exported from, China PR, Japan and Korea RP

and imported into India. It shall be in force w.e.f.

05th June, 2017 to 04th December, 2017, unless

revoked, superseded or amended earlier.

[Notification No. 25/2017-Cus (ADD), dated

05th June, 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty levy has been extended on

"Plain Gypsum Plaster Boards'', (CH-6809)

originating in, or exported from China PR,

Indonesia, Thailand and UAE for a period of one

year up to and inclusive of 06/06/2018.

[Notification No. 26/2017-Cus (ADD), dated

07th June, 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty levy has been extended on

"Ceramic Tableware and Kitchenware, excluding

knives and toilet items'', (CH-6911) originating in,

or exported from China PR and imported into

India. It shall be in force w.e.f. 12th June, 2017 to

11th December, 2017, unless revoked,

superseded or amended earlier. [Notification No.

27/2017-Cus (ADD), dated 12th June, 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty has been levied on "Hydrogen

Peroxide'', (CH-2847) originating in, or exported

from Bangladesh, Taiwan, Korea RP, Pakistan

and Thailand. It shall be in force w.e.f. 14th June,

2017 to 13th June, 2022, unless revoked,

superseded or amended earlier. [Notification No.

28/2017-Cus (ADD), dated 12th June, 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty levy has been extended on

"Soluble Salt Double Charge, GVT and PGVT,

Porcelain/ Vitrified Tiles with less than 3% water

absorption and All sizes'', (CH-6907,6908 or

6914) originating in, or exported from China PR

and imported into India. It shall be in force w.e.f.

29th March, 2016 to 28th March, 2021 (except

for the period from 28th September,2016 to 13th

June, 2017, period during which provisional anti-

dumping duty was not applicable), unless

revoked, superseded or amended earlier.

[Notification No. 29/2017-Cus (ADD), dated

14th June, 2017].

• Notification no. 15/16/2015-DGAD, dated 10th

April, 2017 w.r.t. finalization and imposition of anti-

dumping duty on import of "Clear Float Glass of

nominal thickness ranging from 4mm to 12 mm

(both inclusive), the nominal thickness being as

per BIS 14900:2000'', (CH-7003,7004,

7005,7009, 7013, 7015, 7016, 7018, 7019, 7020)

which is exported by M/s Tariq Glass Industries

Ltd, Pakistan is kept in abeyance since M/s Tariq

Glass Industries Ltd has filed Writ Petition

No.12950 of 2017 in Madras High Court and an

interim order of status quo will continue till 9th

June, 2017. [Notification No. 30/2017-Cus

(ADD), dated 16th June, 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty has been levied on "Sewing

Machine Needles'', (CH-8452) originating in, or

exported from the People's Republic of China. It

shall be in force w.e.f. 22nd June, 2017 to 21st

June, 2022, unless revoked, superseded or

amended earlier. [Notification No. 31/2017-Cus

(ADD), dated 22nd June, 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty (ADD) on Pentaerythritol:

Central Government, has recommended

imposition of definitive anti-dumping duty on

imports of the Pentaerythritol, originating in, or

exported from subject country and imported into

India, in order to remove injury to the domestic

industry has imposed ADD on subject goods for

a period of five years (unless revoked, amended

and suspended earlier) from the date of

publication of this notification.

Description of goods as notified by Central

Government as:
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Sr. Heading Description Specifi- Country Country Prod- Expor- Amount UOM Curr-

No. cation of origin of export  ucer ter ency

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

1 2905 Pentaerythritol Any China China Any Any 185.15 MT USD

2 2905 Pentaerythritol Any China Any Any Any 185.15 MT USD

3 2905 Pentaerythritol Any Any China Any Any 185.15 MT USD

For the purpose of this notification, rate of exchange shall be applicable as notified by Government from

time to time in exercise of powers conferred by Section 14 of Customs Act, 1962. [Notification no.

32/2017-Customs dated 29th June, 2017]

• Anti-Dumping duty (ADD) on Soda ash:

Central Government, has recommended

imposition of definitive anti-dumping duty on

imports of the Soda Ash (Chapter heading 2836

20), originating in, or exported from People's

Republic of China, European Union, Kenya,

Pakistan, Iran, Ukraine and United States of

America and imported into India upto 2nd July,

2018. [Notification no. 33/2017-Customs dated

30th June, 2017]

• Continuation of Anti-Dumping duty has been

levied on "Grinding Media Balls' (excluding Forged

Grinding media Balls)'', originating in, or exported

from Thailand and People's Republic of China. It

shall be in force w.e.f. 16th July, 2012 unless

revoked earlier, shall remain in force up to and

inclusive of the 15th July, 2018. [Notification No.

34/2017-Cus (ADD), dated 13th July, 2017].

• Provisional Anti-Dumping duty has been levied

on "O-Acid'', (CH-29) originating in, or exported

from, China PR and imported into India. It shall

be in force w.e.f. 13th July, 2017 to 11th January,

2018, unless revoked, amended or superseded

earlier. [Notification No. 35/2017-Cus (ADD),

dated 13th July, 2017].

Safeguards Duty:

• No New Notification

Circular:

• Exemption from requirement of drawls of samples

for the purpose of grant of drawback is extended

to exporters holding AEO Tier I certificate in

addition to the current exemption applicable to

Tier II and Tier III Certificate Holders. [Circular

No. 18/2017-Cus, dated 29th May, 2017].

• Circular is issued whereby Field formulations are

directed to allow usage of scrips issued under

Target plus Scheme subject to prescribed checks

and procedures for implementation of Hon'ble

Supreme Court Judgment dated 27.10.2015 in

CA no.554 of 2006 titled DGFT v/s Kanak Exports.

It was held by the Supreme Court that the Target

Plus Scheme (TPS) which was announced by

DGFT on 31.08.2004, cannot be amended

retrospectively by issue of Notification 48 dated

20.02.2006 and Notification 8 dated 12.06.2006.

DGFT therefore issued Notification number 6/

2015-2020 dated 08.05.2017 for implementation

of the aforesaid judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme

Court wherein it was laid down as under:

* Notification no. 48/2004-09 dated 20-02-

2006 is amended and all changes mentioned

therein will be effective for exports made from

20-02-2006 as against 01.04.2005.

* NOTIFICATION NO. 08/2006, DT. 12/06/

2006 is rescinded and following entitlement

is restored for exports made from

01.04.2005.

Percentage incremental growth Duty Credit Entitle-

ment (as a % of the

incremental growth)

 20% and above but below 25% 5%

25% or above but below 100% 10%

100% and above 15% (of 100%)

* NOTIFICATION NO. 20/2006, DT. 13/07/

2006 is rescinded and Eligibility criteria is

restored to free foreign exchange of Rs.10

crores in the previous licensing year for

exports made from 01.04.2005
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Further, to rule out any misuse of the scheme

DGFT has issued trade notice no.06/2018

dated 08.05.2017, inter alia setting up zonal

committees for scrutiny of claims.

Therefore, this Circular is issued which

emphasizes that field formation should allow

usage of scrips subject to prescribed checks

and procedures.

[Circular No. 19/2017-Cus, dated 31st May,

2017].

• Circular has been issued w.r.t facility for online

generation of Rotation Number by shipping lines/

Agents-:

* With a view to simplifying the present system

of generating Rotation number for vessel a

facility has been developed on ICEGATE for

online application and self-generation of

rotation number by shipping lines/Agents

(SL/SA)

* The shipping lines/Agents registered with

ICEGATE using the digital signature would

have an option "Rotation number generation"

on the ICEGATE user menu. The declarant

needs to provide the following details in the

WEB FORM:

- Customs location Code (LOCODE)

- IMO CODE of the vessel

- Voyage Number

- Masters Number

- Shipping line code

- Shipping agent code

- Next port of call

- Expected date of arrival vessel

After submission of above details and

authentication by the user using OTP, the

Rotation Number would be generated by

system. The user also has an option to check

the status of Rotation in the system under

secure login. For casual visitors (member of

the trade) a 'Rotation number Inquiry, option

would be made available on the ICEGATE

website.

[Circular No. 20/2017-Cus, dated 31st May,

2017].

• Circular has been issued regarding drawback of

Integrated Tax and Compensation Cess paid on

imported goods upon re-export under Section 74

of the Customs Act, 1962

* Section 74 of Customs Act, 1962 provides

for drawback of customs duty paid at time of

importation when such imported goods are

re-exported. This refund shall comprise of

BCD and additional customs duty.

* The definition of "drawback" under Rule 2

(a) of the Re-export Rules, 1995 has been

suitably amended to include refund of duty

or tax or cess as referred in the CTA, 1975.

Notification No. 57/2017-Customs (N.T.)

dated 29.6.2017.

* As under GST regime imported goods are

subject to integrated tax and compensation

cess, Section 3(12) of the CTA, 1975, the

provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and

rules and regulations made thereunder

relating inter alia to drawback shall also apply

to integrated tax and compensation cess.

Hence, the drawback under Section 74 shall

also apply to integrated tax and

compensation cess along with basic customs

duty.

* The Central/State/UT GST officer shall

ensure by duly signed certificate, that there

is no dual benefit sanctioned by way of credit

or refund of credit of integrated tax or

compensation cess paid on imported goods.

[Circular No. 21/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Circular has been issued regarding amendments

effective from 1.7.2017 to the All Industry Rates

of Duty Drawback and other Drawback related

changes:

* For the transition to GST, the Government

has extended the time period of Duty

Drawback Scheme for three months, i.e.,

from 01/07/2017 to 30/09/2017.

* Subject to additional conditions, the

exporters who has made exports in the

above mentioned extended period may claim

under DBK scheme. The exporters can also

claim Brand rate / tax incidence.
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* The aim for imposition of conditions is to

ensure that the exporter does not claim

composite AIRs of duty drawback and

simultaneously avail input tax credit of CGST

and IGST of inputs or input services used

for manufacture of exported goods or claim

refund of IGST paid on export of goods.

* The exporter is barred to take the CENVAT

credit of export goods or on inputs and input

services used for manufacturing of export

goods.

* At the time of exports, the exporter has to

submit the declaration and certificate.

Checking procedure shall apply at the time

of determining of Brand Rate

* For transition period of three months, the

exporters shall have an option to claim only

Customs portion of AIRs of duty drawback

i.e. rates and caps given under column (6)

and (7) respectively of the Schedule of AIRs

of duty drawback and avail input tax credit

of CGST or IGST or refund of IGST paid on

exports.

* There has been changes made in AIRs

taking in mind the need for removing

irregularity, based on prevailing prices of

inputs and export goods, budgetary

changes, representations received.

* The fixation of Brand rate of drawback has

been transferred from Central Excise

formations to Customs formation having

jurisdiction over place of export.

* Supplementary claims are only dealt by

Customs formation.

* the jurisdictional Central Excise

Commissionrates shall continue to discharge

Customs functions as required under the

Drawback Rules 1995.

[Circular No. 22/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Circular has been issued regarding the changes

being brought about in Brand rate mechanism in

the context of introduction of Goods and Services

Tax (GST) w.e.f. 1.7.2017.

* The Customs functions are re-organized

which were handled by Central Excise

earlier, hence the work of Brand rate fixation

will be done by Customs Commissionerate.

* In cases where the export is held from more

than one place, the exporter can file the

application to Principal Commissioner /

Commissioner of Customs from any of the

place of export.

* Applications already filed with Central Excise

prior to 01/07/2017 and pending shall be

transferred to Principal Commissioner /

Commissioner of Customs with all the

relevant documents.

* Where the application relates to exports from

multiple places, the exporter concerned may

request to indicate his choice regarding

transfer of application.

[Detailed procedure given in Circular No. 23/

2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Circular has been issued regarding Duty

Drawback for supplies made by DTA units to

Special Economic Zones in the GST.

* Where the Drawback is claimed by the DTA

unit on supplies made to the SEZ unit or

developer and SEZ Unit or developer issues

a disclaimer to the DTA supplier and

drawback is claim by DTA supplier, and

drawback shall be disbursed by the Central

Excise Commissionerate having jurisdiction

over the manufacturing unit of the DTA

supplier

* The fixation of Brand rate in case of supplies

from DTA to SEZ Unit or developer, if

required, shall also be done by the office of

said Principal Commissioner/ Commissioner.

This shall apply to all fresh applications/

claims filed from 1.7.2017 onwardsThe

above-mentioned process shall apply to all

fresh applications filed from 01/07/2017.

* The applications / claims which are filed up

to 30/06/2017, shall be transferred Principal

Commissioner / Commissioner of Customs

formation.

[Circular No. 24/2017 dated 30th June 2017]

• Circular has been issued regarding supersession

of Customs (Import of goods at concessional rate
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of duty for manufacture of excisable goods) Rules,

2016 with Customs (Import of Goods at

Concessional Rate of Duty) Rules, 2017 are

issued by Notification No. 68/2017 - Customs

(Non-Tariff) dated 30/06/2017 which would come

into force from 01/07/2017. [Circular No. 25/2017

dated 30th June 2017]

• Circular has been issued regarding Export

procedures and sealing of containerized cargo.

The exports are treated as 'zero rated supplies'

in GST as per Integrated Goods and Services Tax

Act, 2017, with or without payment of integrated

tax that goods could be exported under bond or

Letter of Undertaking without payment of

integrated tax. Procedures relating to export of

goods viz. claim of rebate/refund, stuffing of

containers at the factory, warehouse or any other

place from where the goods are intended to be

exported etc. would require review of the existing

procedures. The detailed procedure is explained

in the below mentioned Circular.

[Circular No. 26/2017 dated 01st July 2017]

• Circular has been issued regarding disposal of

seized or confiscated cigarettes of foreign origin

and Cigarettes and other tobacco products

(Packaging and labelling) Rules, 2008.

* The Cigarettes and other tobacco products

(Packaging and labelling) Amended Rules,

2014 were amended with the existing health

warnings in specified formats, colors,

resolution, fond, language, etc. on both the

sides of the tobacco product packages

covering 85% of the principal display.

* The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare

amended the above-mentioned rules by

notification which specified health warnings

which shall be for tobacco products

manufactured on or after 01/07/2017.

* The same Rules shall be mandatorily

applicable for the sale of seized/confiscated

cigarettes. The detailed procedure is

explained in the below mentioned Circular.

[Circular No. 27/2017 dated 05th July 2017]

• Circular has been issued regarding the revised

rate of Scheme for rebate of State Levies (RoSL)

on Export of Garments and textile made-up article.

Rebate Rates of RoSL Scheme has been revised

in Schedule I, II and III as 0.39% for RoSL and

0.23% for RoSL under Advance Authorization-All

Industry Rate (AA-AIR). These revised rates on

garment and textile made-up exports under ROSL

Scheme are applicable to exports with Let Export

Order dates from 1.7.2017 onwards. [Circular No.

28/2017 dated 06th July 2017]

• Circular has been issued regarding Operational

problems being faced by EOU in GST

regime,amendment in Notification no. 52/2003-

Customs dated 31-3-2003 and consequently

amended by notification No. 59/2017-Customs

dated 30-6-2017.

* Issues have been brought to the notice by

the EOUs the problems faced in certain

procedures: -

i. Field formations insisted on submission

of continuity bond, in spite of the Unit

has executed B-17 Bond.

ii. As the EOUs need to submit the

information about estimated quantity

and value of goods imported for a period

of one year, the requirements may

change during this period of one year.

iii. Clarification is on inert-unit transfer of

goods from one EOU to another EOU

which was supported by procurement

certificate.

iv. The procedure for procurement of

import of goods has been requested to

continue till transition period.

* The Board has decided the following matters:

i. B-17 Bond being a general purpose

running bond will serve the

requirements of continuity bond and

hence the Units are not required to

submit a separate continuity bond.

ii. As there is a need to submit information

of the estimated quantity and value of

imported goods by the Unit, under Rule

5(1)(a) of the (Import of Goods at

Concessional Rate of Duty) Rules, 2017

for a period not exceeding one year the

Unit can amend / modify / add
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information as required from time to

time for import of goods.

iii. Till 31/07/2017 the EOU Units have an

option to follow the procedure of Rule

(5) of IGCR, rules or use procurement

certificate for import of goods.

iv. Inter-unit transfer would be done on

invoice with applicable GST.

v. The supplier Unit will endorse such

documents the amount of duty

exemption availed on such goods,

without the payment of Customs duty.

vi. The recipient is obliged to pay the

Customs duty on finished goods made

from such goods or when cleared in

DTA.

vii.  No procurement certificate is required

for inter-unit transfer.

[Circular No. 29/2017 dated 17th July 2017]

• Circular has been issued regarding the detailed

guidelines on re-testing of samples. The detailed

guidelines for the same are explained in following

circular. [Circular No. 30/2017 dated 18th July

2017]

Instructions:

• Instructions have been given regarding manual

filing and processing of Bills of Entry/Shipping

Bills, the manual bill of entry shall be allowed to

be filed in EDI locations only in exceptional and

genuine cases where permitted by the principal

commissioner/ Commissioner of customs strictly.

Procedure for manual filing and processing of Bills

of Entry/Shipping Bills is laid down and the

process shall be implemented from 15/06/2017

for all EDI formations. [Instruction No. 06/2017-

Cus, dated 2nd June, 2017].

• Clarification have been given regarding

classification of Dioctyl Orthophthalate (DEPH)

and  Dioctyl phthalate (DOP) as under:

Sr. Item Tariff

No. Name Heading

1 Diotylorthophthalate (DEPH) 29173200

2 Dioctyl phthalate (DOP) - meta

and para variety 29173920

[Instruction No. 07/2017-Cus, dated 6th June,

2017].

• Clarification has been given regarding,

classification of eNodeB, which is an LTE

equipment used in wireless or cellular networks.

The Board examined the issue and clarified that

eNodeB fall into the description given under

heading 8517 62 i.e. "Machines for the reception,

conversion and transmission or regeneration of

voice, images or other data, including switching

and routing apparatus'' and hence classified under

8517 6290. [Instruction No. 08/2017-Cus, dated

7th June, 2017].

• Instructions have been given regarding import of

gifts and other goods for personal use through

courier. [Instruction No. 09/2017-Cus, dated

05th July, 2017].

• Instruction have been given regarding GSTIN

requirement for the purpose of import & export-

as under;

• Section 23 of the CGST Act specifically deals

with the persons not liable to registration

under the said Act. Persons engaged

exclusively in the supply of goods (import and

export) that is either not liable to tax or is

wholly exempt from tax under the CGST or

IGST Acts are not required to obtain

registration. Further, Government may on the

recommendation of the Council specify the

class of person who need not obtain GSTIN.

In such cases PAN (which is authorized as

IEC by DGFT) of the importer and exporter

would suffice.

[Instruction No. 10/2017-Cus, dated 6th July,

2017].

CENTRAL EXCISE:

Notifications:

Tariff:

• The time limit for submission of the final project

authority certificate has been extended from 60

months to 120 months. Accordingly, the time

period for furnishing security has also been

extended to 126 months from earlier 66 months.

[Notification No. 8/2017 CE dated 16-05-2017]
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• Various central excise notifications have been

rescinded considering the fact that GST has been

implemented w.e.f. 1st July 2017.

S.No. Notification No.

1 263/79- Central Excise, dated 22-9-1979

2 82/84- Central Excise, dated 31-3-1984

3 221/86- Central Excise, dated 2-4-1986

4 198/87-Central Excise, dated 28-8-1987

5 88/88-Central Excise, dated 1-3-1988

6 147/89- Central Excise, dated 19-5-1989

7 70/92-Central Excise, dated 17-6-1992

8 83/92-Central Excise, dated 16-9-1992

9 74/93- Central Excise, dated 28-2-1993

10 130/94- Central Excise, dated 21-9-1994

11 138/94- Central Excise, dated 10-11-1994

12 62/95- Central Excise, dated 16-3- 1995

13 63/95- Central Excise, dated 16-3-1995

14 65/95- Central Excise, dated 16-3-1995

15 9/96- Central Excise, dated 23-7-1996

16 10/96-Central Excise, dated 23-7-1996

17 10/97- Central Excise, dated 1-3- 1997

18 24/98- Central Excise, dated 5-8-1998

19 15/99- Central Excise, dated 26-3-1999

20 34/99- Central Excise, dated 21-7-1999

21 20/2001- Central Excise, dated 30-4-2001

22 3/2004- Central Excise, dated 8-1-2004

23 8/2004- Central Excise, dated 21-1-2004

24 30/2004- Central Excise, dated 9-7-2004

25 20/2005- Central Excise, dated 13-5-2005

26 33/2005- Central Excise, dated 8-9-2005

27 17/2007- Central Excise, dated 1-3-2007

28 42/2008-Central Excise, dated 1-7-2008

29 15/2010- Central Excise, dated 27-2-2010

30 16/2011- Central Excise, dated 1-3-2011

31 17/2011- Central Excise, dated 1-3-2011

32 18/2011- Central Excise, dated 1-3-2011

33 27/2011- Central Excise, dated 24-3-2011

34 31/2011- Central Excise, dated 24-3-2011

35 7/2012- Central Excise, dated 17-3-2012

36 7/2013-Central Excise, dated 1-3-2013

37 22/2013- Central Excise, dated 29-7-2013

38 30/2013- Central Excise,

dated 29-11-2013

39 16/2013- Central Excise (NT),

dated 31-12-2013

40 11/2016- Central Excise, dated 01-3-2016

(Notification No. 9/2017 CE dated 30.06.2016)

• New notification has been issued for central

excise duty exemption on the goods which are

liable for Excise duty post 1st July 2017 and

supplied to United Nations or an international

Organization for their official use.[Notification No.

10/2017 CE dated 30.06.2017]

• The excise duty rate for the certain goods like

Petrol, Diesel, Natural Gas etc has been specified

by way of exemption notification. The excise duty

charged or exempted will be as per the below

table.

1 24 All Goods Nil

2 2710 Motor spirit commonly known as petrol,-

(i) intended for sale without a brand name; Rs. 8.48 per litre

(ii) other than those specified at (i) Rs. 9.66 per litre

3 27101930 High speed diesel (HSD),-

(i) intended for sale without a brand name; Rs. 10.33 per litre

(ii) other than those specified at (i) Rs. 12.69 per litre

4 2710 5% ethanol blended petrol that is a blend,-

(i) consisting, by volume, of 95% motor spirit,

Sl.
No.

Description of goods Rate

Chapter or heading
or sub-heading or

tariff item of the First
Schedule
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Sl.
No.

Description of goods Rate

Chapter or heading
or sub-heading or

tariff item of the First
Schedule

(commonly known as petrol), on which the

appropriate duties of excise have been paid

and of 5% ethanol on which the appropriate

central tax, State tax, Union territory tax or

integrated tax, as the case maybe, have been

paid; and

(ii) conforming to Bureau of Indian Standards

specification 2796. Nil

Explanation.- For the purposes of this entry:-

(a) "appropriate duties of excise" shall mean

the duties of excise as leviable under the Fourth

Schedule to the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of

1944), the additional duty of excise leviable

under the Finance (No.2) Act, 1998 (21 of 1998)

 and the special additional excise duty leviable

under section 147 of the Finance Act, 2002

(20 of 2002), read with any relevant exemption

notification for the time being in force,

(b) "appropriate central tax, State tax, Union

territory tax and integrated tax" shall mean the

central tax, State tax, Union territory tax and

integrated tax as leviable under the Central

Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017(12 of 2017),

State Goods and Services Tax Act of the State

concerned, the Union Territory Goods and

Services Tax Act, 2017(14 of 2017) and the

Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017

(13 of 2017).

5 2710 10% ethanol blended petrol that is a blend,-

(i) consisting, by volume, of 90% Motor spirit,

(commonly known as petrol), on which the

appropriate duties of excise have been paid and

of 10% ethanol on which the appropriate central

tax, State tax, Union territory tax or integrated

tax, as the case maybe, have been paid and;

(ii) conforming to Bureau of Indian Standards

specification 2796.

Explanation.- For the purposes of this entry:-

(a) "appropriate duties of excise" shall mean the

duties of excise leviable under the Fourth

Schedule to the Central Excise Act, 1944

(1 of 1944), the additional duty of excise as

leviable under the Finance (No.2) Act, 1998
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(21 of 1998) and the special additional excise

duty leviable under section 147 of the Finance

Act, 2002 (20 of 2002), read with any relevant

exemption notification for the time being in force,

(b) "appropriate central tax, State tax, Union

territory tax and integrated tax" shall mean the

central tax, State tax, Union territory tax and

integrated tax as leviable under the Central

Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017),

State Goods and Services Tax Act of the State

concerned, the Union Territory Goods and

Services Tax Act, 2017(14 of 2017) and the

Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017

(13 of 2017).

6 2710 High speed diesel oil blended with alkyl esters Nil

of long chain fatty acids obtained from vegetable

oils, commonly known as bio-diesels, up to 20%

by volume, that is, a blend, consisting 80% or

more of high speed diesel oil, on which the

appropriate duties of excise have been paid

and, up to 20% bio-diesel on which the

appropriate the appropriate central tax, State

tax, Union territory tax or integrated tax, as the

case maybe, have been paid.

Explanation.- For the purposes of this entry:-

(a) "appropriate duties of excise" shall mean the

duties of excise as leviable under the Fourth

Schedule to the Central Excise Act, 1944

(1 of 1944), the additional duty of excise leviable

under section 133 of the Finance Act, 1999 (27

of 1999)and the special additional excise duty

leviable under section 147 of the Finance Act,

2002 (20 of 2002), read with any relevant

exemption notification for the time being in force,

(b) "appropriate central tax, State tax, Union

territory tax and integrated tax" shall mean the

central tax, State tax, Union territory tax and

integrated tax as leviable under the Central

Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017),

State Goods and Services Tax Act of the State

concerned, the Union Territory Goods and

Services Tax Act, 2017(14 of 2017) and the

Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017

(13 of 2017).

Sl.
No.

Description of goods Rate

Chapter or heading
or sub-heading or

tariff item of the First
Schedule
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7 2710 19 20 Aviation Turbine Fuel drawn by operators or

cargo operators from the Regional Connectivity

Scheme (RCS) airports 2%

8 2711 11 00 Liquefied natural gas Nil

9 2711 21 00 Natural gas (other than compressed natural gas) Nil

10 2710 12 11 All goods other than goods at Sl. Nos. 2, 4 and 5. Nil

2710 12 12

2710 12 13

2710 12 19

2710 12 20

2710 12 90

[Notification No.11/2017 CE dated 30-06.2017.]

• Excise duty exemption has been given for the stock of finished goods (except for Petroleum crude, HSD,

Petrol, natural gas, ATF, Tobacco & its products) lying in the factory of the manufacturer but cleared on or

before 1st July 2017. The exemption has been granted as GST will be payable on supply of such goods

w.e.f. 1st July 2017.

[Notification No 12/2017 CE dated 30-06-2017]

• Exemption has been granted on specified goods supplied to Indian Nevy or Coast Guard. The list of the

goods and conditions there is enlisted below.

Sl.
No.

Description of goods Rate

Chapter or heading
or sub-heading or

tariff item of the First
Schedule

Sl.No. ConditionsDescription of goods

1 If supplied as stores for consumption on board a vessel

of the Indian Navy or Coast Guard

All goods other than cigarettes

2 If,- (a) manufactured and supplied by any public sector

oil company as stores for consumption on board a

vessel of the Indian Navy or Coast Guard; or

(b) procured by any public sector oil company from any

other manufacturer of the said fuels and supplied as

stores for consumption on board a vessel of the Indian

Navy or Coast Guard: Provided that-

(i) such public sector oil company obtains registration

under Central Excise Rules, 2017, with the Assistant

Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner of Central

Excise having jurisdiction over the concerned supply

point;

(ii) maintains records of receipt and supplies of these

fuels;

(iii) submits a monthly reconciliation statement to and

proves to the satisfaction of the jurisdictional central

excise officer that such fuels have been supplied as

2. Motor spirit (commonly known as

petrol) and High speed diesel (HSD)

falling under Chapter Heading 2710.
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[Notification No. 13/2017 CE: dated 30.06.2017]

• Necessary amendment is done in below notification in line with GST

Notification Number Notification for

52/2002-CE Dated 17-10-2010 Captive consumption exemption for Pan Masala and tobacco &

its products.

8/2003-CE dated 01-02-2003 SSI Exemption notification under central excise

38/2004-CE dated 04-10-2004 Central excise duty exemption for 5% ethanol blended petrol.

3/2006-CE (NT) dated 01-02-2006 Excise duty on Pan Masala containing tobacco.

29/2008-CE (NT) dated 01-04-2008 Compounded levy scheme under central excise for Pan

Masala without Tobacco has been removed as henceforward

Pan Masala without Tobacco will be subjected to GST.

62/2008-CE dated 24-12-2008 Central excise duty exemption for 10% ethanol blended petrol.

21/2009-CE dated 07-07-2009 Central excise duty exemption for Bio fuel.

[Notification No. 15/2017 CE: dated 30.06.2017]

• Exemption for Additional duty on petrol and HSD

has been removed. [Notification No. 15/2017

CE: dated 30.06.2017]

• Central Excise duty exemption notification for

EOUs has been amended in line with GST. Now

the notification will be applicable only for the

products mentioned in the Fourth Schedule of the

Central Excise Act. [Notification No. 16/2017 CE:

dated 30.06.2017]

• Necessary amendment is done in below

notification in line with GST. Exemption for

Additional duty on petrol and HSD has been

removed. [Notification No. 15/2017 CE: dated

30.06.2017]

Sl.No. ConditionsDescription of goods

stores for consumption on board a vessel of Indian

Navy or Coast Guard; and (iv) failing which such

public sector oil company pays the excise duty

leviable on fuels not properly accounted for along with

interest.

3 If,-

(i) supplied as stores for consumption on board a vessel

of the Indian Navy or Coast Guard;

(ii) the manufacturer follows such procedure as may be

specified in this regard by the Commissioner of

Central Excise having jurisdiction over his factory; and

(iii) the Commanding Officer of the Indian Navy or Coast

Guard Ship issues to the officer-in-charge of the

bonded warehouse from where the supply of

cigarettes has been made, a certificate, within a period

of six months from the date of supply of cigarettes

onboard the said ship, to the effect that the cigarettes

supplied as stores on board the Indian Navy or Coast

Guard Ship have been consumed on board the said

ship

Cigarettes

falling under heading 2402
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• Central Excise duty exemption notification for EOUs has been amended in line with GST. Now the notification

will be applicable only for the products mentioned in the Fourth Schedule of the Central Excise Act.

[Notification No. 16/2017 CE: dated 30.06.2017]

• Necessary amendment is done in below notification in line with GST,,

Notification Number Notification for

34/2006-CE dated 14-06-2006 Central Excise duty exemption for goods supplied against SFIS Scrip.

29/2012-CE dated 09-07-2012 Central Excise duty exemption for goods supplied against FPS Scrip.

30/2012-CE dated 09-07-2012 Central Excise duty exemption for goods supplied against FMS Scrip.

32/2012-CE dated 09-07-2012 Central Excise duty exemption for goods supplied against VKGUY Scrip.

02/2013-CE dated 18-02-2013 Central Excise duty exemption for goods supplied against Post Export

0% EPCG Scrip.

03/2013-CE dated 18-02-2013 Central Excise duty exemption for goods supplied against Post Export

3% EPCG Scrip.

14/2013-CE dated 18-04-2013 Central Excise duty exemption for goods supplied against Post Export

EPCG Scrip.

18/2015-CE dated 01-04-2015 Central Excise duty exemption for goods supplied against Post Export

EPCG Scrip.

20/2015-CE dated 08-04-2015 Central Excise duty exemption for goods supplied against MEIS Scrip.

21/2015-CE dated 08-04-2015 Central Excise duty exemption for goods supplied against SEIS Scrip.

[Notification No. 17/2017 CE: dated 30.06.2017]

• Additional duty of central excise on Tobacco& its

products as per the 7th Schedule of the Finance

Act, 2007 has been rescinded. [Notification No.

18/2017 CE: dated 01.07.2017]

• Compounded levy scheme for Chewing Tobacco

and branded un-manufactured tobacco has been

rescinded. [Notification No. 19/2017 CE: dated

01.07.2017]

• The wording of central excise duty has been

replaced with GST in the notification no 28/2002-

CE which was related to exemption from special

additional duty on ethanol based petrol and HSD.

[Notification No. 20/2017 CE: dated 01.07.2017]

• Below central excise notifications have been

rescinded,

No. Notification  No.

1 56/2002- Central Excise, dated 14-11-2002

2 57/2002- Central Excise, dated 14-11-2002

3 49/2003- Central Excise, dated 10-6-2003

4 50/2003- Central Excise, dated 10-6-2003

5 20/2007- Central Excise, dated 25-4-2007

6 1/2010- Central Excise, dated 6-2-2010

[Notification No. 21/2017 CE: dated 18.07.2017]

Non-Tariff:

• Officers of Excise / Service Tax as mentioned

hereunder are empowered to exercise powers

under both Central excise act, 1944 and Finance

act, 1994 w.e.f. 22nd June, 2017:

i. Principal Chief Commissioners of Central

Excise and Service Tax

ii. Chief Commissioners of Central Excise and

Service Tax

iii. Principal Commissioners of Central Excise

and Service Tax

iv. Commissioners of Central Excise and

Service Tax

v. Commissioners of Central Excise and

Service Tax (Appeals)

vi. Central Excise and Service Tax (Audit)
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vii. Any other officer of the Central Excise

Department

[Notification 12/2017 & 16/2017- CE(NT) dated

9th June 2017]

• Territorial jurisdiction of Principal Chief

Commissioner Of Central Excise And Service Tax,

Chief Commissioner Of Central Excise And

Service Tax, Principal Commissioner /

Commissioner Of Central Excise And Service Tax,

Commissioner Of Central Excise And Service Tax

(Appeal) And Commissioner Of Central Excise

And Service Tax (Audit) has been notified which

will be effective from 22nd Jun 2017. [Notification

No. 13/2017 & 17/2017 - CE (NT) dated 9th June

2017]

• Principal Chief Commissioner of Central Excise

and Service Tax & Chief Commissioner of Central

Excise and Service Tax will exercise the powers

of Central Board of Excise and Customs for

assignment of adjudication of show cause notices

issued under Central Excise Act 1944 or Finance

Act, 1994 to the Central Excise Officers

subordinate to them. This will be effective from

22nd Jun 2017. [Notification No. 14/2017 & 18/

2017 - CE (NT) dated 9th June 2017]

• The assesse can avail full credit of the un-availed

Cenvat credit on the day immediately preceding

the appointed day in respect of services provided

by government, Local authority or any other

person by way of assignment of the right to use

any natural resource proceedings. [Notification

15/2017 - CE(NT) dated 12th June 2017]

• CENVAT Credit Rules,2017 have been

introduced vide New Notification. [No.20/2017 -

Central Excise (N.T.) dated 30th June 2017]

• Transition Provision under GST allows cenvat

credit on the stock held as on 30th June,2017 to

specified category of persons. As per Rule 15(2)

of CCR,2017, Manufacturers have been directed

to issue Credit Transfer Document(CTD) to those

persons who are not having excise duty paying

document. Below are the conditions for availment

of credit on the basis of CTD:

1) Value of such goods is more than Rs.25000

per piece.

2) Goods bear brand name of principal

manufacturer and identifiable by distinct such

as chasis/engine no.

3) Records of such goods and duty payment

are made available on demand.

4) CTD shall contain prescribed particulars as

specified in Trans 3 Form and to be issued

within 45 days.

5) CTD shall not be issued in favour of a dealer

to whom invoice was issued for the same

goods.

6) Dealer availing benefit based on CTD needs

to maintain copies of purchase and sale of

Invoice

7) Dealer availing credit based on CTD shall

not be eligible to avail deemed credit

specified in Transition Rules.

8) Dealer shall mention CTD No. on the GST

Invoice for outward supply.

9) Manufacturer and dealer shall submit the

details in Trans 3,3A,3B

[No. 21 /2017 - Central Excise (N.T.) dated 30th

June 2017]

• Below central excise notifications have been

rescinded,

No Notification No.

1 29/2008- Central Excise (NT), dated 1-7-2008

2 30/2008- Central Excise (NT), dated 1-7-2008

3 10/2010- Central Excise (NT), dated 27-2-2010

4 11/2010- Central Excise (NT), dated 27-2-2010

5 17/2010- Central Excise (NT), dated 13-4-2010

[Notification No. 22/2017 Central Excise (N.T.):

dated 18.07.2017]

Circulars:

As GST is implemented it is decided to wind up Large

Taxpayer Units (LTUs).

The following directions issued with the approval of

the Board to address issues relating to transition:

• A Committee (consisting of Deputy/ Assistant

Commissioner, Superintendents & Inspectors)

would make a list of the files pertaining to not only

the assessees but also all other files dealt with
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by different sections in the LTU Commissionerates

so that a view can be taken by the new

Commissionerate regarding these files too.

• The following pending matter will be transferred

to the specified new authority:

Pending matter New Authority

SCN based on Jurisdictional CGST

individual registration Commissionerates

Common SCN under Common Adjudicating

Central Excise Authority (newly appointed)

SCN for Centralised Common Adjudicating

Registration under Authority (newly appointed)

Service Tax

Future SCN Jurisdictional

(for past period) Commissionerates

Legal CESTAT Jurisdictional GST

Matters Commissionerate.

High Court /Supreme Jurisdictional Commission-

Court Cases erates or Large Business Unit

(a legal cell created)

Audit Issues Audit Commissionerate

having territorial jurisdiction

or Executive

Commissionerate having

territorial jurisdiction

Special Audit cases Audit Commissionerate

having territorial jurisdiction

Files pertaining to CGST Commissionerate as

technical/planning nominated by the local Chief

sections Commissioner

(Circular No. 1056/05/2017-CX dated 29th of

June, 2017)

Instructions:

• No New Instructions.

LBT:

• No new notification.

SERVICE TAX
Notifications:

• Due date for Service Tax return for the period April

17 to June 17 has been defined as 15th August

2017. Revised return for the period can be

submitted within 45 days from the date of

submission of the return. [Notification No.18/

2017 ST dated 22nd June 2017]

Circular:

• No New Circular

Instructions:

• No Instructions

FOREIGN TRADE POLICY
Notifications:

• Import Policy of poultry and Poultry products is

revised and will be regulated as per S.O 2337(E)

dated 8th July 2016, as amended from time to

time, issued by the Department of Animal

Husbandry under the Livestock Importation Act,

1898. [Notification No. 09/2015-20 dated the 08/

06/2017]

• Prohibition on import of milk and milk products

(including chocolates and chocolate products and

candies / confectionary / food preparations with

milk or milk solids as an ingredient) from China is

extended till 23-06-2018. [Notification No. 10/

2015-20 dated the 22/06/2017]

• Export policy of Muli Bamboo and Bamboo

products has been amended with changes to the

following subject to the restrictions mentioned in

the policy:

* Entry substituted as

Sl
No.

Tariff Item
HS code

Units
Item

Description
Earlier
Policy

Export
Policy

Nature of
Restriction

90 14011000 Tons Muli Bamboo

(melocanna

bacifera)

Not
permitted

to be
Export

Free till
31-03-
2019

1.All the Muli Bamboo obtained from legal

sources are permitted for export subject to

proper documentation / Certificate of Origin

and compliance of transit rule of concerned

state Forest Department for transportation

2. The CoO shall be issued by the

concerned State Forest Department from

where Muli Bamboo has been procured by

the exporter.
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Sl
No.

Tariff Item
HS code

Units
Item

Description
Export
Policy

Nature of
Restriction

90 14011000 Tons /

Sq.meter

/ Number

Bamboo products made

from bamboo obtained

from legal source

Except bamboo,

Charcoal, bamboo pulp

Free 1.All the bamboo products made from

bamboo obtained from legal sources are

permitted for export subject to proper

documentation / Certificate of Origin and

compliance of transit rule of concerned state

Forest Department for transportation

2. The CoO shall be issued by the

concerned State Forest Department /

Agricultural Department from where

bamboo has been procured by the

purchaser of making handicrafts/machine

made products.

* Entry added

[Notification No. 11/2015-20 dated the 23/06/2017]

• As per bilateral agreement between Government

of India and Government of Maldives, Export of

Potato, Onion, rice, wheat flour and sugar has

been permitted during 2017-18 w.e.f. 01 April

2017 and quantity allowed will be as below:

Sr.No Item Quantity in (MT)

1 Potato 11714.45

2 Onion 19466.36

3 Rice 67640.24

4 Wheat Flour 59442.17

5 Sugar 11706.30

These export items will be exempted from any

existing / future restriction / prohibition on export.

[Notification No. 12/2015-20 dated the 27/06/

2017]

• List of export under chemicals listed under

SCOMET Category 1C of appendix 3 has been

amended. [Notification No. 13/2015-20 dated

the 28/06/2017]

• M/s International Gemological Institute (India) Pvt

Ltd, Bandra Kurla Complex, Mumbai is added as

agency permitted to import duty free diamonds

for certification / grading and subsequent re-

export, subject to conditions and other applicable

provisions of the law in this regard.

[Notification No. 14/2015-20 dated the 30/06/

2017]

• Export of Sandalwood oil falling under tariff head

33012937 has been is now restricted, the same

was allowed to be exported freely prior to such

change. Export will be allowed subject to license.

[Notification No. 15/2015-20 dated the 05/07/

2017]

• Amended in Chapter note for 9803 & 9804 is as

below

Sl.No. Amended provisionExisting provision

4 Headings 9803 and 9804 are taken not to apply to:

a) motor vehicles;

b) alcoholic beverages; and

c) tobacco and manufactured products thereof

Headings 9803 and 9804 are taken not to

apply to:

a) Motor vehicles;

b) Alcholic drinks;

c) Goods imported through courier service.

EXIM policy for Drugs and medicines (98041000), Other ( 98049000), Prepared or preserved meat fish

and vegetables; dairy products, soup; lard; fresh fruits (98051000), All other consumable stores excluding

fuel, lubricating oil, alcoholic drinks and tobacco products(98059000) has been made free from restricted.
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Chapter note, Import policy and condition against

ITC (HS) 9804 and 9805 has been changed

[Notification No. 16/2015-20 dated the 12/07/

2017]

• Import of Red Sanders (Pterocarpus santalinus)

falling under tariff head 44039918 is prohibited

which could be imported freely prior to such

amendment

[Notification No. 17/2015-20 dated the 01/08/

2017]

• Para 13 of General notes regarding Import Policy

of ITC (HS) 2017 pertaining to Cigarette or any

other Tobacco product has been amended in

consonance with Cigarettes and other Tobacco

Products (Packaging and Labeling) Amendment

Rules, 2017

[Notification No. 18/2015-20 dated the 01/08/

2017]

PUBLIC NOTICES:
• Alpha-numeric IEC numbers are notified for non-

commercial PSUs and categories or importers /

exporters, permanent IEC numbers are migrated

to alpha numeric format from 01-07-2017.

Sl.
No.

Categories of Importer / Exporter
Revised Permanent

IEC numbers
Existing Permanent

IEC

1 0100000011 AMDCG0111E All Ministries / Departments of Central Government and

agencies wholly or partially owned by them.

2 0100000029 ADSGA0129E All Ministries / Departments of any State Government

and agencies wholly or partially owned by them.

3 0100000037 DCUN00137E Diplomatic personnel, Consular officers in India and

officials of UNO and its specialised agencies.

4 0100000045 IABBR0145E Indians returning from / gomg abroad and claiming

benefit under Baggage Rules.

5 0100000053 IIHIE0153E Persons /Insti tutions /Hospitals importing or exporting

goods for personal use, not connected with trade or

manufacture or agriculture.

6 0100000061 IIEGN0161E Persons importing/exporting goods from /to Nepal

7 0100000070 IIEGM0170E Persons importing / exporting goods from / to Myanmar

through Indo-Myanmar border areas

8 -- IIEGB0180E Persons importing/exporting goods from /to Bhutan

9 0100000096 ATAEF1096E Importers importing goods for display or use in fairs/

exhibitions or similar events under provisions of ATA

camet. This IEC number can also be used by importers

importing for exhibitions/fairs as per Paragraph 2.63 of

Handbook of Procedures

10 0100000100 IDNBG1100E Director, National Blood Group

11 0100000126 ICIRN1126E Individuals /Charitable Institution Registered NGOs

importing goods, which have been exempted from

Customs duty under Notification issued by Ministry of

Finance for bonafide use by victims affected by natural

calamity.

12 0100000134 IIEGC1134E Persons importing/exporting permissible goods as

notified from time to time, from /to China through Gunji,

Namgaya Shipkila and Nathula ports, subject to value

ceilings of single consignment as given in Paragraph

2.07 (a) above

13 0100000169 NCIEE1169E Non-commercial imports and exports by entities who

have been authorized by Reserve Bank of India.

[Public Notice No. 09/2015-20 dated the 29/06/2017]
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Sl.
No.

RemarksSubject
Para
No.

1 2.16 Validity for Export Authorisation Now Inter Ministerial Working Group (IMWG) (for SCOMET

for restricted (Non SCOMET) items) can also approve the grant of Export Authorization for

goods a shorter / longer duration

2 2.20 Revalidation of Import / Export From now Import/export license of Scomet item can be

License, authorization revalidated for period of min. 6 months and max.12 months

at time by Concerned RA

3 2.51 Exim Facilitation Committee Now cases pending due to comment required thereon from

technical agencies should be approved in next meeting of

EFC once NOC has been issued by the agencies

4 2.74  a) End user Certificate Following Points are to be included in End user Certificate.

Inter Ministerial Working Group a. The item will be used only for stated purpose and that

such use will not be changed, nor items modified or

replicated without consent of Government of India:

b. Neither the items nor replicas nor derivatives thereof will

be re-transferred without consent of Government of

India:

c. End-user shall facilitate such verifications as are

required by Government of India.

Now cases pending due to comment required thereon from

technical agencies should be approved in next meeting of

IMWG once NOC has been issued by the agencies,where

decision could not arrived in IMWG shall be placed before

DGFT.

5 2.79 Issue of authorization for repeat Now application for grant of authorization for repeat order for

basis export SCOMET items shall be approved by Chairman of

IMWG on automatic basis and the case shall be brought

before IMWG in its subsequent meeting for approval

6 2.80 Revalidation of Scomet Item Revalidation of export authorization for SCOMET items will

be governed in terms of Paragraph 2.20(b).

[Public Notice No. 11/2015-20 dated the 26/07/2017]

• Quantity of import item at S.no 1 of SION no 8 has been amended as

• MEIS benefit for export of "Onion fresh or chilled" under ITC HS code 07031010 is extended up to 30-09-

2017. [Public Notice No. 10/2015-20 dated the 30/06/2017]

• Provisions under chapter 2 of HBOP are amended as below,

SION Export Item Quantity S.No Import Item Existing Amended

No. Quantity Quantity

E 8 Cashew Kernel  1 kg 1 Raw Cashew 4.00 Kg 5.04 Kg

[Public Notice No. 12/2015-20 dated the 27/07/2017]

• The quantity of Raw sugar (8424 MTs) has been

notified to be exported to USA under TRQ up to

30-09-2018. [Public Notice No. 13/2015-20

dated the 27/07/2017]

• The conditions have been provided for operations

of Border Haats across the border of India and

Bangladesh as per MOU signed by both the

countries on 08-04-2017. [Public Notice No. 14/

2015-20 dated the 31/07/2017]

• Appendix 2F(i) and Appendix 2F(ii) have been

notified for obtaining Certificate of Origin for export

of Muli Bamboo (Melconna baccifera) and

Bamboo products made from bamboo obtained

from legal source (except bamboo charcoal,
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bamboo pulp and unprocessed bamboo shoots)

[Public Notice No. 15/2015-20 dated the 02/08/

2017]

TRADE NOTICES:
• "GST Facilitation cell" is created by DGFT

Headquarter and all Regional offices of DGFT will

be constituting a GST Facilitation Cell for

addressing GST related issues in respect of

Foreign Trade Policy. [Trade Notice No. 08/2015-

20 dated the 08/06/2017]

• Changes in IEC in GST regime as below

* Importer/Exporter would need to declare

GSTIN wherever registered with GSTIN at

the time of import or export of goods.

* DGFT recognize only corporate entity and

not individual transactions

* For new application of IEC, PAN will be

authorized as IEC

* Existing IEC holders are required to quote

their PAN number in place of IEC number in

all documentation w.e.f. the notified date. IEC

data is converted in to PAN based data

automatically.

[Trade Notice No. 09/2015-20 dated the 12/06/

2017]

• "GST Helpdesk" is created by DGFT Headquarter

to reply queries on GST related issues in respect

of Foreign Trade Policy. GST Help Desk contact

number is 011-23063080 Or on email id gstcell-

dgft@gov.in [Trade Notice No. 10/2015-20 dated

the 14/06/2017]

• Important FTP provisions in the context of the

implementation of the GST regime applicable

w.e.f. 01.07.2017 are specified hereunder:

Chapter RemarksChanges

All (as Central Excise Authority referred to in Excise provisions are no longer applicable and the

applicable) Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20 & Foreign Jurisdiction is shifted to Customs

Trade Procedure should be read as

"Jurisdictional Customs Authority "

Chapter 2 Changes in IEC in GST regime as below: PAN based IEC is a welcome move to have consistency

1. Importer / Exporter would need to across various registrations.

declare GSTIN wherever registered with

GSTIN at the time of import or export of Input tax credit of IGST paid at time of imports is eligible

goods. and therefore declaration of GSTIN would facilitate proper

2. DGFT recognize only corporate linking and authentication between the GSTN and

entity and not individual transactions Customs Portal

3. For new application of IEC, PAN will

be authorized as IEC

4. Existing IEC holders are required to

quote their PAN number in place of IEC

number in all documentation w.e.f. the

notified date i.e. 1st July, 2017. IEC

data is converted in to PAN based

data automatically.

Chapter 3 Scrips issued under Chapter 3, i.e. Previously the Scrips could be utilised for payment of

MEIS and SEIS cannot be used for BCD, CVD, SAD and applicable cess. However, the IGST

Payment of IGST, CGST, SCGST and / CGST + SGST / GST Compensation as applicable

GST compensation cess for import as cannot be debited against the scrips and need to be paid

well as domestic procurement. in cash only. To this extent, the utilisation of scrip will be

impacted and prove to be less lucrative

Chapter 4 1. Exemption only for Basic Custom No exemption of IGST will be allowed against Advance

duty, Additional Custom duty specified Authorisation / Duty Free Import Authorisation. IGST

under section 3(1), 3(5), and 3(3) of needs to be paid at time of import and CGST+SGST at

customs tariff act, Education cess, time of local procurements and credit needs to be availed
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Chapter RemarksChanges

ARO facility will be limited to products covered under

Schedule 4 of Central Excise Act, 1944 vis petroleum

products, natural gas, etc which continue to be subjected to

Excise duty

Anti-Dumping Duty, safeguard duty and

transition product specified duty

wherever applicable

2. Recipient can take Input Tax credit

for IGST and GST paid on procurement

of import and domestically respectively.

3. ARO facility is no more available

except for input listed in schedule 4 of

Central Excise act 1944 and amended

Act 217 no 18 of 2017

4. Imports / exports under the

replenishment schemes for Gems and

Jewellery sector covered under chapter

4 of FTP & HBP shall be subject to

Customs notification issued /to be issued

in the regard

Chapter 5 Exemption will be limited to Basic customs duty and customs

cess under EPCG Scheme. Export obligation will be counted

considering this duty saved.

IGST needs to be paid at time of import and CGST + SGST

at time of local procurements and credit needs to be availed.

Importers need to pay IGST and take

input tax credit as applicable under GST

Rule

ARO facility for sourcing Capital goods

manufactured indigenously is no more

applicable

Chapter 6 No exemption on procurement of domestic inputs will be

allowed to EOUs. Similarly, they will not be allowed

exemption of IGST at time of imports.

Exemption of BCD and customs cess will however continue.

Since exemption at time of procurement is withdrawn, the

DTA sales are also subject to IGST / CGST + SGST at par

with domestic units. No separate formula is applicable for

payment of duties at time of DTA Sale. However, the

proportionate amount of Basic customs duty and cess

thereon will have to be paid back at time of making DTA

Sales based on SION.

 EOUs are also allowed to make exports on payment of duty

and obtain refund of same (it may be noted that rebate facility

was not available for EOUs in erstwhile regime)

1. CT-3 procedure will be discontinued.

2. In case of Imports only custom duty

and custom cess will be exempted.

3. In case of DTA sale, EOU will have

to pay applicable GST, No basic

Customs duty will be required to be paid.

4. Basic custom duty and cess forgone

at the time of imports will have to be paid

back to the extent import contained in

finished goods (In Case of DTA Sale)

5. The EOU unit will be entitled   to

export the goods with payment of GST

and get refund of the same. Earlier this

option is not open for EOU unit

6. IGST will applicable in case of EOU

to EOU transfer.

Lot Quantity Type of sugar Date of Opening

1 1656 (WTO min) All types of specialty sugar 02.10.207

2 48000 Organic and other specialty sugar not produced domestically 18.10.2017

3 48000 Organic and other specialty sugar not produced domestically 23.01.2018

4 32000 Organic and other specialty sugar not produced domestically 17.04.2018

5 32000 Organic and other specialty sugar not produced domestically 17.07.2018

[Trade Notice No. 12/2015-20 dated the 31/07/2017]

[Trade Notice No. 11/2015-20 dated the 01/07/2017]

• Allocation of quantity (non-Country Specific) for export of sugar to USA under Tariff Rate quota is in five

lots.
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INCOME TAX

Notification
• Central Government hereby notifies "Ariyakudi Sri

SrinivasaPerumal Temple, Kottivakkam,

Chennai," to be place of historic importance and

a place of public worship of renown throughout

the state of Tamil Nadu for the purposes of

claiming deduction under Sec 80G of Income Tax

Act, 1962. [Notification No. 41/2017 dated 29th

May 2017]

• Date of providing FORM 16 by employer to

employee has been extended to 15th June

instead of 31st May as per rule 31 (3) of Income

Tax Rules. [Notification No. 42/2017 dated 2nd

June 2017]

• CBDT notifies all transactions of acquisition of

equity share entered into on or after the 1st day

of October, 2004 as eligible for claiming

exemption under Section 10(38) of the Income

Tax Act, 1961, and the condition of chargeability

to STT shall not apply for such acquisitions, except

in following case:

a) where acquisition of existing listed equity

share in a company whose equity shares are

not frequently traded in a recognised stock

exchange of India is made through a

preferential issue

b) where transaction for acquisition of existing

listed equity share in a company is not

entered through a recognised stock

exchange of India

c) acquisition of equity share of a company

during the period beginning from the date

on which the company is delisted from a

recognised stock exchange and ending on

the date immediately preceding the date on

which the company is again listed on a

recognised stock exchange in accordance

with the Securities Contracts (Regulation)

Act, 1956 read with Securities and Exchange

Board of India Act,1992 (15 of 1992) and the

rules made thereunder;

[Notification No. 43/2017 dated 5th June 2017]

• Central Government specifies the Cost Inflation

Index for Financial Year 2017-18 as 272

considering base year 2001-02 as 100.

[Notification 44/2017 dated 5th June 2017]

• Claim for refund of TDS paid can be furnished by

the deductor in Form 26B electronically under

digital signature or verified through an electronic

process. In TDS Return in respect of TDS

deducted Under Section 194IA for which Form

No. 26QB has been filed by the deductor to claim

refund of TDS, deductor has to mention his PAN,

period can be left blank and has to furnish

acknowledgement number of Form No. 26QB.

[Notification No. 45/2017 dated 5th June 2017]

• Revised Safe Harbour Provisions issued with

reduction in margins for majority eligible

International Transactions upto certain specified

limits. Highlighting features are as under:

• Taxpayers have been given an option to

select the old Safe Harbour rules or the new

Safe Harbour Rules for the FY 2016-17 (AY

2017-18). However, the revised rules will

compulsorily apply for FY 2017-18 and FY

2018-19 (i.e. AY 2018-19 and AY 2019-20

respectively)

• Employee costs is defined to include

salaries, wages, contribution to provident

fund, expenses incurred on contractual

employment of persons performing tasks

similar to those performed by the regular

employees, lumpsum payments received at

the time of termination of service or

superannuation or voluntary retirement, such

as gratuity, severance pay, leave

encashment, voluntary retrenchment

benefits, commutation of pension and similar

payments, outsourcing expenses, to the

extent of employee cost, wherever

ascertainable, embedded in the total

outsourcing expense, etc and any other

expenses related to employees or the

employment

• Operating Costs will include Reimburse-

ments, recoveries and costs pertaining to the

Employee Stock Option Plans (ESOP) or

similar option plans

• Low value adding intra-group services are

defined to mean services that are performed
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by one or more members of a multinational

enterprise group on behalf of one or more

other members of the same multinational

enterprise group and which, ___

(i) are in the nature of support services;

(ii) are not part of the core business of the

multinational enterprise group, i.e., such

services neither constitute the profit-earning

activities nor contribute to the economically

significant activities of the multinational

enterprise group;

(iii) are not in the nature of shareholder services

or duplicate services;

(iv) neither require the use of unique and valuable

intangibles nor lead to the creation of unique

and valuable intangibles;

(v) neither involve the assumption or control of

significant risk by the service provider nor

give rise to the creation of significant risk for

the service provider; and

(vi) do not have reliable external comparable

services that can be used for determining

their arm's length price,

but does not include the following services,

namely:

(i) research and development services;

(ii) manufacturing and production services;

(iii) information technology (software

development) services;

(iv) knowledge process outsourcing services;

(v) business process outsourcing services;

(vi) purchasing activities of raw materials or other

materials that are used in the manufacturing

or production process;

(vii) sales, marketing and distribution activities;

(viii) financial transactions;

(ix) extraction, exploration, or processing of

natural resources; and

(x) insurance and reinsurance;"

• Margins are revised as under:

Particulars
Measure-

ment criteria Revised SHR Old SHR
Value of International

Transaction

Software Develop-

ment Services
Operating

Profit Margin

17% 20% upto Rs.100 crore

Software Develop-

ment Services

Operating

Profit Margin

18% 20% Rs.100 crore -

Rs.200 crores

Information

technology

enabled services

Operating

Profit Margin

17% 20% upto Rs.100 crore

Information

technology

enabled services

Operating

Profit Margin

18% 20% Rs.100 crore -

Rs.200 crores

Knowledge process

outsourcing services
Operating

Profit Margin

24% and the Employee

Cost in relation to the

Operating Expense is at

least 60%

25% upto Rs.200 crore

Knowledge process

outsourcing services
Operating

Profit Margin

21% and the Employee

Cost in relation to the

Operating Expense is at

least 40% or more and

less than 60%

25% upto Rs.200 crore

Knowledge process

outsourcing services
Operating

Profit Margin

18% and the Employee

Cost in relation to the

Operating Expense

does not exceed 40%

25% upto Rs.200 crore
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Particulars
Measure-

ment criteria Revised SHR Old SHR
Value of International

Transaction

Advancing of intra-

group loans where

the amount of loan is

denominated in

Indian Rupees (INR)

Interest rate 1 year marginal cost of
funds lending rate of
State Bank of India as
on 1st April of the
relevant previous year
plus

(i) 175 basis points,
where the associated
enterprise has CRISIL
credit rating between
AAA to A or its
equivalent;

(ii) 325 basis points,
where the associated
enterprise has CRISIL
credit rating of BBB-,
BBB or BBB+ or its
equivalent;

(iii) 475 basis points,
where the associated
enterprise has CRISIL
credit rating between
BB to B or its equivalent;

(iv) 625 basis points,
where the associated
enterprise has CRISIL
credit rating between C
to D or its equivalent; or

(v) 425 basis points,
where credit rating of
the associated
enterprise

is not available and the
amount of loan
advanced to the
associated enterprise
including loans to all
associated enterprises
in Indian Rupees does
not exceed Rs.100
crore in the aggregate
as on 31st March of the
relevant previous year.

Base rate of State Bank

of India as on 30th June

of the relevant previous

year plus 150 basis

points where the

amount of loan does not

exceed fifty crore

rupees

upto

Advancing of intra-

group loans where

the amount of loan is

denominated in

foreign currency

Interest rate 6-month London Inter-

Bank Offer Rate of the

relevant foreign

currency as on 30th

September of the

relevant previous year

plus

(i) 150 basis points,

where the associated

enterprise has CRISIL

Base rate of State Bank

of India as on 30th June

of the relevant previous

year plus 300 basis

points.
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Particulars
Measure-

ment criteria Revised SHR Old SHR
Value of International

Transaction

credit rating between
AAA to A or its
equivalent;

(ii) 300 basis points,
where the associated
enterprise has CRISIL
credit rating of BBB-,
BBB or BBB+ or its
equivalent;

(iii) 450 basis points,
where the associated
enterprise has CRISIL
credit rating between
BB to B or its equivalent;

(iv) 600 basis points,
where the associated
enterprise has CRISIL
credit rating between C
to D or its equivalent; or

(v) 400 basis points,
where credit rating of
the associated
enterprise is not
available and the
amount of loan
advanced to the
associated enterprise
including loans to all
associated enterprises
does not exceed a sum
equivalent to Rs.100
crore in the aggregate
as on 31st March of the
relevant previous year.

Providing corporate

guarantee
Commission

or fee

2% per annum on the

amount guaranteed /

1.75% per annum on

the amount guaranteed

1% per annum on the

amount guaranteed

Upto Rs.200 croreContract research

and development

services wholly or

partly relating to

software develop-

ment

Operating

Profit Margin

30%24%

Upto Rs.200 croreContract research

and development

services wholly or

partly relating to

generic pharmaceuti-

cal drugs

Operating

Profit Margin

29%24%
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Particulars
Measure-

ment criteria Revised SHR Old SHR
Value of International

Transaction

Manufacture and

export of core auto

components

Operating

Profit Margin

12% 12% - No Change

Manufacture and

export of non-core

auto components

Operating

Profit Margin

8.5% - No change8.5%

Entire value of the

international transa-

ction, including a mark-

up not exceeding 5 per

cent., does not exceed

a sum of Rs.10 crores

Receipt of low value-

adding intra-group

services

Newly added5%

[Notification No. 46/2017 dated 7th June 2017]

• Any bond redeemable after three years and

issued on or after the 15th day of June, 2017 by

the Power Finance Corporation Limited, a

company formed and registered under the

Companies Act, 1956 (1 of 1956) will qualify as

'long-term specified asset' for the purposes of

claiming exemption under Sec 54EC of Income

Act, 1962. [Notification No. 47/2017 dated 8th

June 2017]

• New Rule 30 (2B) notified by CBEC specifying

that any sum deducted under section 194-IB (TDS

on personal rent) shall be paid to the credit of the

Central Government within a period of 30 days

from the end of the month in which the deduction

is made and shall be accompanied by a challan-

cum-statement in Form No. 26QC.

New Rule 30 (3B) notified by CBEC specifying

that every person responsible for deduction of tax

under section 194-IB shall furnish the certificate

of deduction of tax at source in Form No.16C to

the payee within 15 days from the due date for

furnishing the challan-cum-statement in Form

No.26QC under rule 31A after generating and

downloading the same from the web portal

specified by the Principal Director General of

Income-tax (Systems)or the Director General of

Income-tax (Systems) or the person authorized

by him. [Notification No. 48/2017 dated 8th June

2017]

• Department has changed the income tax

jurisdiction of Director General of Income-tax

(Investigation), Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand

through the notification. [Notification No. 49/2017

dated 9th June 2017]

• Where the variation between the arm's length

price determined under section 92C of the Act

and the price at which the international transaction

or specified domestic transaction has actually

been undertaken does not exceed 1% of the latter

in respect of wholesale trading and 3% of the latter

in all other cases, the price at which the

international transaction or specified domestic

transaction has actually been undertaken shall

be deemed to be the arm's length price for

assessment year 2017-18 and assessment year

2018-19.

"Wholesale trading" means an international

transaction or specified domestic transaction of

trading in goods, which fulfils the following

conditions, namely:- (i) purchase cost of finished

goods is eighty per cent. or more of the total cost

pertaining to such trading activities; and (ii)

average monthly closing inventory of such goods

is ten per cent. or less of sales pertaining to such

trading activities. [Notification No. 50/2017 dated

9th June 2017]
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• Declaration in Form No.60 giving therein the

particulars of transactions specified in Rule 114B

can be either in paper form or electronically under

the electronic verification code in accordance with

the procedures, data structures, and standards

specified by the Principal Director General of

Income-tax (Systems) or Director General of

Income-tax (Systems). [Notification No. 51/2017

dated 9th June 2017]

• Time limit prescribed for repatriation of excess

money (secondary adjustments) arising on

account of primary adjustments in Transfer Pricing

shall be 90 days as under:

Primary adjustments Counted from
arising out of

Suo-moto Due date of filing of

tax return

Order of Assessing Officer Date of the order

or the appellate authority

accepted by the assessee

Agreement for advance Due date of filing of

pricing entered into tax return

Option exercised as per Due date of filing of

safe harbour tax return

Agreement made under the Due date of filing of

mutual agreement procedure tax return

under a Double Taxation

Avoidance Agreement

If money is not repatriated within prescribed time,

interest will be calculated as under:

Currency of Interest
international
transaction

Indian rupee 1 year marginal cost of fund

lending rate of State Bank of

India as on 1st of April of the

relevant previous year plus

325 basis points

Foreign currency 6 month London Interbank

Offered Rate as on 30th

September of the relevant

previous year plus 300 basis

points

[Notification 52/2017 dated 15th June 2017]

• CBDT revises format of Form No. 3CED for

Application for Advance Pricing Agreement.

[Notification No. 53/2017 dated 16th June 2017]

• CBDT notifies Principal Director General of

Income-Tax (Systems) as the 'designated

authority' for furnishing the bulk information on

certain identified parameters to the above

authority on being notified. [Notification No.

54/2017 dated 21st June 2017]

• In case of minors where both the parents have

deceased, TDS on the interest income accrued

to the minor is required to be deducted and

reported against PAN of the minor child unless a

declaration is filed under sub-rule(2) of Rule 37BA

of the LT. Rules, 1962 to that effect [F. No.

DGll(S)/CPC(TDS)/NOlIFICAlION/2017-18

Notification No. 5 /2017 dated 29th May, 2017].

• It is clarified that depositor is required to furnish

details of all investments upto that date including

the current Fixed Deposit for which the Form 15G

/ Form 15H is being given so that the deductor

can determine whether Form 15G / Form 15H can

be accepted. [F. No. DGll(S)/CPC(TDS)/

NOlIFICAlION/2017-18 Notification No. 6 /2017

dated 30th May, 2017].

• Procedure specified for acceptance of Statement

of Financial Transactions from Sub-Registrar

office and Post Office as per Section 285BA of

Income Tax Act read with Rule 114E of Income

Tax Rules. [F. No. DGll(S)/CPC(TDS)/

NOlIFICAlION/2017-18 Notification No. 7/2017

dated 30th May, 2017]

• Every person who has been allotted permanent

account number as on the 1st day of July, 2017

and who in accordance with the provisions of sub-

section (2) of section 139AA is required to intimate

his Aadhaar number, shall intimate his Aadhaar

number to the Principal Director General of

Income-tax (Systems) or Director- General of

Income-tax (Systems) or the person authorised

by the said authorities. Respective changes has

been made in FORM 49A for Application for

allotment of New PAN. [Notification No. 56/2017

dated 27th June 2017]

• The Central Government specifies that the

provision of section 269ST (Mode of undertaking

transaction for more than rupees two lacs) shall

not apply to the following, namely:-

(a) receipt by a business correspondent on
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behalf of a banking company or co-operative

bank, in accordance with the guidelines

issued by the Reserve Bank of India;

(b) receipt by a white label automated teller

machine operator from retail outlet sources

on behalf of a banking company or co-

operative bank, in accordance with the

authorisation issued by the Reserve Bank

of India under the Payment and Settlement

Systems Act, 2007 (51 of 2007);

(c) receipt from an agent by an issuer of pre-

paid payment instruments, in accordance

with the authorization issued by the Reserve

Bank of India under the Payment and

Settlement Systems Act, 2007 (51 of 2007);

(d) receipt by a company or institution issuing

credit cards against bills raised in respect of

one or more credit cards;

(e) receipt which is not includible in the total

income under clause (17A) of section 10 of

the Income-tax Act, 1961

[Notification No. 57/2017 dated 3rd July 2017]

• In FORM 3CD required to be furnished under

section 44AB of the Income-tax Act, 1961,

department has made changes w.r.t loan taken /

deposit in amount exceeding limit specified in Sec

269SS. [Notification No. 58/2017 dated 3rd July

2017]

• As per Rule 29B of Income Tax Rules, application

for certificate authorizing receipt of interest and

other sums without deduction of tax cannot be

made for interest payable on securities referred

to in proviso to section 193 & respective changes

made in FORM 15C. [Notification No. 59/2017

dated 4th July 2017]

• Government has specified revised method of

calculation of fair market value of unquoted shares

as per 11UA of Income tax Rules. [Notification

No. 61/2017 dated 12th July 2017]

• Government has updated Form No. 3CEFA,

Application for Opting for Safe Harbour where

additional details regarding employee cost,

Currency of denomination of the amount of loan

for each loan transaction, credit rating needs to

be provided. [Notification No. 62/2017 dated

18th July 2017]

• Central Government hereby notifies for claiming

deduction under Sec 10(46), 'Haryana Electricity

Regulatory Commission', a commission

constituted under the Haryana Electricity Reform

Act, 1997 (Haryana Act No. 10 of 1998), in respect

of the following specified income arising to that

body, subject to conditions specified in the

notification:-

(a) grants and loans made by the Government

of Haryana;

(b) fees received under the Electricity Act, 2003

(36 of 2003); and

(c) interest earned on government grants and

loans and fees received under the Electricity

Act, 2003 (36 of 2003).

[Notification No. 66/2017 dated 20th July 2017]

• Central Government hereby notifies for claiming

deduction under Sec 10(46), 'National Council of

Science Museums', Kolkata, an autonomous body

established under the Ministry of Culture,

Government of India, in respect of the following

specified income arising to the Council, subject

to conditions specified in the notification:-

a) Amount received in the form of grants-in-aid

and subsidies from Government of India;

b) Fees or subscription by sale of tickets;

c) Charges for maintenance recovered for use

of auditorium and other public facilities for

scientific and educational purposes; and

d) Income arising or derived by way of interest

received from investment

[Notification No. 67/2017 dated 20th July 2017]

• Central Government hereby notifies for claiming

deduction under Sec 10(46), 'National Biodiversity

Authority', Chennai, an authority established

under the Biological Diversity Act, 2002 (18 of

2003), in respect of the following specified income

arising to that Authority, subject to conditions

specified in the notification:-

(a) amount received in the form of Grant-in-aid

from Government of India;

(b) benefit sharing fee and royalty received;

(c) amount received in form of Application fee;

(d)  amount received in form of Interest; and
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(e) amount received in form of Penalty.

[Notification No. 68/2017 dated 20th July 2017]

• Central Government hereby notifies for claiming

deduction under Sec 10(46), the Assam State

Biodiversity Board, a board established by the

Government of Assam, in respect of the following

specified income arising to that boardsubject to

conditions specified in the notification:-

(a) Grants received by the Board from Assam

State Government and from National

Biodiversity Authority;

(b) fee received by the Board for granting access

to biological resources by applicants;

(c) fee/ Consultancy charges received from

organizations for carrying out field studies/

research works;

(d) interest earned on the Grants in aid provided

to the Board by National Biodiversity

Authority and Government of Assam; and

(e) interest earned from Term deposits with

bank.

[Notification No. 69/2017 dated 20th July 2017]

• Central Government hereby notifies for claiming

deduction under Sec 10(46, 'Noida Special

Economic Zone Authority, Noida', an authority

constituted under the Special Economic Zone Act,

2005 of the Government of India, in respect of

the following specified income arising to that

authority, subject to conditions specified in the

notification:-

a) lease rent (charged as per Government

prescribed rate);

b) interest from banks on FDRs;

c) receipts from I-Card and Permit fees;

d) allotment Fee in respect of Standard Design

Factories(SDF);

e) auction/Bid amount in respect of Plots/

Buildings which fall vacant;

f) Transfer charges in respect of Plot/Building;

g) Fee for issue of Form-I for exemption of

Building Plans;

h) Processing fee for approval of Building

Plans;

i) Site usage charges from Service providers;

and

j) License fee for allotment of Staff Quarters

to the staff.

[Notification No. 70/2017 dated 20th July 2017]

• Government notifies Joint Secretary, Ministry of

Corporate Affairs, GOI for the purpose of

disclosure of information respecting assesses u/

s 138 of Income Tax Act. [Notification No. 74/

2017 dated 26th July 2017]

Circulars

• In case of funds / authorities / board / bodies as

mentioned in this circular and referred to in Sec

10 of the Income-Tax Act whose income is

unconditionally exempt under that section and

who are also statutorily not required to file return

of income as per Sec 139 of Income Tax Act, there

would be no requirement for tax deduction at

source. [Circular No. 18/2017 dated 29th May

2017]

• Trade advances, which are in the nature of

commercial transactions would not fall within the

ambit of the word 'advance' in section 2(22)(e) of

the Act - accordingly appeals should not be filed

on this ground by Officers of the Department and

those already filed, in Courts/Tribunals to be

withdrawn / not pressed upon. [Circular  No.

19/2017 dated 12th June 2017]

• Explanation 2 to Section 132B of the Act inserted

by the Finance Act, 2013 w.e.f. 01-06-2013 is

prospective in nature ("existing liability" does not

include advance tax payable for the purpose of

adjustment of seized / requisitioned cash) and

hence appeals should not be filed by the

Department on this issue for the cases prior to

01.06.2013 and those already filed should be

withdrawn / not pressed upon. [Circular No.

20/2017 dated 12th June 2017]

• Section 194-1 w.r.t. TDS on rent is not applicable

on remittance of Passenger Service Fees (PSF)

by an Airline to an Airport Operator. [Circular No.

21/2017 dated 12th June 2017]

• In terms of the agreement or contract between

the payer and the payee, the component of 'GST
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on services' comprised in the amount payable to

a resident is indicated separately, tax shall be

deducted at source under Chapter XV Il-B of the

Act on the amount paid or payable without

including such 'GST on services' component.

[Circular No. 23/2017 dated 19th July 2017]

• Government has issued following clarification w.r.t

Book profit for the purposes of levy of Minimum

Alternate Tax (MAT) as per Sec 115JB of Income

Tax Act, 1962.

a. MTM (Market to Market) losses on such

instruments recognized through profit or loss

shall not require any adjustments as

provided under clause (i) of Explanation 1 to

section 115JB(2) of the Act. For financial

instruments where gains and losses are

recognized through Other Comprehensive

income (OCI), the amended provisions of

MAT shall continue to apply.

b. Starting point for computing Book profits for

Ind AS compliant companies shall be Profit

before other comprehensive income.

c. In the first year of adoption of Ind AS, the

companies would prepare Ind AS financial

statement for reporting year with a

comparative financial statement for

immediately preceding year. As per Ind AS

101, a company would make all Ind AS

adjustments on the opening date of the

comparative financial year. The entity is also

required to present an equity reconciliation

between previous Indian GAAP and Ind AS

amounts, both on the opening date of

preceding year as well as on the closing date

of the preceding year. The amounts as on

start of the opening date of the first year of

adoption should be considered for the

purposes of computation of transition

amount.

d. Adjustment of proposed dividend (including

dividend distribution taxes) shall not form part

of the transition amount.

e. Any deferred taxes adjustments recorded on

the transition date shall be ignored for the

purpose of computing Transition Amount

f. Adjustments relating to provision for doubtful

debts shall not be considered for the purpose

of computation of the transition amount.

g. Share application money pending allotment

which is reclassified to Other Equity on

transition date shall not be considered for

the purpose of computing Transition Amount.

h. For the purpose of computation of MAT,

profit/Transition Amount shall be increased

by dividend/interest on preference share

(including dividend distribution taxes)

whether presented as dividend or interest.

i. Items such as equity component of financial

instruments like NCD's, Interest free loan etc.

would be included in the Transition Amount.

j. The book profit of the previous year in which

the items of PPE are retired, disposed,

realised or otherwise transferred shall be

increased or decreased, as the case may

be, by the 4 revaluation amount after

adjustment of the depreciation on the

revaluation amount relatable to such asset.

k. Adjustments on account of Service

Concession arrangements would be

included in the Transition Amount and also

on an ongoing basis

l. For assessment year 2017-2018, the

deduction of lower of depreciation or losses

shall be allowed based on the position as on

31 March 2016. For the subsequent periods,

the position as per books of account drawn

as per Ind AS shall be considered for

computing lower of loss brought forward or

unabsorbed depreciation.

m. The Capital Reserves or Securities Premium

existing as on the convergence date as per

the erstwhile Indian GAAP which are

reclassified to Retained Earnings/ Other

Reserves under Ind AS and vice versa, shall

not be considered for the purposes of

Transition Amount. Even after such

reclassifications, the amount of revaluation

reserve shall continue to be considered as

revaluation reserve for the purposes of

computation of book profit and shall also

include transfer to any other reserves by

whatever name called or capitalised.
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n. In view of second proviso to section 115JB

(2) of the Act, companies will be required to

follow Indian GAAP for the pre-convergence

period and Ind AS for the balance period.

[Circular No. 24/2017 dated 25th July 2017]

MVAT

Notification
• No New Notifications.

Trade Circulars

• No New Circulars.

COMPANY LAW

Notifications:
• The restriction w.r.t. appointment / re-appointment

of individual / partnership firm as auditor for a term

more than 5 consecutive years or two terms of

five consecutive years respectively will be

applicable to all private limited companies having

paid up share capital of rupees Rs.50 crore or

more as against previous limit of paid up capital

of Rs.20 crore or more i.e. relaxation is granted

w.r.t. rotation of auditors for private limited

companies having paid up share capital upto

Rs.50 crores. [Notification No. GSR 246 (E)

dated 22th June 2017].

• Amendments made to exceptions, modifications

and adaptations granted to Government

Companies vide Ministry of Corporate Affairs

Notification number G.S.R. 463(E) dated the 5th

June, 2015

* Central Government approval will not be

required if the annual general meeting is held

at such other place within the city, town or

village in which the registered office of the

company is situated. Central Government will

be required only if annual general meeting

is held at a place other than registered office

or outside the city, town or village in which

the registered office is situated.

* Provisions related to retirement of directors

/ vacancy of the retiring directors shall not

apply to a Government company, which is

not a listed company, in which not less than

51% of paid up share capital is held by the

Central Government, or by any State

Government or Governments or by the

Central Government and one or more State

Governments and a subsidiary of a

Government company as referred in this

provision.

* Central Government (and not Tribunal) will

consider application for compromise or

arrangement / liquidation

The exceptions, modifications and adaptations

provided shall be applicable to a Government

company provided there is no default in filing

financial statements / annual return. [Notification

No. GSR 582 (E) dated 13th June 2017].

• Amendments made to exceptions, modifications

and adaptations granted to Private Limited

Companies vide Ministry of Corporate Affairs

Notification number G.S.R. 464(E) dated the 5th

June, 2015

* Cash flow statement not required for one

person company, small company, dormant

company and start up private company

(start-up company which is recognised as

start-up in accordance with the notification

issued by the Department of Industrial Policy

and Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and

Industry

* Conditions relating to issue of circular

containing statement showing the financial

position of the company, submission to

Registrar, etc will not apply to a private

company-

(A) which accepts from its members monies

not exceeding 100% of aggregate of the paid

up share capital, free reserves and securities

premium account; or

(B) Which is a start-up, for five years from

the date of its incorporation; or

(C) Which fulfills all of the following

conditions, namely:-

(a) Which is not an associate or a subsidiary

company of any other company;

(b) if the borrowings of such a company from

banks or financial institutions or any body-
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corporate is less than twice of its paid up

share capital or Rs.50 crores, whichever is

lower; and

(c) Such a company has not defaulted in the

repayment of such borrowings subsisting at

the time of accepting deposits under this

section:

These companies will however file the details

of monies accepted to the Registrar in such

manner as may be specified

* Annual return w.r.t. remuneration of key

management personnel will not be applicable

to private companies which are small

companies

* Annual return of a Private company (which

is a start-up) shall be signed by the company

secretary, or where there is no company

secretary, by the director of the company

* Comment of auditor w.r.t. adequacy and

operating effectiveness of internal financial

controls is not required if the company is a

private company (i) which is a one person

company or a small company; or

(ii) which has turnover less than Rs.50 crores

as per latest audited financial statement or

which has aggregate borrowings from banks

or financial institutions or any body corporate

at any point of time during the financial year

less than Rs.25 crore.".

* A One-Person Company, small company,

dormant company and a private company

(if such private company is a start-up) shall

satisfy conditions of Board meetings if at

least one meeting of the Board of Directors

has been conducted in each half of a

calendar year and the gap between the two

meetings is not less than ninety days:

however this shall not apply to One Person

Company in which there is only one director

on its Board of Directors.

* Interested director can also be counted

towards quorum of Board meeting after

disclosure of his interest

The exceptions, modifications and adaptations

provided shall be applicable to a Private company

provided there is no default in filing financial

statements / annual return. [Notification No. GSR

583 (E) dated 13th June 2017].

• Amendments made to exceptions, modifications

and adaptations granted to Section 8 Companies

vide Ministry of Corporate Affairs Notification

number G.S.R. 466(E) dated the 5th June, 2015.

[Notification No. GSR 584 (E) dated 13th June

2017].

• Following amendments made in the Schedule IV

(i.e. Code for Independent Directors) of

Companies Act, 2013

* Period for replacement of Independent

Director in case of resignation / removal has

been changed to 3 months earlier it was 180

days.

* Note inserted in this schedule stating Certain

provisions viz. evaluation of performance of

Board and Management, determination of

appropriate level of remuneration of

executive directors, provisions w.r.t. manner

of appointment of independent directors, re-

appointments, separate meetings etc. shall

not applicable to Government companies

[Notification No. S.O. (E) dated 5th July 2017].

• Following further amendments made in The

Companies (Appointment and Qualification of

Directors) Rules, 2014:

* Provisions w.r.t. appointment of minimum

two Independent Directors will not apply to

following classes of unlisted public company

companies:

(a) a joint venture;

(b) a wholly owned subsidiary; and

(c) a dormant company as defined under

section 455 of the Act.".

• E-Form DIR-5 ( Application for surrender of

Director Identification Number) has been

substituted

[Notification No. G.S.R. 839(E) dated 5th July

2017].

• Following further Revised simplified procedures

for shifting of register office of the Company has

been issued:

I. Shifting of Registered Office within the

same state:
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Earlier procedural requirements i.e. publication of

notice in newspaper before one month of filing of

application, serve individual notices to each

debenture holder, depositor and creditors are

removed now. Following simplified procedure is

defined:

(1) An application seeking confirmation from the

Regional Director for shifting the registered office

within the same State from the jurisdiction of one

Registrar of Companies to the jurisdiction of

another Registrar of Companies, shall be filed by

the company with the Regional Director in Form

No.lNC.23 along with the fee and following

documents,-

a) Board Resolution for shifting of registered

office;

b) Special Resolution of the members of the

company approving the shifting of registered

office;

c) a declaration given by the Key Managerial

Personnel or any two directors authorised

by the Board, that the company has not

defaulted in payment of dues to its workmen

and has either the consent of its creditors

for the proposed shifting or has made

necessary provision for the payment thereof;

d) a declaration not to seek change in the

jurisdiction of the Court where cases for

prosecution are pending;

e) Acknowledged copy of intimation to the chief

Secretary of the state as to the proposed

shifting and that the employees interest is

not adversely affected consequent to

proposed shifting".

II. Shifting of Registered office from one

state or union Territory to another state:

* Time period for publication of advertisement

in Form INC-26, serve notice to debenture

holders, depositors, creditor before filing an

application has been increased to 30 days

from earlier 14 days.

III. Form INC-23 substituted according to

aforesaid amendments.

[Notification No. G.S.R.(E) dated 27th July

2017].

• Following further amendments in Companies

(Meetings of Board and its Powers) Rules, 2014:

* The proviso inserted stating the declaration

filed by any director for participation of

meetings by way of video conferencing will

not debar such director from participation in

the meeting in person in which case he shall

intimate the company sufficiently in advance

of his intention to participate in person.

[Notification No. G.S.R.(E) dated 13 th July

2017].

• Following further rules inserted in National

Company Law Tribunal Rules, 2016

"87A. Appeal or application under sub-section (1)

and sub-section (3) of section 252.-(1) an appeal

under subsection (1) or an application under sub-

section (3) of section 52, may be filed before the

Tribunal in Form No. NCLT. 9, with such

modifications as may be necessary.

(2) A copy of the appeal or application shall be

served on the Registrar and on such other

persons as the Tribunal may direct, not less than

fourteen days before the date fixed for hearing of

the appeal or application, as the case may be.

(3) Upon hearing the appeal or the application or

any adjourned hearing thereof, the Tribunal may

pass appropriate order, as it deems fit.

(4) Where the Tribunal makes an order restoring

the name of a company in the register of

companies, the order shall direct that-

(a) The appellant or applicant shall deliver a

certified copy to the Registrar of Companies within

thirty days from the date of the order;

(b) On such delivery, the Registrar of Companies

do, in his official name and seal, publish the order

in the Official Gazette;

(c) the appellant or applicant do pay to the

Registrar of Companies his costs of, and

occasioned by, the appeal or application, unless

the Tribunal directs otherwise; and

(d) The company shall file pending financial

statements and annual returns with the Registrar

and comply with the requirements of the

Companies Act, 2013 and rules made thereunder

within such time as may be directed by the

Tribunal.

(5) An application filed by the Registrar of

Companies for restoration of name of a company

in the register of companies under second proviso
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to sub-section (1) of section 252 shall be in Form

No. NCLT 9 and upon hearing the application or

any adjourned hearing thereof, the Tribunal may

pass an appropriate order, as it deems fit.".

[Notification No. G.S.R. 840(E) dated 13 th July

2017].

Circulars:

• Clarity has been sought by stakeholders w. r. t.

Issue of duplicate shares under Rule 6(3)(d) of

the Investor Education and Protection Fund

Authority (Accounting, Audit, Transfer and

Refund) Rules, 2016. On this, the suggestion

made by the stakeholders has been examined in

the Ministry and it is clarified that the procedure

similar to what is followed in case of transmission

of shares may be followed by companies while

transferring shares to IEPF Authority pursuant to

section 124(6) read with applicable rules.

[General Circular No.7/2017 dated 05th June,

2017]

• It has been clarified that the exemption provided

to certain class of Private Limited Companies in

respect of Comment of auditor detailed as under

will be effective from F.Y. 2016-17

Comment of Auditors w.r.t. adequacy and

operating effectiveness of internal financial

controls is not required if the company is a private

company (i) which is a one person company or a

small company; or (ii) which has turnover less than

Rs.50 crores as per latest audited financial

statement or which has aggregate borrowings

from banks or financial institutions or any body

corporate at any point of time during the financial

year less than Rs.25 crore."[General Circular

No.8/2017 dated 25th July, 2017]

FEMA / RBI
• Introduction of Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) for OTC

derivatives markets.

* The RBI has introduced a LEI code,

conceived of as a key measure to improve

the quality and accuracy of financial data

systems for better risk management post the

Global Financial Crisis.

* The LEI is a 20-character unique identity

code assigned to entities who are parties to

a financial transaction.

* The RBI has decided to implement the LEI

system for all participants in the Over-the-

Counter (OTC) markets for Rupee Interest

Rate derivatives, foreign currency derivatives

and credit derivatives in India, in a phased

manner.

* Accordingly, all current and future

participants would be required to obtain the

unique LEI code as per time lines by the RBI

Entities without an LEI code would not be

eligible to participate in the OTC derivative

markets, after the date specified in the

schedule.

[RBI/2016-17/314 (FMRD.FMID No.14/

11.01.007/2016-17) dated June 01, 2017]

• With respect to Issuance of Rupee denominated

bonds overseas, the RBI has decided that any

proposal of borrowing by eligible Indian entities

by issuance of these bonds will be examined at

the Foreign Exchange Department, Central Office,

Mumbai. It was also decided to revise the following

provisions:

* Maturity period: Minimum original maturity

period for Masala Bonds raised up to USD

50 Mn equivalent in INR per financial year

should be 3 years and for bonds raised

above USD 50 Mn equivalent in INR per

financial year should be 5 years.

* All-in-cost ceiling: The all-in-cost ceiling for

such bonds will be 300 basis points over the

prevailing yield of the Government of India

securities of corresponding maturity.

* Recognised investors: Entities permitted as

investors under the provisions of the Master

Direction but should not be related party

within the meaning as given in Ind-AS 24.

All other provisions remain unchanged.

[RBI/2016-17/316 (A. P. (DIR Series) Circular

No. 47) dated June 7, 2017]

• The RBI has decided to exclude the "The Royal

Bank of Scotland N.V." from the Second Schedule

to the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. [RBI/

2016-17/325 (DBR.No.Ret.BC.75/12.07.150/

2016-17) dated June 22, 2017]

• With regards to Investment in plant and machinery
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for the purpose of classification as Micro, Small

and Medium Enterprises, the Ministry of MSME

has notified that the following documents could

be relied upon:

a. A copy of the invoice of the purchase of plant

and machinery; or

b. Gross block for investment in plant and

machinery as shown in the audited accounts;

or

c. A certificate issued by a Chartered

Accountant regarding purchase price of plant

and machinery.

Further, the Ministry has clarified that for the

investment in plant and machinery for the purpose

of classification of an enterprise as Micro, Small

or Medium, the purchase value of the plant and

machinery is to be reckoned and not the book

value (purchase value minus depreciation).

[RBI/2017-18/21 (FIDD.MSME & NFS. BC. No.

10/06.02.31/2017-18) dated July 13, 2017]

• With respect to Lending to Micro, Small & Medium

Enterprises (MSME) Sector, the Reserve Bank

of India has, from time to time, issued a number

of guidelines, instructions, circulars, directives to

banks in the matters relating to lending to Micro,

Small & Medium Enterprises Sector. The Master

Direction [RBI/FIDD/2017-2018/56 (Master

Direction FIDD.MSME & NFS.12/06.02.31/2017-

18) dated July 24, 2017] incorporates the updated

guidelines / instructions / circulars on the subject.

[RBI/FIDD/2017-2018/56 (Master Direction

FIDD.MSME &FS.12/06.02.31/2017-18) dated

July 24, 2017]
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FX Updates
USD/INR ($)

In July, the Indian Rupee continued its bullish run against the US Dollar and traded in the range of 64.0450-9050
levels as Dollar Index plunged to its multi-month lows due to lower inflation outlook and political uncertainties in
the US. The Rupee continued to be supported by roll-out of GST, higher FII flows and improving Asian and
emerging market sentiment. However, in August, The Rupee began to weaken due to Korean Peninsula tensions
and trade above 64 levels on risk aversion. Further, FII outflows from equities also weighed on the INR.

EUR/INR (   )

The Euro soared against the INR on expectations of winding down of Eurozone stimulus on the back of pickup in
overall economic growth. The Euro's march against the INR was mainly due to the single currency's jump against
the USD, which broke key resistance levels. Combined with EZ optimism, lack of US policy clarity helped bring
the USD down against the majors. However, in August, the gains reversed as US Dollar recovered from its multi-
month lows, supported by jump in US retail sales, which restored hopes of rate-hikes in the US.

GBP/INR (£)

In July, the Great Britain Pound inched up and posted small gains against the USD on the back of hopes of
interest rate-hike by the Bank of England due to raising inflation situation. However, major gains were averted as
markets and policymakers remained split as economic worries related to Brexit and Brexit negotiations weighed
on the GBP. In August, the GBP weakened drastically on the back of fall in UK inflation, which raised doubts
about rate-hikes by the Bank of England.

JPY/INR (¥)

Last month, the Japanese Yen edged up against the USD due to broad dollar weakness as US Treasury yields
continued to falter and the yield curve flattened. Even as the Japanese central bank, Bank of Japan, has not
positioned for a rate-hike or a reduction in QE programme, lack of economic reform by the Trump administration
in the US, helped the Yen to remain stronger against the Dollar. In August, after gaining due to Korean tensions,
the JPY has stabilized after North Korea backed out from any military actions.

Tenure USD/INR EUR/INR GBP/INR JPY/INR

Current Levels (31/07/2017) 64.15 75.07 82.58 0.5787

1 Week 63.50-64.50 74.20-75.60 81.90-83.70 0.5720-0.5840

2 Weeks 63.80-64.80 74.40-75.80 81.40-83.40 0.5690-0.5820

4 Weeks 64.20-65.20 73.90-75.20 82.60-84.90 0.5830-0.5980

Key Economic Indicators

Date Currency Event Forecast Previous

17/08/2017 EUR CPI 1.3% 1.3%

17/08/2017 GBP Retail Sales 0.2% 0.6%

17/08/2017 USD ECB Account of Monetary Policy Meeting - -

22/08/2017 EUR EZ ZEW Economic Sentiment - 35.6

23/08/2017 EUR Manufacturing PMI - 56.6

23/08/2017 USD Manufacturing PMI 52.9 53.3

23/08/2017 USD New Home Sales 616K 610K

23/08/2017 GBP Q2 GDP 0.3%

24/08/2017 EUR German Q2 GDP 0.6%

24/08/2017 USD Core Durable Goods Orders 0.1%

31/08/2017 INR GDP 7%
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CBEC Notified Exchange Rate for Conversion of Foreign Currency
w. e. f, 4th Aug, 2017 [Notification No.75/2017-Customs (N.T)

Dated 3rd Aug, 2017]

SCHEDULE - I

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of one unit of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1 Australian Dollar 51.45 49.65

2 Bahrain Dinar 174.75 163.25

3 Canadian Dollar 51.40 49.80

4 Chinese Yuan 9.65 9.30

5 Danish Kroner 10.35 9.95

6 EURO 76.80 74.15

7 Hong Kong Dollar 8.25 8.05

8 Kuwait Dinar 218.40 204.00

9 New Zealand Dollar 48.05 46.20

10 Norwegian Kroner 8.20 7.90

11 Pound Sterling 85.65 82.80

12 Qatari Riyal 18.05 17.05

13 Saudi Arabian Riyal 17.55 16.45

14 Singapore Dollar 47.60 46.05

15 South African Rand 5.00 4.65

16 Swedish Kroner 8.00 7.70

17 Swiss Franc 66.70 64.45

18 UAE Dirham 17.95 16.80

19 US Dollar 64.55 62.85

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of 100 units of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1 Japanese Yen 58.55 56.55

2 Kenya Shilling 63.45 59.30

SCHEDULE-II
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Whether Amortisation Is to be Included
for valuation in GST?

By CMA Ashok B. Nawal

Contact: +91 9890165001 • Email: nawal@bizsolindia.com

1. Value of the goods / services is to be determined

in accordance with Section 15 of the CGST Act,

2017 read with CGST Rules, 2017.

2. Section 15(1) of CGST Act, 2017 stipulates, the

value of a supply of goods or services or both

shall be the transaction value, which is the price

actually paid or payable for the said supply of

goods or services or both where the supplier and

the recipient of the supply are not related and the

price is the sole consideration for the supply.

3. We need to determine whether price is the sole

consideration in situations where moulds, dies,

tools etc. are supplied to the supplier.

3.1 Section 15(1) specifically states that the

transaction value is to be accepted only when

recipient and seller are not related and price is

the sole consideration. To understand whether

the supply of moulds, dies, tools etc. is to be

included or not as part of consideration, we need

to determine whether the same would qualify as

consideration. Consideration is defined in section

2(31)

Quote

"consideration" in relation to the supply of goods

or services or both includes-

(a) any payment made or to be made, whether

in money or otherwise, in respect of, in

response to, or for the inducement of, the

supply of goods or services or both, whether

by the recipient or by any other person but

shall not include any subsidy given by the

Central Government or a State Government;

(b) the monetary value of any act or forbearance,

in respect of, in response to, or for the

inducement of, the supply of goods or

services or both, whether by the recipient or

by any other person but shall not include any

subsidy given by the Central Government or

a State Government:

Provided that a deposit given in respect of

the supply of goods or services or both shall

not be considered as payment made for such

supply unless the supplier applies such

deposit as consideration for the said supply;

Unquote

Inducement means advantage, benefit, or

consideration that causes a party to enter into a

binding agreement, or motivates it to perform

more efficiently and cost effectively. Act of

providing moulds, dies, tools, etc by the recipient

is no doubt for the inducement of the supply of

goods by the supplier.

The words "in respect of" are wide enough to

permit charges being made as terminals so long

as any of these things viz. stations, sidings,

wharves, depots, warehouses, cranes and other

similar matters have been proved and are being

maintained. The Words "in respect of" used in

S.3(14) mean "for the provision of " and not "for

the use of ". Sahadasa Saharanpur Light Railway

Co Ltd. V Upper Doab Sugar Mills Ltd. , AIR 1960

SC 695 , 701, 702 (Indian Railways Act (9 of 1890)

S 3 (14)

The wors "in repsect of" admit of a wide

connotation. In the context of Section 23 (IB), the

expression means, "being connected with", Union

of India V Vijay Chand Jain, "AIR 1977 SC 1302

[FERA (46 of 1973), S 23 (IB)]

In Respect of and In : The phrase "in respect of"

has a wider connotation than the word in and so

long as the speakers action is relatable to any of

the provisions  dealing with his powers for

regulating the procedure and conduct of business

in the Legislature the courts jurisdiction would be

ousted. An authority who is conferred Jurisdiction

to decide a question, has jurisdiction to decide it

either rightly or wrongly and so long as he is acting

within his Jurisdiction., he is immune from

interference by a Court of Justice.

Godavaris Misra V Nandakishore AIR 1953 Orissa

111, 116.
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Definition of response:

1. an act of responding

2.  something constituting a reply or a reaction: such

asa:  a verse, phrase, or word sung or said by the

people or choir after or in reply to the officiant in a

liturgical serviceb:  the activity or inhibition of

previous activity of an organism or any of its parts

resulting from stimulationc:  the output of a

transducer or detecting device resulting from a

given input

The Phrases used in the definition of in respect

of, in response to, or for the inducement of, has

been made wider and further paid by recipient or

any other person w.r.t supply and goods &

services has been included in the definition of the

consideration. It means value of supply will include

all the amount which the supplier was liable to

pay but which is incurred by the recipient or any

other person.

Payment signifies the partial or complete

discharge of an obligation by its settlement in the

form of the transfer of funds, assets, or services

equal to the monetary value of part or all of the

debtor's obligation.

Definition of consideration itself includes payment

in money or other form. In this case had the

recipient not supplied the moulds, dies, tools, etc,

then the recipient would have had to either buy

the same or then obtain the same on lease / rent

etc. for fulfilment of the order of supply to the

recipient. The recipient supplied the moulds, dies,

tools, etc which will be considered as payment in

other than money form to the recipient for

fulfilment of the order.

3.2 Even if we go through the legislative history, we

will notice that price is not considered the sole

consideration whenever there is supply of moulds,

dies, tools etc. Transaction value can be adopted

subject to the buyer and seller are not related and

price is the sole consideration. In case of supply

of moulds, tools, dies etc by the buyer, the

condition of price being the sole consideration is

not satisfied. Hence one is required to go to

Central Excise Valuation (Determination of Price

of Excisable Goods) Rules, 2000 to determine the

valuation. The authority to charge amortization

under the erstwhile Central Excise provisions

flows from Section 4 of Central Excise Act,

1944because price is not the sole.

Quote

Section 4. Valuation of excisable goods for

purposes of charging of duty of excise. -

(1) Where under this Act, the duty of excise is

chargeable on any excisable goods with

reference to their value, then, on each

removal of the goods, such value shall -

(a) in a case where the goods are sold by the

assessee, for delivery at the time and place

of the removal, the assessee and the buyer

of the goods are not related and the price is

the sole consideration for the sale, be the

transaction value;

(b) in any other case, including the case where

the goods are not sold, be the value

determined in such manner as may be

prescribed.

Unquote

As per Rule 3 of Central Excise Valuation

(Determination of Price of Excisable Goods)

Rules, 2000, the value of any excisable goods

shall, for the purposes of clause (b) of sub-section

(1) of section 4 of the Act, be determined in

accordance with these rules.Accordingly,

amortisation is considered in accordance with

Rule 6 of the said Rules which states:

Quote

"Where the excisable goods are sold in the

circumstances specified in clause (a) of sub

section (1) of section 4 of the Act except the

circumstance where the price is not the sole

consideration for sale, the value of such goods

shall be deemed to be the aggregate of such

transaction value and the amount of money value

of any additional consideration flowing directly or

indirectly from the buyer to the assessee."

Provided that where price is not the sole

consideration for sale of such excisable goods

and they are sold by the assessee at a price less

than manufacturing cost and profit, and no

additional consideration is flowing directly or

indirectly from the buyer to such assessee, the

value of such goods shall be deemed to be the

transaction value.

Explanation 1. - For removal of doubts, it is hereby

clarified that the value, apportioned as

appropriate, of the following goods and services,

whether supplied directly or indirectly by the buyer
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free of charge or at reduced cost for use in

connection with the production and sale of such

goods, to the extent that such value has not been

included in the price actually paid or payable, shall

be treated to be the amount of money value of

additional consideration flowing directly or

indirectly from the buyer to the assessee in

relation to sale of the goods being valued and

aggregated accordingly, namely:-

(i) value of materials, components, parts and

similar items relatable to such goods;

(ii) value of tools, dies, moulds, drawings, blue

prints, technical maps and charts and similar

items used in production of such goods;

(iii) value of material consumed, including

packaging materials, in the production of

such goods;

(iv) value of engineering, development, art work,

design work and plans and sketches

undertaken elsewhere than in the factory of

production and necessary for the production

of such goods.

Unquote

4. Considering the above background, it becomes

necessary to apply a reasonable value to the

supply of moulds, dies, tools, etc by the recipient

and include the same in valuation of the goods

by the supplier.

5. If the recipient supplies moulds, dies, tools, etcin

addition to the consideration in money, one will

have to refer to Rule 27 of CGST Rules, 2017.

Quote

Value of supply of goods or services where the

consideration is not wholly in money -Where the supply

of goods or services is for a consideration not wholly

in money, the value of the supply shall,-

(a) be the open market value of such supply;

(b) if the open market value is not available

under clause (a), be the sum total of

consideration in money and any such further

amount in money as is equivalent to the

consideration not in money, if such amount

is known at the time of supply;

(c) if the value of supply is not determinable

under clause (a) or clause (b), be the value

of supply of goods or services or both of like

kind and quality;

(d) if the value is not determinable under clause

(a) or clause (b) or clause (c), be the sum

total of consideration in money and such

further amount in money that is equivalent

to consideration not in money as determined

by the application of rule 30 or rule 31 in that

order.

We need to follow the sequence below to

determine the value:

* Open market value of such supply

* Sum total of consideration in money + money

equivalent of consideration in other form if

such amount is known at the time of supply

* Value of supply of goods or services or both

of like kind and quality

* Sum total of consideration in money + money

equivalent as determined by application of

rule 4 or rule 5 in that order

6. Reasonable value of such moulds, dies, tools is

to be included for valuation of goods and value of

the supply needs to be determined in accordance

with Rule 27. The manner of inclusion of

reasonable value can be by way of amortization

provided the same results in a value which is

determined in accordance with Rule 27 of CGST

Rules, 2017.

7. One of the views against amortization is that

Section 15(2) of the CGST Act, 2017 covers only

the amount which the supplier was liable to pay

but which is incurred by the recipient. It is argued

that the supplier is not liable to pay any amount

on the moulds, dies, tools, etc and hence not

covered by Section 15(2). However, it is important

to note that Section 15(2) will come into picture

only if Section 15(1) is satisfied.

8. Taxability is on supply of goods or services and

therefore value has to be determined of such

supply. In the present case, moulds / tools has

been supplied by the recipient to the supplier and

after using the same, supplier is supplying the

goods and therefore value has to be determined

in terms of Sec 15(2) of CGST Act 2017 read with

Rule 27 of CGST Rules 2017 and therefore, in

our opinion, value of amortization of tools / moulds

supplied to be added while determining taxable

value of such supply. Same principal will apply

when any free goods are supplied by the recipient

to the supplier and supplier uses the same for

supplying the goods to the recipient. Therefore

value of goods / services supplied freely by

recipient should be added while determining the

taxable value of supply.
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Export Procedure
By CMA Ashok B. Nawal

Contact: +91 9890165001 • Email: nawal@bizsolindia.com

• Each exporter will have to execute legal undertaking or bond as per details given below :
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Export from 1st September 2017 needs to be made either under Self sealing or Port Sealing as per the steps given

below:- (Circular No.26/2017 Customs)

Self Sealing

Inform the details of the premises whether a factory or warehouse or any other place where container stuffing is to

be carried out, to the jurisdictional customs officer at least 15 days before the first planned movement of a consignment

from his/her factory/ premises, about the intention to follow self- sealing procedure to export goods from the factory

premises or warehouse.

The jurisdictional Superintendent or an Appraiser or an Inspector of Customs shall visit the premises from where

the export goods will be stuffed & sealed for export.

The jurisdictional Superintendent or Inspector of Customs shall inspect the premises with regard to viability of

stuffing of container in the premises and submit a report to the jurisdictional Deputy Commissioner of Customs or

as the case may be the Assistant Commissioner of Customs within 48 hours.

The jurisdictional Deputy Commissioner of Customs or as the case may be the Assistant Commissioner of Customs

shall forward the proposal, in this regard to the Principal Commissioner/Commissioner of Customs who would

grant permission for self sealing at the approved premises.

Where the visit report of the Superintendent or an Appraiser or an Inspector of Customs regarding viability of the

stuffing at the factory/ premises is not favorable, the exporter shall bring the goods to the Container Freight Station

/Inland Container Depot/Port for sealing purposes.

Once the permission is granted, the exporter shall furnish only intimation to the jurisdictional Superintendent or

Customs each time self-sealing is carried out at approved premises.

The intimation, in this regard shall clearly mention the place and address of the approved premises, description of

export goods and whether or not any incentive is being claimed.

Self-Sealing permission once given by a Principal Commissioner/Commissioner of Customs shall be valid for

export at all the customs stations. The customs formation granting the selfsealing permission shall circulate the

permission along with GSTIN of the exporter to all Custom Houses/Station concerned.

Transport document for movement of self-sealed container by an exporter from factory or warehouse shall be

same as the transport document prescribed under the GST Laws. In the case of an exporter who is not a GST

registrant, way bill or transport challan or lorry receipt shall be the transport document.

The exporter shall seal the container with the tamper proof electronic-seal of standard specification.

The electronic seal should have a unique number which should be declared in the Shipping Bill.

Before sealing the container, the exporter shall feed the data such as name of the exporter, IEC code, GSTIN

number, description of the goods, tax invoice number, name of the authorized signatory (for affixing the e-seal)

and Shipping Bill number in the electronic seal.

Thereafter, container shall be sealed with the same electronic seal before leaving the premises.

The exporter intending to clear export goods on self-clearance (without employing a Customs Broker) shall file the

Shipping Bill under digital signature.

All consignments in self-sealed containers shall be subject to risk based criteria and intelligence, if any, for

examination / inspection at the port of export. At the port/ICD as the case may be, the customs officer would verify

the integrity of the electronic seals to check for tampering if any enroute. The Risk Management System (RMS) is

being suitably revamped to improvise the interdiction/ examination norms. However, random or intelligence based

selection of such containers for examination/scanning would continue.

Revised procedure regarding sealing of containers shall be effective from 01.09.2017.

Port Sealing:-

Where exporter is not a GST registrant, he shall bring the export goods to a Container FreightStation/Inland Container

Depot for stuffing and sealing of container. However, in certainsituations, an exporter may follow the self-sealing

procedure even if he is not required to beregistered under GST Laws. Such an exception is available to the Status

Holders recognizedby DGFT under a valid status holder certificate issued in this regard.
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Import process by EOU/ STPI / EHTPs

GST implementation has brought multi fold changes in the Indirect Tax regime. GST has also impacted the

considerable changes in the custom duties as well as procedures therein. Though the Government has released

the GST law / rules / procedure in advance but the Government did not released the associated changes in the

custom law / rules made there under or Foreign Trade policy. On late night on 30.06.2017, guidelines for

changes in Customs Act and FTP under GST regime where brought in the public domain by way of various

Notification, circulars and trade notice. It would be unfair on EOUs to note, understand and implement the

changes as suggested in documents released by the Government. If these changes would have intimated

earlier, the Unit could have developed their internal system for these compliances at the same time when they

developed systems for embracing of GST.

Nevertheless, now it is important to understand the changes proposed for import of the goods by EOUs and

listing down the actions to be taken immediately so as to avoid any stoppage of business processes.

Current Process (in brief):

Step - 1 Approval for list of goods including capital goods by the Jurisdictional Development Commissioner.

Commonly known as LUT.

Step - 2 Submission of the Procurement certificate to the Jurisdictional Central Excise Officer.

Step - 3 Cross - check and validation by Central Excise officer while issuing Procurement Certificate with

LUT.

Step - 4 Submission of the procurment cerificate to customs port.

Step - 5 Clearance of goods from the port.

Step - 6 Submission of intimation on receipt of goods in the factory to jurisdctional central excise officer.

Step - 7 Submission of monthly FORM-A giving Item wise, Bill of Entry wise receipt, consumption and

stock to the jusrisdictional central excise authority.

Proposed Process:

Under the GST regime, the process of import of the goods has been simplified. The principle notification 52/

2003-Cus dated 31st March 2003 has been amended vide notification 59/2017-Cus dated 30th June 2017. As

the revised notification, for claiming import duty exemption, the EOUs are required to follow the procedure

mentioned in Customs (Import of Goods at Concessional Rate of duties) Rules, 2017 (hereinafter referred

IGCRD, 2017). As the IGCRD Rules, the EOUs are expected to take below actions,

1. The import duty exemption by EOU will be monitored by Jurisdictional Custom Officer. However, as per the

Circular 25/2017-Cus dated 30-06-2017, and Circular 29/2017-Cus dated 17-07-2017 the responsibility of

Custom Officer is bestowed on the current central excise officers until the custom authorities is redefined.

Step - 1 Approval for list of goods including capital goods by the Jurisdictional Development Commissioner.

Commonly known as LUT.

Step - 2 Identify the requirement of various capital goods, inputs required by it for manufacture of finished

goods for exports as well as domestic sale.  The requirment can be decided by the Unit on

consignments / monthly / qurterly subject to for a period maximum one year

Step - 3 Estimated value of the goods to be imported.

Step - 4 The list of the required goods to be splitted further to arrive at Port wise import list.
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Step - 5 Submission of the application to Jurisdictional Custom Officers.

Step - 6 Execution of Continuity Bond with the Customs. The continuity bond needs to be backed with

Security or Surety. OR if B-17 bond  if having sufficient balance then the same can be used and no

need to execute Continuity Bond with Surety.

Step - 7 The Jurisdictional Custom Officer will forward one copy of the information submitted by the Unit to

the respective custom port from where the goods are expected to be imported.

Step - 8 On receipt of the copy from the jurisdictional Customs officer, the custom officer at Port will allow

clearance of the goods from port without payment of Basic Custom Duty and on Payment of IGST.

Step - 9 Submission of intimation on receipt of goods in the factory to jurisdctional Customs officer.

Step-10 Submission of monthly FORM-A giving Item wise, Bill of Entry wise receipt, consumption and

stock to the jusrisdictional central excise authority.

In addition to above, procedure the EOU will be required to maintain Bill of Entry wise below records,

1. The quantity and value of goods imported,

2. The quantity of imported goods consumed in accordance with provisions of the exemption notification,

3. The quantity of goods re-exported, if any, under rule 7 and

4. The quantity remaining in stock,

Further, the unit is expected to produce above information as and when required by the Deputy Commissioner

of Customs or, as the case may be, Assistant Commissioner of Customs having jurisdiction over the premises

where the imported goods shall be put to use for manufacture of goods or for rendering output service.

Return for reporting of Imported goods.

As per the Circular 35/2016-Cus dated 29th July 2016, the EOU is required to be submit details of quantity

imported, consumed, re-exported and in stock in FORM A. The Form A is required to be submitted by 10th of the

following month. It is important to note that circular 35/2016 has not been rescinded and therefore the procedure

and compliances as prescribed in circular 35/2016 needs to be followed.

To summarise, it is important to note following point,

a) The import duty exemption is linked to SION. Therefore, it is will be mandatory for every EOU to get

their norms approved.

b) Execution of Continuity Bond.

c) Recording of Bill of Entry wise receipt, consumption and stock.

d) The consumption for DTA Sale needs to be identified clearly so as to pay back the import duty exemption

claimed at the time of imports.

e) Filing of the monthly statement in FORM A in the prescribed format.

f) Developing controls and systems for correct maintenance of records along with reporting requirement.

Though the exemption has been granted to EOUs and procedure has been simplified, the onus of correct

maintenance of the records and its reporting is bestowed on the EOU. Therefore, one has to be careful enough

when they are claiming any benefits which are with statement "*condition applied".
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There is lot of confusion for taxability of receipt of

services covered under reverse charge prior 30thJune

2017 but accounted after 30th June 2017. In such

cases, whether Service tax is liable to be paid and

taken the credit under the Transitional Provisions and

what will be the situation when such invoices are

accounted after 30 days of appointed day i.e. 30th July

2017 and paid subsequently.

We have tried to elaborate the situation and arrived at

the conclusion as given below:

1. As per Section 66B of the Finance Act, 1994,

"There shall be levied a tax (hereinafter referred

to as the service tax) at the rate of fourteen per

cent on the value of all services, other than those

services specified in the negative list, provided

or agreed to be provided in the taxable territory

by one person to another and collected in such

manner as may be prescribed".

2. The collection and determination of rate of tax

and value will be in accordance with Section 67A

of the Finance Act, 1994 read with The Point of

Taxation Rules, 2011.

2.1 Section 67A states:

Quote

(1) The rate of service tax, value of a taxable service

and rate of exchange, if any, shall be the rate of

service tax or value of a taxable service or rate of

exchange, as the case may be, in force or as

applicable at the time when the taxable service

has been provided or agreed to be provided.

(2) The time or the point in time with respect to the

rate of service tax shall be such as may be

prescribed.

Explanation. - For the purposes of this section,

"rate of exchange" means the rate of exchange

determined in accordance with such rules as may

be prescribed.

Unquote

2.2 The Point of Taxation Rules, 2011 have been

notified in accordance with powers conferred

under sub-section 2 of Section 67A and clause

(a) and clause (hhh) of subsection (2) of section

94 of the Finance Act, 1994.

2.3 Section 94 of the Finance Act provides the power

to make rules.

Quote

(1) The Central Government may, by notification in

the Official Gazette, make rules for carrying out

the provisions of this Chapter.

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the

generality of the foregoing power, such rules may

provide for all or any of the following matters,

namely: -

(a) collection and recovery of service tax under

sections 66 and 68;

(aa) determination of the amount and value of

taxable service, the manner thereof, and the

circumstances and conditions under which an

amount shall not be a consideration, under section

67;

(b) the time and manner and the form in which

application for registration shall be made under

sub-sections (1) and (2) of section 69

(c) the form, manner and frequency of the returns

to be furnished under sub-sections (1) and (2)

and the late fee for delayed furnishing of return

under sub-section (1) of section 70

(cc) the manner of provisional attachment of

property under sub-section (1) of section 73C;

(ccc) publication of name of any person and

particulars relating to any proceeding under sub-

section (1) of section 73D;

(d) the form in which appeal under section 85 or

Taxability on receipt of services covered under
reverse charge Prior to 30th June 2017

but accounted after 30th June 2017
By CMA Ashok B. Nawal

Contact: +91 9890165001 • Email: nawal@bizsolindia.com
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under sub-section of section 86 may be filed and

the manner in which they may be verified;

(e) the manner in which the memorandum of cross

objections under sub-section (4) of section 86 may

be verified;

(ee) [* * * * ]

(eee) the credit of service tax paid on the services

consumed or duties paid or deemed to have been

paid on goods used for providing a taxable

service;]

(eeee) the manner of recovery of any amount due

to the Central Government under section 87;

(f) provisions for determining export of taxable

services;

(g) grant of exemption to, or rebate of service tax

paid on, taxable services which are exported out

of India;

(h) rebate of service tax paid or payable on the

taxable services consumed or duties paid or

deemed to have been paid on goods used for

providing taxable services which are exported out

of India;

(hh) rebate of service tax paid or payable on the

taxable services used as input services in the

manufacturing or processing of goods exported

out of India under section 93A;

(hhh) the date for determination of rate of service

tax and the place of provision of taxable service

under section 66C;

(i) provide for the amount to be paid for

compounding and the manner of compounding

of offences;

(j) provide for the settlement of cases, in

accordance with sections 31, 32 and 32A to 32P

(both inclusive), in Chapter V of the Central Excise

Act, 1944 (1 of 1944) as made applicable to

service tax vide section 83;

(k) imposition, on persons liable to pay service

tax, for the proper levy and collection of the tax,

of duty of furnishing information, keeping records

and the manner in which such records shall be

verified;

(l) make provisions for withdrawal of facilities or

imposition of restrictions (including restrictions on

utilisation of CENVAT credit) on provider of

taxable service or exporter, for dealing with

evasion of tax or misuse of CENVAT credit;

(m) authorisation of the Central Board of Excise

and Customs or [Principal Chief Commissioners

of Central Excise and Chief Commissioners of

Central Excise] to issue instructions, for any

incidental or supplemental matters for the

implementation of the provisions of this Act;

(n)any other matter which by this Chapter is to be

or may be prescribed.

Unquote

2.4 Point of Taxation Rules will be used for collecting

the service tax andfor determining the rate of the

tax and time of paymentbased on provisions

summarized hereunder:

Section 67A The time or the point in time

subsection 2 with respect to the rate of

service tax shall be such as

may be prescribed

Section 94(2)(a) Collection and recovery of

service tax under sections

66 and 68

Section 94(2) Date for determination of rate

(hhh) of service tax and the place of

provision of taxable service

under section 66C

2.5 As per the said Rules, "point of taxation" means

the point in time when a service shall be deemed

to have been provided. Accordingly, the service

will be deemed to be provided on the date

determined as per point of taxation and service

tax will be levied at point of taxation determined

in accordance with Point of Taxation Rules.

3. Issue then arises as to whether service tax can

be levied if the point of taxation is on or after the

appointed date (GST appointed date). We will

therefore have to go through Section 174 of the

CGST Act, 2017 w.r.t. Repeal and Saving.

3.1 Section 174 has been drafted in line with Section

6 of the General Clauses Act, 1897.

Quote

(1) Save as otherwise provided in this Act, on and

from the date of commencement of this Act, the
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Central Excise Act, 1944, the Central Excise Tariff

Act, 1985, except in respect of goods included in

the entry 84 of the Union List of the seventh

Schedule to the Constitution, and the Medicinal

and Toilet Preparations (Excise Duties) Act, 1955

(hereafter referred to as the repealed Acts) are

hereby repealed.

(2) The repeal of the said Acts and the amendment

of the Finance Act, 1994 (hereafter referred to as

such amendment or amended Act, as the case

may be) to the extent mentioned in the sub-section

(1) shall not-

(a) revive anything not in force or existing at the

time of such amendment or repeal; or

(b) affect the previous operation of the amended

Act or repealed Acts and orders or anything

duly done or suffered thereunder; or

(c) affect any right, privilege, obligation, or

liability acquired, accrued or incurred under

the amended Act or repealed Acts or orders

under such repealed or amended Acts; or

(d) affect any tax, surcharge, penalty, interest

as are due or may become due or any

forfeiture or punishment incurred or inflicted

in respect of any offence or violation

committed against the provisions of the

amended Act or repealed Acts; or

(e) affect any investigation, inquiry, assessment

proceedings, adjudication and any other

legal proceedings or recovery of arrears or

remedy in respect of any such tax,

surcharge, penalty, fine, interest, right,

privilege, obligation, liability, forfeiture or

punishment, as aforesaid, and any such

investigation, inquiry, assessment

proceedings, adjudication and other legal

proceedings or or recovery of arrears remedy

may be instituted, continued or enforced, and

any such tax, surcharge, penalty, fine,

interest, forfeiture or punishment may be

levied or imposed as if these Acts had not

been so amended or repealed;

(f) affect any proceedings including that relating

to an appeal, revision, review or reference,

instituted before on or after the appointed

day under the said amended Act or repealed

Acts and such proceedings shall be

continued under the said amended Act or

repealed Acts as if this Act had not come

into force.

Unquote

(3) The mention of the particular matters referred to

in sub-sections (1) and (2) shall not be held to

prejudice or affect the general application of

section 6 of the General Clauses Act, 1897 with

regard to the effect of repeal.

3.2 As specified in clause 2(c) of the above section,

the obligation or liability acquired, accrued or

incurred under the amended Act / repealed Acts,

will not be affected. Therefore, in cases where

the point of taxation under Service Tax falls on or

after appointed date, the service tax on the same

will continue to be discharged.

4. It is also pertinent to note that as per Section 142

(11) (b) "Notwithstanding anything contained in

section 13, no tax shall be payable on services

under this Act to the extent the tax was leviable

on the said services under Chapter V of the

Finance Act, 1994;"

In the case being discussed, service tax was

leviable on the services rendered in accordance

with point of taxation. As such there is no

requirement to pay GST once the liability of

service tax was levied on the services under the

Finance Act, 1994.

5. Eligibility of Credit

5.1 Since tax levied is service tax, it is necessary to

check whether credit of the same is allowed.

5.2 Section 140(5) provides "A registered person shall

be entitled to take, in his electronic credit ledger,

credit of eligible duties and taxes in respect of

inputs or input services received on or after the

appointed day but the duty or tax in respect of

which has been paid by the supplier under the

existing law, subject to the condition that the

invoice or any other duty or tax paying document

of the same was recorded in the books of account

of such person within a period of thirty days from

the appointed day".

Going by the wordings of this section, it appears

that credit will be available only in situations where
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taxes are paid prior to appointeddate but services

are received on or after 1stJuly, 2017. Therefore,

if services received are prior to 1stJuly, 2017,

credit will be available under this section subject

to litigation.

6. To Conclude :

" When such invoices are received after 1st July,

accounted & paid before 30th July 2017, then

Service Tax will be payable and it has to be

reported in TRAN-1 Form to avail the credit.

" When such invoices are received after 1st July,

accounted & paid after 30th July 2017, then

Service Tax will be payable as and when it

becomes due and in absence of specific provision

in the CGST Act 2017 and restrictive provision of

accounting & payment of such invoices prior to

30th July 2017, no credit will be available in GST

Regime. It has to be further noted that, last date

of Filing the TRAN-1 Form is 28th Sept 2017.

Above conclusion will be valid only for the invoice

accounted prior to 30th July 2017 in the books of

accounts OR necessary application for extension to

be made and permission needs to be obtained from

Commissioner of Central Tax on or before 30th August

2017. Otherwise, the service tax will be required to be

paid and it will become the cost, since ITC will not be

available.

There is no clarity on reporting of such payment of

Service Tax, either in ST-3 or otherwise after filing ST-

3 for the period April - June 2017, since there is no

requirement of filing ST-3 after July 2017.

Sr. Date of issue Provision of Date of Applicability Cenvat

No. of invoice Services payment of of service credit carried Remark

Tax Tax in Tran-1

1 After 30th Before 30th Month of Yes Yes

June June  July

2 After 30th Before 30th Not yet done Yes Yes ITC can be availed subject to

June June obtaining extension of 30

days from Commissioner

and  accounting before 30th

August 2017.

4 Before 30th After 30th Month of July Yes Yes

June June

5 Before 30th After 30th Not yet done Yes Yes ITC can be availed subject to

June June obtaining extension of 30 days

from Commissioner and

accounting before 30th

August 2017.

6 Before 30th Before 30th Month of July Yes Yes

June June

7 Before 30th Before 30th Not yet done Yes Yes ITC can be availed subject to

June June obtaining extension of 30 days

from Commissioner and

accounting before 30th

August 2017.
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• PRIOR TO GST ERA:

Transaction value was defined in explanation to

Section 4 of Central Excise Act 1944as :

Quote :

(d) "transaction value" means the price actually paid

or payable for the goods, when sold, and includes in

addition to the amount charged as price, any amount

that the buyer is liable to pay to, or on behalf of, the

assessee, by reason of, or in connection with the sale,

whether payable at the time of the sale or at any other

time, including, but not limited to, any amount charged

for, or to make provision for, advertising or publicity,

marketing and selling organization expenses, storage,

outward handling, servicing, warranty, commission or

any other matter but does not include the amount of

duty of excise, sales tax and other taxes, if any, actually

paid or actually payable on such goods;

Un quote

Specific provision was inserted vide Notification No.

3/2011 C.E. (N.T.) - dated 01-03-2011 inserting the

proviso to Sub Rule (5) to Rule (3) w.r.t. Removal

of Inputs as such during warranty period which

provided :

Quote :

(5) When inputs or capital goods, on which CENVAT

credit has been taken, are removed as such from the

factory, or premises of the provider of output service,

the manufacturer of the final products or provider of

output service, as the case may be, shall pay an

amount equal to the credit availed in respect of such

inputs or capital goods and such removal shall be made

under the cover of an invoice referred to in rule 9:

Provided that such payment shall not be required to

be made where any inputs or capital goods are

removed outside the premises of the provider of output

service for providing the output service:

Provided further that such payment shall not be

required to be made where any inputs are removed

outside the factory for providing free warranty for final

products

Un Quote :

Since, supply of service during warranty is free of cost,

there was no question of payment of any service tax,

since there was no consideration, since any activity

carried by one person for another for consideration

was only covered under the definition of "Service".

Similarly, VAT / CST was levied when transfer of

property of movable goods is made against

consideration and therefore neither VAT nor CST was

chargeable on supply during warranty being not

covered under definition of "Sale".

To conclude, there was no tax impact either of Central

Excise Duty or Service Tax or VAT/ CST on Supply

during Warranty period free of cost.

As per definition and explanation inserted to the

definition in CCR, 2004, input includes: "any goods

including accessories, cleared along with the final

product, the value of which is included in the value of

the final product and goods used for providing free

warranty for final products."

Further the explanation to the definition states: "For

the purpose of this clause, "free warranty" means a

warranty provided by the manufacturer, the value of

which is included in the price of the final product and

is not charged separately from the customer"

Reversal of cenvat credit as per Rule 3(5), was not

required under CCR, 2004 only if the value of warranty

is included in the price of the final product. In other

words, if the value of warranty is not included in the

price of the final product, then reversal of cenvat credit

was required even if supplied free of cost or under

warranty. Input tax credit is extended to input goods

which are used in the provision of warranty services

provided it is included in value of the final product.

Note on taxability on warranty supply made
during warranty period subsequent to

original supply free of cost
By CMA Ashok B. Nawal

Contact: +91 9890165001 • Email: nawal@bizsolindia.com
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• POST GST ERA :

Section 7 of CGST Act 2017 provides "Meaning &

Scope of Supply" defining the taxable event of supply.

In Accordance with Section 9 of CGST Act 2017, GST

is leviable on supply of goods & Services and therefore

definition of Goods & Services are given below :

"Goods" means every kind of movable property

other than money and securities but includes

actionable claim, growing crops, grass and things

attached to or forming part of the land which are

agreed to be severed before supply or under a

contract of supply.

Inclusions:

• Every movable property

• Actionable claim

• Growing crops

• Grass

• Things attached to or forming part of the land

which are agreed to be cut off before supply

or under a contract of supply

Exclusions:

• Money and securities

The definition of goods is borrowed from Sale of Goods

Act, 1930 with the exception that goods under GST

includes actionable claim and excludes securities

whereas definition under Sale of Goods Act, 1930

includes securities and excludes actionable claims.

Goods is defined under Sale of Goods Act, 1930 as:

"goods" means every kind of movable property other

than actionable claims and money; and includes

stock and shares, growing crops, grass, and

things attached to or forming part of the land which

are agreed to be severed before sale or under

the contract of sale

"Services'' means anything other than goods, money

and securities but includes activities relating to the use

of money or its conversion by cash or by any other

mode, from one form, currency or denomination, to

another form, currency or denomination for which a

separate consideration is charged.

Inclusions

• Anything other than goods

• Activities relating to the use of money

• Transactions relating to use of money or

conversion by cash or by any other mode,

from one form, currency or denomination, to

another form, currency or denomination

against a consideration

Exclusions

• Money and Securities

The definition of services is wide and encompasses

everything other than goods.

Section 7 clearly provides expression supply, which

is reproduced below :

Section 7 : Scope of supply.

Quote :

1) For the purposes of this Act, the expression

"supply" includes-

a) all forms of supply of goods or services or

both such as sale, transfer, barter, exchange,

licence, rental, lease or disposal made or

agreed to be made for a consideration by a

person in the course or furtherance of

business;

b) import of services for a consideration

whether or not in the course or furtherance

of business;

c) the activities specified in Schedule I, made

or agreed to be made without a

consideration; and

d) the activities to be treated as supply of goods

or supply of services as referred to in

Schedule II.

2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-

section (1),--

a) activities or transactions specified in

Schedule III; or

b) such activities or transactions undertaken by

the Central Government, a State

Government or any local authority in which

they are engaged as public authorities, as

may be notified by the Government on the

recommendations of the Council, shall be

treated neither as a supply of goods nor a

supply of services.

3) Subject to the provisions of sub-sections (1) and

(2), the Government may, on there
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commendations of the Council, specify, by

notification, the transactions that are to be treated

as-

a) a supply of goods and not as a supply of

services; or

b) a supply of services and not as a supply of

goods.

Un-Quote :

Since Supply during warranty period is without

consideration, let us examine whether it covers

under Schedule I to Section 7 of CGST Act 2017

which is reproduced below:

Schedule I :

Quote

SCHEDULE I [See section 7] ACTIVITIES TO BE

TREATED AS SUPPLY EVEN IF MADE WITHOUT

CONSIDERATION

1. Permanent transfer or disposal of business assets

where input tax credit has been availed on such

assets.

2. Supply of goods or services or both between

related persons or between distinct persons as

specified in section 25, when made in the course

or furtherance of business:

Provided that gifts not exceeding fifty thousand

rupees in value in a financial year by an employer

to an employee shall not be treated as supply of

goods or services or both.

3. Supply of goods-

(a) by a principal to his agent where the agent

undertakes to supply such goods on behalf

of the principal; or

(b) by an agent to his principal where the agent

undertakes to receive such goods on behalf

of the principal.

4. Import of services by a taxable person from a

related person or from any of his other

establishments outside India, in the course or

furtherance of business.

Un Quote

In view of the Schedule I, it can be covered under Serial

number 1 of the schedule, since ITC on all the inputs

and input services is availed.

However, Section 17 (5) (h) of CGST Act 2017

provides:

Quote :

Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1)

of section 16 and subsection (1) of section 18, input

tax credit shall not be available in respect of the

following, namely:

(h) goods lost, stolen, destroyed, written off or disposed

of by way of gift or free samples; and

Unquote

Transaction Value has been mentioned in Section 15

of CGST Act 2017, which is reproduced below :

Quote :

(1) The value of a supply of goods or services or both

shall be the transaction value, which is the price

actually paid or payable for the said supply of

goods or services or both where the supplier and

the recipient of the supply are not related and the

price is thesole consideration for the supply.

(2) The value of supply shall include---

(a) any taxes, duties, cesses, fees and charges

levied under any law for the time being in

force other than this Act, the State Goods

and Services Tax Act, the Union Territory

Goods and Services Tax Act and the Goods

and Services Tax (Compensation to States)

Act, if charged separately by the supplier;

(b) any amount that the supplier is liable to pay

in relation to such supply but which has been

incurred by the recipient of the supply and

not included in the price actually paid or

payable for the goods or services or both;

(c) incidental expenses, including commission

and packing, charged by the supplier to the

recipient of a supply and any amount

charged for anything done by the supplier in

respect of the supply of goods or services or

both at the time of, or before delivery of

goods or supply of services;

(d) interest or late fee or penalty for delayed

payment of any consideration for any supply;

and

(e) subsidies directly linked to the price

excluding subsidies provided by the Central
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Government and State Governments.

Explanation.--For the purposes of this sub-

section, the amount of subsidy shall be included

in the value of supply of the supplier who receives

the subsidy.

(3) The value of the supply shall not include any

discount which is given--

(a) before or at the time of the supply if such

discount has been duly recorded in the

invoice issued in respect of such supply; and

(b) after the supply has been effected, if-

(i) such discount is established in terms of

an agreement entered into at or before the

time of such supply and specifically linked

to relevant invoices; and

(ii) input tax credit as is attributable to the

discount on the basis of document issued

by the supplier has been reversed by the

recipient of the supply.

(4) Where the value of the supply of goods or services

or both cannot be determined under sub-section

(1), the same shall be determined in such manner

as may be prescribed.

(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-

section (1) or sub-section (4), the value of such

supplies as may be notified by the Government

on the recommendations of the Council shall be

determined in such manner as may be prescribed.

Explanation.-For the purposes of this Act,--

(a) persons shall be deemed to be "related

persons" if--

(i) such persons are officers or directors of one

another's businesses;

(ii) such persons are legally recognised partners

in business;

(iii) such persons are employer and employee;

(iv) any person directly or indirectly owns,

controls or holds twenty-five per cent. or

more of the outstanding voting stock or

shares of both of them;

(v) one of them directly or indirectly controls the

other;

(vi) both of them are directly or indirectly

controlled by a third person;

(vii) together they directly or indirectly control a

third person; or

(viii) they are members of the same family;

(b) the term "person" also includes legal

persons;

(c) persons who are associated in the business

of one another in that one is thesole agent

or sole distributor or sole concessionaire,

howsoever described, of the other, shall be

deemed to be related.

Un Quote

It is pertinent to note the following provisions of CGST

Act 2017 and CGST Rules 2017 :

Quote

31.

(1) A registered person supplying taxable goods

shall, before or at the time of,-

(a) removal of goods for supply to the recipient,

where the supply involves movement of

goods; or

(b) delivery of goods or making available thereof

to the recipient, in any other case, issue a

tax invoice showing the description, quantity

and value of goods, the tax charged there

on and such other particulars as may be

prescribed:

Provided that the Government may, on the

recommendations of the Council, by notification,

specify the categories of goods or supplies in

respect of which a tax invoice shall be issued,

within such time and in such manner as may be

prescribed.

(2) A registered person supplying taxable services

shall, before or after the provision of service but

within a prescribed period, issue a tax invoice,

showing the description, value, tax charged

thereon and such other particulars as may be

prescribed:

Provided that the Government may, on the

recommendations of the Council, by notification

and subject to such conditions as may be

mentioned therein, specify the categories of

services in respect of which--

(a) any other document issued in relation to the
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supply shall be deemed to be a tax invoice;

or

(b) tax invoice may not be issued.

(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-

sections (1) and (2)--

(a) a registered person may, within one month

from the date of issuance of certificate of

registration and in such manner as may be

prescribed, issue a revised invoice against

the invoice already issued during the period

beginning with the effective date of

registration till the date of issuance of

certificate of registration to him;

(b) a registered person may not issue a tax

invoice if the value of the goods or services

or both supplied is less than two hundred

rupees subject to such conditions and in

such manner as may be prescribed;

(c) a registered person supplying exempted

goods or services or both or paying tax under

the provisions of section 10 shall issue,

instead of a tax invoice, a bill of supply

containing such particulars and in such

manner as may be prescribed:

Provided that the registered person may not

issue a bill of supply if the value of the goods

or services or both supplied is less than two

hundred rupees subject to such conditions

and in such manner as may be prescribed;

(d) a registered person shall, on receipt of

advance payment with respect to any supply

of goods or services or both, issue a receipt

voucher or any other document, containing

such particulars as may be prescribed,

evidencing receipt of such payment;

(e) where, on receipt of advance payment with

respect to any supply of goods or services

or both the registered person issues a receipt

voucher, but subsequently no supply is made

and no tax invoice is issued in pursuance

thereof, the said registered person may issue

to the person who had made the payment, a

refund voucher against such payment;

(f) a registered person who is liable to pay tax

under sub-section (3) or sub-section (4) of

section 9 shall issue an invoice in respect of

goods or services or both received by him

from the supplier who is not registered on

the date of receipt of goods or services or

both;

(g) a registered person who is liable to pay tax

under sub-section (3) or sub-section (4) of

section 9 shall issue a payment voucher at

the time of making payment to the supplier.

(4) In case of continuous supply of goods, where

successive statements of accounts or successive

payments are involved, the invoice shall be issued

before or at the time each such statement is

issued or, as the case may be, each such

payment is received.

(5) Subject to the provisions of clause (d) of sub-

section (3), in case of continuous supply of

services,--

(a) where the due date of payment is as certain

able from the contract, the invoice shall be

issued on or before the due date of payment;

(b) where the due date of payment is not as

certain able from the contract, the invoice

shall be issued before or at the time when

the supplier of service receives the payment;

(c) where the payment is linked to the

completion of an event, the invoice shall be

issued on or before the date of completion

of that event.

(6) In a case where the supply of services ceases

under a contract before the completion of the

supply, the invoice shall be issued at the time

when the supply ceases and such invoice shall

be issued to the extent of the supply made before

such cessation.

(7) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-

section (1), where the goods being sent or taken

on approval for sale or return are removed before

the supply takes place, the invoice shall be issued

before or at the time of supply or six months from

the date of removal, whichever is earlier.

Explanation.--For the purposes of this section, the

expression "tax invoice" shall include any revised

invoice issued by the supplier in respect of a

supply made earlier.

Un Quote

Rule 55 of CGST Rules 2017 clearly deals with the

provisions when goods can be supplied without invoice
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Quote

(4) Where the goods being transported are for the

purpose of supply to the recipient but the tax

invoice could not be issued at the time of removal

of goods for the purpose of supply, the supplier

shall issue a tax invoice after delivery of goods.

(5) Where the goods are being transported in a semi

knocked down or completely knocked down

condition -

(a) the supplier shall issue the complete invoice

before dispatch of the first consignment;

(b) the supplier shall issue a delivery challan for

each of the subsequent consignments,

giving reference of the invoice;

(c) each consignment shall be accompanied by

copies of the corresponding delivery challan

along with a duly certified copy of the invoice;

and

(d) the original copy of the invoice shall be sent

along with the last consignment

Un Quote

In other words, if free supplies during warranty is made,

it can be stated that it is covered that warranty is already

included in the price of the goods which is supplied.

However, inclusive part of transaction value as

specified in Section 15 of CGST Act 2017 do not

include the warranty in line with earlier transaction

value as provided in the explanation in Section 4 of

Central Excise Act 1944.

Similarly, there is no provision in CGST Act 2017 of

prescribing the procedure of dispatch of such goods

of which price is stated to be included in the supply of

goods already supplied. But, though there is specific

provision of dealing with the advances which has been

received against supply. However, the supply of the

goods which has been already made on which tax is

already paid and such value includes the value of

subsequent supply if any to be made during warranty

made but such supplies not been defined in coverage

of transaction value as per Section 15 of CGST Act

2017.

Moreover, Section 34 (2) of CGST Act 2017 provides

that :

Quote :

Any registered person who issues a credit note in

relation to a supply of goods or services or both shall

declare the details of such credit note in the return for

the month during which such credit note has been

issued but not later than September following the end

of the financial year in which such supply was made,

or the date of furnishing of the relevant annual return,

whichever is earlier, and the tax liability shall be

adjusted in such manner as may be prescribed:

Provided that no reduction in output tax liability of the

supplier shall be permitted, if the incidence of tax and

interest on such supply has been passed on to any

other person.

Un Quote

In other words, all supplies effected during the year

further supplies, tax invoice or debit note or credit note

pertaining to such supply can be made only upto 30th

September of subsequent year.

Warranty might be more than one year of can be

extended further upto 10 years for certain specified

goods. Therefore, whether such free supplies made

during warranty will attract tax or will be covered as

already tax paid goods being covered under the price

of originally supplied goods.

Unfortunately, there is no specific provision for not

paying any tax on supply of goods or services without

consideration during warranty period. Rather, there are

specific provisions to include such supply which has

been made without consideration when ITC has been

taken is to be considered as taxable supply.

irrespective of the fact that the price of such supply

might have been included in the price of goods already

supplied.

Further there is specific provision under section 17 sub-

section 5 (h) where ITC should not be availed in case

of

Quote :

Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1)

of section 16 and subsection (1) of section 18, input

tax credit shall not be available in respect of the

following, namely:

(h) goods lost, stolen, destroyed, written off or

disposed of by way of gift or free samples; and

Un-Quote

In other words, anything supplied free of cost or without

consideration where ITC is taken will be considered
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as taxable supply or no ITC will be allowed on such

good which are supplied without consideration. In the

GST era no ITC will be allowed if payment of such

supplies are not made within 180 days. No

consideration / payment will be received within 180

days from the date of supply since it is FOC.

It cannot be stated that consideration of such supplies

made during the warranty periods is received as

advance as consideration of original supply nor it can

be termed the goods has been supplied in part in terms

of section 34 of CGST Act, read with CGST Rules.

Any supply has to be effected either of following

documents :

1. Tax invoice

2. Bill of supply

3. Receipt Voucher

4. Delivery Challan without invoice

5. Delivery Challan

Free supply during warrantee where input tax credit

has been availed will be treated as taxable supply and

to be supplied against tax invoice or alternatively when

ITC has not been availed on such supply then it will be

nontaxable supply and to be supplied against bill of

supply.

Alternatively if provision of earlier law is required to be

followed in absence of specific provision relating to

warranty in GST era, how supply can be effected

without payment of GST or without availment of ITC.

The above question remain unanswered in GST era,

therefore in My opinion either it has be treated as

taxable supply and GST has to be paid or no ITC to be

availed so as to make such supply as non-taxable

supply.

Warranty is a written guarantee, issued to the

purchaser of an article by its manufacturer, promising

to repair or replace it if necessary within a specified

period of time. Depending upon the nature of contract,

delivery model, the warranty can be catered to either

the manufacturers directly or then through dealers.

Warranty is a service as per definition of service

provided in CGST Act, 2017.

As per CBEC FAQ Q6, Composite supply is a supply

consisting of two or more taxable supplies of goods or

services or both or any combination thereof, which are

bundled in natural course and are supplied in

conjunction with each other in the ordinary course of

business and where one of which is a principal supply.

For example, when a consumer buys a television set

and he also gets warranty and a maintenance contract

with the TV, this supply is a composite supply. In this

example, supply of TV is the principal supply, warranty

and maintenance service are ancillary.

Warranty is considered as a taxable supply, part of

the composite supply involving supply of TV. The

consideration received as part of composite supply is

towards the supply of TV and "the promise to repair or

replace" and not towards the supply of goods under

warranty. Therefore, the supplies under warranty will

be treated as supplies without consideration.

Free of cost supplies made, whether under warranty

or otherwise, would qualify as supply in accordance

with Schedule I of CGST Act, 2017. There is no specific

exclusion to Schedule 1 point 1, and the supplies made

for the purpose of warranty will be a taxable supply

once ITC is availed. If the intention was to exclude

such supplies under warranty, wordings similar to CCR

would have been incorporated under GST.
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CUSTOMS
v Larger Public Interest: Petitions were filed by

assesse challenging the Public Notices and

seeking to quash and set aside the same. It was

held that for the commercial or business motives

of the assessee, a decision taken in public interest

cannot be interfered with. Larger public interest

has to be sub-served and once that is ensured,

then, the same prevails over the commercial or

business interests of the assessee. [2017-TIOL-

1129-HC-MUM-CUS]

v Valuation of goods: Assessee imported various

automobile parts under cover of Bill of Entry on

declared value and cleared from Customs after

paying customs duty. Goods imported vide said

Bill of Entry was put to seizure on the doubt of

under valuation relying upon NIDB data for

contemporaneous imports. It was held that

Transaction value, declared by importer cannot

be rejected on the sole ground that NIDB data for

contemporaneous imports reflects higher value

of identical goods. Proving the value to be wrong

declaration, independent evidence is required and

mere reference to NIDB data is not sufficient.

[2017-TIOL-1930-CESTAT-DEL]

v Interest on refundable redemption fine: There

is no provision in section 27A of the Customs Act,

1962 to grant interest on refundable redemption

fine and thus the claim of the assesse was denied.

[2017-TIOL-2016-CESTAT-MUM]

v Penalty on Partner: As a partner, one cannot

rule out his association from the offence alleged

against the partnership firm. Grant of any

concession to the assessee shall be a bonus to

evasion. Penalty of Rs.10 lakhs imposed was

confirmed and appeal was dismissed. [2017-

TIOL-2014-CESTAT-MUM]

v Conversion of shipping bills: Conversion of

Shipping bills into DEPB Shipping bills not

permissible if goods exported without inspection

by Custom authorities and without intimation to

Department that exporter would seek conversion.

[2017 (349) ELT 789 (Tri. Mumbai)]

v Redemption fine and penalty: Impugned order

holding the goods as liable to confiscation without

goods being actually seized is not sustainable in

law. Confiscation cannot be ordered in absence

of seizure of goods and therefore, imposition of

redemption fine is not sustainable in law. Once

the redemption fine is not impossible,

consequently penalty under Section 112(a) also

cannot be imposed since there was no seizure of

goods in first place. [2017-TIOL-2263-CESTAT-

BANG]

v Mis- declaration: Assessee imported subject

goods, however during the course of physical

verification, goods were not found as declared.

As assessee had placed order to foreign supplier

and he had filed bill of entries as per packing list

and declaration made by supplier in invoices it

was held that malafied intention of assessee is

missing. Thus, it was held that goods cannot be

held liable for confiscation and consequently,

penalty is not imposable on assessee. [2017-

TIOL-2734-CESTAT-DEL]

v CVD on non-excisable goods : By the Finance

Act, 2008, w.e.f. 10.05.2008, Explanation was

inserted in section 2(d) of the CEA, 1944 to

mandate that "goods" includes any article,

material or substance which is capable of being

bought and sold for a consideration as being

deemed to be marketable. Imports were made of

Zinc dross and Zinc skimming prior to this date

when such goods were not recognized by law as

excisable goods. When there was no manufacture

of excisable goods, impugned imports are not

liable to CVD. [2017-TIOL-2642-CESTAT-MUM]

v Sub-judice matters : When an appeal is admitted
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by apex Court, whether the order appealed is

stayed or not makes no difference to law since

the order appealed is under challenge and the

Tribunal should not overreach the jurisdiction of

the apex Court. Matter remanded to original

authority. [2017-TIOL-2619-CESTAT-MUM]

v Responsibility of Customs officers: CHA

committed serious breach of law. Appellant's

persons were involved in the forgery of signature

of Customs officer. Commissioner dropping

proceedings on the ground that penalty imposed

under Customs Act, 1962 was set aside by

CESTAT. It was held that proceedings under

CHALR, 2004 and Customs Act, 1962 are

different and consequences thereof follow

according to the provisions of law laid down

therein. It is necessary for the Chief Commissioner

of Customs to keep track of this CHA so that he

is desisted from causing mischief to Revenue and

the interest of Customs is not jeopardized.

Customs law is not for mere collection of Revenue

but also the safeguard the interest of the country.

[2017-TIOL-2549-CESTAT-MUM]

v Redemption fine: Assessee filed a bill of entry

for clearance of imported items. On perusal, it was

found that said consignment was mis-declared in

quantity terms as well as value. Mis-declared

value was then enhanced based on revised

invoice produced by importers themselves during

course of examination of goods. It was held that

considering the magnitude of offence, reduction

of fine is neither justifiable nor legally sustainable.

Provisions of Section 112(b) are correctly invoked

for penalties on these Directors. [2017-TIOL-

2287-CESTAT-DEL]

CENTRAL EXCISE
v Notification 6/2000 - CE: Assessee was availing

benefit of Notification 6/2000-CE and cleared

vibration insolation systems without payment of

duty to their customers which has been granted

license from Non-Conventional Energy

Development Corporation of Andhra Pradesh to

set up six megawatt biomass based power

project. It has been held that a plain reading of

item 21 indicates that exemption is available only

for captive consumption. Since goods

manufactured in assessee factory have been

supplied to their customer hence assessee is not

entitled to benefit under said notification. [2017-

TIOL-2070-CESTAT-BANG]

v Penalty on Dealer under rule 25 of C.E. Rules,

2002: When goods were fraudulently passed by

mentioning wrong description and Excise Tariff

Heading in invoices, Penalty is still imposable

though goods not confiscated. [2017 (349) ELT

748 (Tri.-Hyd.)]

v CENVAT Credit on outward freight: It was held

that as the ownership / title of the goods was

passed on by the respondent at its buyer's end,

the service tax paid on freight charges should be

allowed for cenvat benefit. [2017-TIOL-2060-

CESTAT-DEL]

v Time limit for Rule 5 Refund: Time limit

prescribed in section 11B of the CEA, 1944 would

be applicable for refund of accumulated cenvat

credit u/r 5 of the CCR, 2004. It was held that

since the notification clearly prescribes that for

claiming refund of cenvat credit the application

has to be filed within the stipulated time prescribed

u/s 11B of the Act, the refund claim filed beyond

such specified time limit is barred by limitation of

time-no infirmity found in impugned order. [2017-

TIOL-2078-CESTAT-DEL]

v Meaning of as such: When the capital goods

were cleared after substantial use, such capital

goods do not remain "as such" second proviso

which was inserted on 13.11.2007 in rule 3(5) of

CCR, 2004 which provides the mechanism for

payment of duty on the used capital goods makes

it clear that under any circumstances, in case of

removal of used capital goods, the duty equal to

CENVAT credit availed cannot be leviable. [2017-

TIOL-1952-CESTAT-MUM]

v Inclusion of Advertisement expenses in

Assessable Value: Department is of view that

advertisement expenses incurred by the

assessee should not be included in the

assessable value to that extent, as it was

recovered from the dealers. It was held that

considering the ratio decided in the case of Racold

Appliances wherein advertisement organized by

assessee on the request of dealer which directly
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benefited dealer in their sales and where the

amount spent was later recovered by the

assessee from the dealer then the amount though

recovered cannot be considered as amount

received by assessee was in connection with the

sale of goods and not dutiable [2017-TIOL-1909-

CESTAT-CHD]

v Valuation - Job work: Body building activity on

motor vehicle chassis supplied free of cost by

manufacturer. It was held that valuation of goods

required to be done under Rule 10A of the

Valuation Rules, 2000. [2017 (350) ELT 278 (Tri.-

Del.)]

v CENVAT Credit Safety Shoes: Safety shoes

worn by workers in steel factory during working

hours to avoid hot floor and other injuries eligible

to credit of duty paid thereon. [2017 (305) ELT

279 (Tri. Del.)]

v Applicability of Board Circular: Revenue

alleging that benefit of concessional rate of duty

in terms of Sl. No. 1C in Notification No. 4/2007-

CE dated 01.03.2007 is not admissible. However,

original authority extending the same by placing

reliance on Board Circular 12.06.2008 and

decision in Grasim Industries Ltd. 2008-TIOL-

2328-CESTAT-DEL - CESTAT while rejecting

Revenue appeal held that it is also not correct for

the Revenue to say that the Board circular will be

applicable only to some portion of the country and

should not be relied upon by others; that in terms

of Rule 2(q) of PCR, 1977, to qualify as a "retail

sale" such sale of any commodity should be

through an intermediary to an ultimate consumer;

that since in the present case, sales are made

directly to various actual users, same will not be

covered by the category of "retail sale" . Civil

Appeal filed by Revenue before Supreme Court.

Held: After condoning delay, appeal admitted.

[2017-TIOL-274-SC-CX]

v Cenvat on Attested copy of Bill of Entry:

Assessee is manufacturer of excisable goods and

had availed credit on attested copy of bill of entry

since the assessee had lost relevant copy of bill

of entry. It was held that as there is no dispute on

issue of receipt of goods mentioned under said

bill of entry and also its use, hence, considering

the law settled in judgments in cases of Steelco

Gujarat Ltd. 2010-TIOL-256-HC-AHM-CX and

Balkrishna Industries Ltd. 2015-TIOL-2697-

CESTAT-DEL, credit availed on duty paid as

mentioned in attested copy of Bill of Entry is

admissible to assessee. [2017-TIOL-2717-

CESTAT-AHM]

v ROM Application: Limitation of six months for

application of Rectification of Mistake will

commence from date of receipt of order sought

to be reviewed/rectified, and not from date of

order, which is sought to be rectified or reviewed.

[2017 (351) E.L.T.36 (Guj.)]

v Illegal Circular: Circular No. STPN/CST/2015

dated 14.01.2015 stipulated that CST

reimbursement is not permissible for the goods/

items procured from EOU/SEZ/STP/EHTP/BTP

units. It was held that the said circular runs

contrary to the provisions of the Foreign Trade

Policy and cannot override it. Assessee's CST

Refund application was directed to be processed.

[2017-TIOL-1430-HC-ALL-CX]

v Classification of Micronutrients: Assessee was

engaged in manufacture of pesticides and

micronutrient fertilizers classifiable under CETH

3808 and 3105 respectively under CETA, 1985.

With respect to classification of 'Micronutrients',

CBEC themselves have been changing their

stance thereon over the years. Thus, CBEC

issued yet one more circular 1022/10/2016-CX,

dated 06.04.2016, on very issue of classification

of micronutrients and plant growth regulators. As

per said CBEC circular dated 06.04.2016,

micronutrients are essential nutrients, like iron,

Manganese, Zinc, Copper and Boron that are

required in small quantities for normal growth and

development of plants. In view of presence of

nitrogen in the disputed products, and also

considering that they were mixtures and not

separate chemically defined compounds, said

goods therefore came under ambit of

micronutrient fertilizers and are to be classified

as in "other fertilizers" under CETH 3105. [2017-

TIOL-2635-CESTAT-HYD]

v Condonation of Delay: Statutory authority has

no power to condone the delay beyond the period
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of limitation prescribed by law and discretion

vested by law.Commissioner (A) had no power

to condone delay of 170 days in filing appeal and

thus Appeal filed by assessee was dismissed.

[2017-TIOL-2615-CESTAT-MUM]

v Cash Discount: Assessee is engaged in

manufacture of writing and printing papers. The

cash discount was realized back by assessee

through debit notes. Relying upon ratio of Apex

court's judgment in case of 2015-TIOL-193-SC,it

was held that there will be no need to add back

the discount to the assessable value for charging

excise duty, even if the same are subsequently

recovered. [2017-TIOL-2276-CESTAT-DEL]

SERVICE TAX
v Interest of delayed refund: Relying upon

Honorable Supreme Court judgment in the case

of Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd., it was held that

interest for delayed refund is mandatorily to be

paid to the assesse even if it is not mentioned in

adjudication order or not claimed by the assessee.

[2017(52) S.T.R.131(Del.)]

v Reduction of penalty: Denial of benefit of

reduced penalty of 25% within one month of

passing of OIO by Commissioner (Appeals)

unjustified. [2017(52)S.T.R.147 (Tri.-Hyd.]

v Cenvat on Supplementary Invoice issued after

Registration: Supplementary Invoice was issued

by Service provider after taking registration.

Cenvat credit cannot be denied merely on ground

of service provider being unregistered while

providing service and invoice being issued after

14 days of providing service. [2017(52)

S.T.R.164(Tri.-Del.)]

v Power of Quasi-Judicial Authority: Quasi-

Judicial Authority cannot review its earlier decision

unless power of review conferred by Statute.

Show Cause Notice after a gap of 5 years cannot

be issued once the first show cause notice

adjudicated became final and accepted by both

parties. [2017(52)S.T.R229(Del.)]

v Cenvat on Auctioneering, Mobile Telephone

etc.: Cenvat on various services like

Auctioneering, Mobile Telephone services, Forex

services, EDI maintenance services and quality

system audit services were held to be integrally

connected with manufacturing activity and cenvat

credit was allowed. [2017 (52) S.T.R. 167 (Tri.

Chennai)]

v Cenvat on Hiring of crane service: Cenvat credit

on crane hired for shifting goods in factory

premises and expansion of factory site was

allowed as this service was integrally connected

with the output manufactured by the assesse.

[2017(52)S.T.R.179 (Tri.Chennai)]

v Double payment of tax on service: Assessee

was recipient of man-power services. Same

service suffered tax twice through two modalities;

once, tax was paid by service provider and later

by service recipient. Since it is established

principle of law that any amount not due to State

is not collectible, to resolve the dispute and also

taking into consideration no objection of service

provider was recorded in SCN, it was directed that

assessee should be refunded amount paid by

service provider to assessee. Since there was

double payment and the liability was of assessee,

the assessee should not be denied Cenvat credit.

[2017-TIOL-2054-CESTAT-MAD]

v Services provided to SEZ: Department denied

the exemption of Service tax for services supplied

to SEZ Developer because of the reason that

Assessee was a sub-contractor and was never

awarded a contract by SEZ developer. It was held

that Notification No.04/2004-ST exempts any

taxable service provided by any service provider

for consumption of the service within a Special

Economic Zone, subject to adhering to the

conditions which are satisfied by the SEZ

developer. The fact that the provisions of Section

26 of the SEZ overrides provisions of other law

and exempts any services/taxes if the same are

consumed in a SEZ. [2017-TIOL-2726-CESTAT-

MUM]

v Rule 5 Refund: Assessee filed an application for

refund of unutilized CENVAT credit under Rule 5

of Cenvat Credit Rules,2004 read with Notification

No.27/2012-CE(NT) dt. 18/06/2012.The inputs

services of Security Agency charges, Internet

charges, Telecommunication charges,Renewal of

windows (operating system) license, House
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Keeping, etc were held to be in nexus with the

output service and consequently refund under

Rule 5 was allowed. [2017-TIOL-2671-CESTAT-

HYD]

v Non-mentioning of Registration No. on Invoice

and Cenvat on CA services: Mere non-

mentioning of Registration Number on the Invoice

cannot be a reason to deny Cenvat credit. Also, it

was held that CA service availed relating to sale

of equity stock cannot be related to output service

of assesse and hence cenvat credit was denied.

[2017-TIOL-2572-CESTAT-MUM]

v Threshold exemption for co-owners of

immovable property: Rent received by co-

owners proportionate to the share of property and

individually claiming the benefit of exemption

Notification No.6/2005-ST is correct in law. [2017-

TIOL-2284-CESTAT-AHM]

v Refund to flat owners in absence of Invoice:

The refund claim of flat owners cannot be rejected

on the ground that there is no bill or invoice; that

what is required according to the provisions of

Section 11B of the Act is the evidence that the

person claiming the refund has borne the service

tax liability and not passed on the same to any

other person. So long as the document shows

that the service provider is a registered person,

his registration number is available and details of

service tax paid and the certificate by the

developer that he has paid the service tax and

statement showing the value of service tax are

provided, it would be sufficient to consider the

claim. [2017-TIOL-2232-CESTAT-BANG]

MVAT
v Post-dated cheques for tax arrears: Revenue

Department does not have any authority to forcibly

collect post-dated cheques from raiding parties,

in the name of unascertained tax arrears. [2017-

TIOL-1427-HC-AHM-VAT]

v Instructive Circular - Legal status: In absence

of a specific rule requiring depositing of full tax

before obtaining C form authentication, such a

requirement cannot be introduced by the State

Government. It was further held that it would not

be possible for the State Government to provide

a mode of tax recovery making it a pre-condition

for generation of C forms. The circular in the form

of executive instructions, cannot take shape of a

statute. [2017-TIOL-1405-HC-AHM-VAT]

v There cannot be detention of vehicle of the

transporter over indefinite period directly bringing

the action of VAT authority within the fold of

seizure of vehicle, merely for not carrying logbook.

[2017-TIOL-1375-HC-AHM-VAT]

v Where the purchase order has occasioned the

movement of goods from one state to another that

would constitute an inter-state transaction. It is

not necessary that the sale must proceed the

inter- State movement in order that the sale may

be deemed to have occasioned at such

movement. [2017-TIOL-1374-HC-P&H-VAT]

INCOME TAX
v Deduction u/s 35 AB : Expenditure incurred by

way of lump sumconsideration for acquiring

technical knowhow for the purpose of extension

of the existing business, is allowable deduction

u/s 35AB. [2017-TIOL-1128-HC-AHM-IT]

v Notice u/s 148: No notice u/s 148 can be issued

unless it is established that income chargeable

to tax has escaped assessment on account of

failure of assessee to disclose all material facts

fully and truly. [2017-TIOL-1125-HC-AHM-IT]

v Income of minor beneficiaries deserves to be

clubbed to the income of partners of the firm u/s

64(1)(a) of the I-T Act [2017-TIOL-892-ITAT-

BANG]

v Bogus Purchase: When assessee fails to

establish genuine purchases and Revenue also

fails to establish bogus purchases beyond doubt,

then considering the fact that sales are not in

dispute and the accounts of the assessee are duly

audited, addition for bogus purchases should be

kept at lower side. Section 43B cannot be applied,

in case no service tax is payable by assessee as

per relevant service tax rules, notwithstanding the

fact that the same was shown as outstanding in

the books of accounts.[2017-TIOL-891-ITAT-

MUM]

v Penalty for wrong computation: Penalty u/s
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271(1)(d) is not sustainable when there was a

bonafide mistake in computing the fringe Benefits

Tax and the same was done in first year of

introduction of tax. [2017-TIOL-889-ITAT-MAD]

v Works Contract: Deduction u/s 80IA is allowable

to a builder engaged in works contract, if the

builder is carrying out work order according to the

requirement and specification of the customer and

the same has been done by using materials

purchased from third parties other than the

customers. [2017-TIOL-886-ITAT-KOL]

v Recording of statement u/s 132(4): When

Revenue has failed to question the assessee

while recording his statement u/s 132(4) with

regards the manner of deriving undisclosed

income, then Revenue cannot jump to the

consequential requirement of substantiating the

manner of deriving such income. [2017-TIOL-

1455-HC-AHM-IT]

v Jurisdiction of Assessing Officer: It was held

that AO is not having jurisdiction to again

commence the penalty proceedings on the basis

of same additional income for which penalty

proceedings were already set aside by the ITAT.

[2017-TIOL-1452-HC-MUM-IT]

v When the trade creditors stood accepted in

scrutiny assessment during earlier years, then the

purchases made through them cannot be

doubted. [2017-TIOL-1434-HC-P&H-IT]

v Assessment against non-existing entity: The

Company ceases to exist after approval order for

merger is passed by the Hon'ble High Court. It

was held that framing of assessment against a

non-existing entity goes to the root of matter which

is not only a procedural irregularity but also a

jurisdictional defect and same is invalid

assessment. [2017-TIOL-1433-HC-DEL-IT]

v Reopening of case : When there is no failure on

the part of assessee to disclose truly & fully all

material facts necessary for assessment, no

notice for reopening can be issued beyond period

of four years. [2017-TIOL-1239-HC-AHM-IT]

v Amortization of expenses is allowable u/s 35D of

Income Tax Act. [2017-TIOL-1237-HC-MUM-IT]

v Interest income earned cannot be treated as

"income from other sources", if funds are kept in

short term deposit for the purpose of completion

of the project and not to earn any interest. [2017-

TIOL-969-ITAT-CHD]

v Sending of notice u/s 148 to the addressee at his

correct address by registered post would be

deemed to be served, if not returned undelivered,

and would be sufficient service for the purposes

of Section 148 and reassessment proceedings.

[2017-TIOL-1401-HC-ALL-IT]
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Bizsolindia provides consultancy in the following areas through
associate companies and professional firms of the Directors

Bizsolindia Services Private Limited Consultancy & Audit in the area of

• Strategic Management Consultancy

• Direct Taxation including Domestic and International Transfer Pricing

• Indirect Taxation (GST, Customs, Central Excise, Service Tax, VAT/ CST, LBT)

• FEMA

• Foreign Trade Policy (Export Promotional Schemes, EPCG, Advance

Authorization, DFIA, Duty Drawback, Brand Rate Fixation)

• EOU / EHTP / STP /BTP

• SEZ

• Project Consultancy (Industrial Parks, Clusters , Agro Economic Zone, Food

Park, etc)

• New Business Set up in India

• Valuation including Business Valuation

• Internal Audit

• Corporate Law & Procedures

BSPL Outsourcing Pvt. Ltd. Knowledge Process Outsourcing in the area of

• Indirect Taxation

• Accounts

• Inventory management

• Fixed Assets Management

• Implementation of Company Law Matters

Bizsolindia IT Services Private Limited Specialized IT consulting and Solutions / modules along with ERP Integration

and following areas

• Specialized Software for EOUs and SEZs

• Expert in Application programming using Java and ERP Connectivity

• Data Migration

• Offers bucket of Add On Products for EXIM related solutions for the

• Complete industry needs

• ERP Consulting / Implementation

Bizsolindia Forex Services Pvt. Ltd. Forex Services dealing with :

• Treasury Audit

• Information Services

• Advisory Services

• Policy Consulting

• Treasury Outsourcing

• Interest Rates Advisory

• Treasury Operations Training

• Banking Advisory Services

• International Syndication

Bizsol HR Services Private Limited Strategic Consultancy in the area of HR & Soft skills Training

Bhagwati Shipping Private Limited Custom House Agent (11/578), Custom Clearance of Export and Import

consignments

A.B. Nawal & Associates, Cost Accountants Practicing Cost Accountant, Cost Audit, Central Excise, Adjudication matters

up to CESTAT, VAT Audit.

Behede Joshi & Associates, Practicing Chartered Accountants, Statutory Audit & Tax Audit, VAT Audit,

Chartered Accountant Transfer Pricing.

R. Venkitachalam, Company Secretary Practicing Company Secretary.

Nawal & Sonaje Associates, Cost Accountants Practicing Cost accountants, Cost Audit

Bizsol Projects & Infrastructure Solutions LLPInfrastructure Consultancy, Project Management Services in respect of Real

Estate solution for Industrial, Residential, Trade & Commerce & Consultancy

related to Finance & Investments

O U R  S E R V I C E S
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